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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 17, 1902

VOLUME 16
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Golden was Joined by Officers Dun-

bar and Cheshire and accompanied by
a number of Kerlin's neighbors, including Owen Heard, the party starting for the hiding place of the negroes
arriving at 1:30 o'clock this morning.
As the officers approached the house
the inmates opened fire. Heard fell to
the ground and was borne out of range
by his companions. The house was at
once surrounded by the posse and daylight awaited for another attack.
The house in which one of the negroes named Richardson wa3 located,
belonged to Annie Wilburn, also colored. Richardson owned the store adjoining the house. Here was kept ammunition and guns, and therefore they
were well prepared to fight.
At 6 o'clock this morning the little
group of officers approached the place
and called to those within to surrender. In reply they received a volley
of shots, one of which killed County
Officer Batele. The attacking party
retreated some distance, and from behind trees, telegraph and trolley poles
commenced firing into the store. In a
few minutes the door of the house
opened, and Will King, a negro, ran
out and surrendered. Inside the house
Richardson had an unobstructed view
in three directions. One block away,
Policeman Tom Grant, who was among
those summoned to the scene, stepped
from behind shelter to fire into the
house. A shot rang out from the be
sieged house and Grant fell dead. The
attacking party hastily sent word to
police headquarters and Chief of Police Ball dispatched the reserves to the
scene.
The officers determined to make use
of King, the negro who surrendered,
and at the point of a Winchester they
forced him to walk up to the rear of
the house and fire it. As soon as the
flames were discovered, the officers
eager to get the inmates of the house
stepped out from their shelter in every
direction. Again there was a shot from
the house and this time Officer Edward
Crabtree met death. An instant later
there was a thiid shot and County
Policeman Robert Oslorne fell dead.
The shooting had by this time attract
ed hundreds of people and nearly
every man who came to the scene car
ried a rifle. Shooting into the house
became tenerul. citizens and officers

Ten

'

Became King of Spain

in

Fact Today.
HAVE ENOUGH

liceman, Fulton county;
Thomas
Grant, city policeman; Edward Crab-trecity policeman; Will Richardson,
a negro desperado, who killed these
men; Milton Rosby, a negro who attempted to escape from a sewer; an
unknown negro, killed In a nearby
yard.
S. A. Kerlin,
Thewounded are:
beaten by negroes; W. A. Wright, county policeman, wounded In left shoulder; W. T. Jackson, street car conductor, wounded in the hip; Owen
Heard, county policeman, wounded in
the thigh; Call Officer Spradlin,
wounded in the arm; unknown negro,
shot through the hand.
Yesterday afternoon former Policeman S. A. Kerlin was waylaid by five
negroes with whom he had trouble
while a member of the force. The assailants were frightened away or Kerlin would have been killed. A sergeant
stationed at Fort McPherson found
Kerlin unconscious.
Policeman
At midnight County
Golden heard that Kerlin's five assailants were located ir. a house on
street and hastened to the city
to secure a warrant for arrest.

ft
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OUT.

Atlanta. Ga., May 17. Four white
men and three negroes are dead, five
white men and one negro are wounded, and an entire block of buildings
burned is the result of a conflict that
began here early today between the
police and blacks. '
Tli dead are: Edward Batele, bailiff, Fulton county; H. G. Osborne, po-

'

148

SUPPLIES.

Washington, May 17. With imposing ceremonies the remains of Major
General William Starke Rosecrans
were today
In Arlington
cemetery under the direction of the
secretary of the Army of the Cumberland. The services were presided over
by General David B. Henderson, speaker of the house of representatives.
President Roosevelt, the members of
his cabinet, senators and representatives and a host of friends, including
boys to a fine of $5 each, for fighting.
In the case .of Bachechl & Giomi vs. many old army associates, were pres
S. C. Berry, unlawful detainer of the ent to pay a last tribute to the noted
Metropolitan lestaurant building, de- Boldier. Full military honors were accorded the lemalns.
cision pending.
Joe Badaracco va Mrs. Dargoura,
TEN PER CENT.
unlawful detainer of residence property, case postponed till 4 o'clock this
Price of Anthracite Coal in Chicago
afternoon.
Going Up.
J. F. King vs. Veruly, judgment in
Chicago, May 17. Chicago is feeling:
favor of plaintiff for $li and costs.
the effect of the coal miners' strike.
Dealers yi anthracite coal have receivCOAL REGIONS QUIET.
ed order's from New York to advance
Both Sides Appear to Be Patiently prices almost 10 per cent.
Awaiting Developments.
ALFONSO WAS CROWNED.
Hazleton, Pa., May 17. The coal regions hereabouts are very quiet today and every one is patiently await- The Procession was a Spectacle of
Medieval Magnmcance.
ing developments. President Mitchell
Madrid. May 17. King Alfonso at
says he has had no communication
from any one regarding a settlement tained his majority today and became
of the strike. He received no word king In fact, as well as in name, havfrom Senator Hanna or any other mem- ing reached the age of 1C, as prescribed by the. constitution.
Beautiful
ber of the civic federation.
The operators also appear to be wait- weather favored this, the central day
ing developments. Mine owners say of the fetes. At an early hour all the
they will shut down indefinitely and bands of music of the troops compos
will not attempt to start up the col- ing the garrison marched through the
streets,
playing lively
lieries. They feel enough men could principal
be secured from the miners ranks to marches, to the royal palace, where
partially resume work, but this, they they performed beneath the windows
fear, would bring on a strife which of the king's apartments. The royal
procession formed on the Plaza de Artney declare they want to avoid.
operators mas, In front of the palace, shortly beThe Illinois bituminous
now here, are again besieged for opin- fore 2 p. m., and proceeded to the
ions on the plan of the anthracite men chamber of ueputies, where, in the
to call out the soft coal workmen. They presence of senators and deputies, the
reiterate it will be difficult to accom- king took the oath to uphold the con
plish such a thing. There might be stitution. The procession was a specsporadic strikes, but not a general sus- tacle of medieval magnlficance.
pension.
.

MAIN BUILDING OF

ductor, was one who hurried to the
EL PASO ELKS.
scone. As he was neariug the house
he was shot in the right hip, presuma
bly by Richardson. A negro cabman
driving a spectator to the vicinity of Messrs. Ogden, Loomis and Char-ma- n
the rioting was hit in the hand by a
in the Metropolis.
bullet. Call Officer Spradlen, speeding
to the scene on a bicycle, received a
wound in the arm.
MEETING OF LOCAL ELKS.
Desperado Richardson had been lost
sight of. The house burned rapidly
and a number of inmates ran to the
store, to the woodshed and barn. Orders were quickly given to fire every
building Into which the negroes were
driven, and in a few minutes the build
ings were burning. A main sewer that
runs through this part of the city was
utilized by two negroes as a possible
means of escape, but to no avail. A
crowd had now assembled until at
least 8,000 people, 2,000 of whom at
least, were armed, surrounded the
burning area. Soon frqm the mouth of
the sewer Milton Rosby, a negro, was,
seen to emerge. The negro struck out
over an adjacent lot, and shot after
sHot rang out and in a few minutes he
fell dead. The pursuing party quickly
surrounded him and ' filled his body
with lead. He was literally shot to
pieces. The crowd of enraged citizens
scarcely finished their work when an-- .
other negro was seen coming out of
the sewer. He, too, made a run for
life and managed to get into a back
yard of one of the neighloring homes,
where ho was filled with laad.
The fire started hf the attacking
party spread rapidly, and soon the en
tire block of buildings, nearly all negro
houses, was destroyed.
The police are busy arresting the
lew negroes found in the vicinity, and
among them are Steve Nesbit and Jim
Singleton, who are believed to be members of Richardson's gang. The police
had great difficulty in getting out of
the crowd of enraged people with the
colored men. A mob of 2,000 surged
around the patrol wagon and cried for
the life of the men under arrest. The
officers, throwing their men into the
bottom of, the wagon, drew their revolvers, forced their way through the
crowd and twenty minutes later lodged
the prisoners in the county jail. In
less than an hour the block of wooden
houses was burned to the grcund, and
a search of the ruins begun. In the
woodshed in the rear of Richardson's
store, was found a Bkull and near it the
steel barrel of a rifle. It is believed
the skull represented aTl that is left
of the negro who did the shooting.
The police believe they have arrest
ed all the negroes directly concerned,
but have been given orders by the
chief to bring Into custody all suspicious characters.
The rioting caused
the utmost excitement, not only in the
little suburb of Pittsburg, where it occurred, but all ovtr the city.
.

TAKEN FOR TRIAL
Three

Concerned in the
Sumner Robbery.

Men

United States Marshal

C. M.

Fort

Foraker

and Deputy Fred McKeehan took to
Las Vegas this morning the three men.
Riley, Cook and Robers, who have been
iu jail here for the postoffice robbery
which occurred at Fort Sumner last
winter. Their case will come up before Judge W. J. Mills some time next
week. It will be remembered that in
tha fight which occurred at the time
of the robbery, a small boy 12 years
old was killed.
firing together.
There are threa other men connectby
Governor Candler was advised
ed with the affair, who are under small
telephone of the ri' ting and hastily or pox quaiantine in the southern part
dered out the militia. Captain Barker of the territory and will not be tried
of the Fifth regiment, was ordered to at this term of court.
proceed with fifty men and a gun to
Indefinitely Postponed.
the scene of shooting and
The formal dedication of St. Joseph's
with the city authorities and sheriff
of Fulton county. Chief of Police Ball sanitarium, which was to have taken
and Sheriff Nelnis also hurried to the place on Monday, has been indefintiely
scene. W. T. Jac kson, a street car con postponed.

THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

BURGLARS
A

BEWARE.

Electrical Appliance to Head Off
-

Bank and House Burglars.

DEMONSTRATION YESTERDAY.

H. J. Pyle. a Pennsylvanlan, who for
Three handsome El Paso Elks,
namely, George Ogden, R. C. Loomis the past four years has made Pueblo,
and H. B. Charman, came in from the Colo., his home, is in the city. He is'
Pass city this morning, after an all an Inventor and has Invented an elec
night's ride, and today they are ming- trical mechanism for application to
safes, drawers, doors and for protecling with the local herd of Elks.
against fires and burglars. It dif
A special meeting of the Albuquer- tion from other devices
in that it is
fers
que long horns will be held tonight, extremely simple, cheaper to construct
at. the usual hour over Zeiger's Cafe, and is the most efficient of any appli
or iU kind. He claims that after
and of course the El Paso delegation ance
his system is installed, that he '(the
will be present. The national conven- inventor) cannot beat
fact, cantion of Elks will be held In Salt Lake not manipulate it without giving
City, Utah, In a very few weeks, and alurm.
Yesterday afternoon, at the Bank of
the boys from the Pass City are here Commerce,
before the officials of the
to get the Albuquerque Elks interested bank. Mayor C. F. Myers,
William Mcin a scheme to send a special train of intosh, a Citizen representative. ElecNew Mexico Elks, including El Paso, trician Expert Robinson and others,
a most interesting demonstrato the Salt Lake City convention. he gavehow
it works, or its application,
tion of
which will convene in August.
with a complete miniature installation
The three gentleman from El Paso In the shape of a small model safe and
are fine people, and they are the right with all electrical appliances attached.
This afternoon, Mr. Pyle gave anoth
kind of Elks to confer with members
er
demonstration of his wonderful in
of the local herd.
vention, before a party of interested
The meeting tonight ought to draw guests, at the First National bank.
Mr. Pyle had Illustrations Bhowing
forth every member of the Albuquer
safe could be
que lodge, and courtesies of the right how easy a burglar-proo- f
man, with any
easy
a
how
entered,
and
kind, with, sandwiches on the side, knowledge of chemicals, couldd effect
should not be forgotten.
that entry without the knowledge of
officers.
HELD WITHOUT BAIL
The Citizen understands that Mr.
Robinson, in order to demonstrate
more thoroughly certain facts regarding to safe cracking, will give an exEakin's Preliminary Hearing Set for hibition
of safe cracking at his shop
on North First street In a very short
Next Saturday.
time, and Mr. Pyle, the inventor, will
lie present to assist Mr. Robinson in
his demonstration
A WEEK'S DELAY.
lt--- ln

WAS SENT HOME.

0

Special to The Citizen.
O Remains of Captain Sutherland Escort
East Las Vegas, N. M.. May 17. O
ed to the Depot.
O The preliminary examination O
The body of the late Captain Eugene
O of Eakin will be held May 24. be- - O Sutherland, escorted by Mayor Myers,
Q fore Judge Mills, and until then O city council, and a few members ot
O he is remanded to jail without O the local lodge of the Masonic order,
O bail.
O was taken to the depot last evening,
O
0 where it was placed aboard passenger
0
train No. 8 for shipment to. Grand
RapiiiK, inch.', where it will be buried.
NOT ALL DESTITUTE.
The supposition was that the funwould be Masonic and would oceral
Excitement at Martinique is Calming cur in Albuquerque. But late yesterDown Were Frightened.
a telegram was received
day
Washington, May 17. Secretary fromafternoon
Mrs. Sutherland stating that she
Moody today received the following ca- could not come to Albuquerque, and
blegram from Commander T. S. Mc ordering the body shipped to Grand
Lain, of the Cincinnati:
Rlpads.
"St. Lucia. May 17. Excitement at
Martinique is calming down. Many
A RAILROAD WRECK.
refugees who are not destitute or
starving, but frightened by the appall Burlington Passenger Train Collided
ing disaster at St. Pierre and the grave
with a Stock Train.
but less serious damages in the more
Neb., May 17. The east
Lincoln,
northern portion of the island, were
leaving their estates and sections hound passenger train on the BurlingMany cases ton Montana line collided with a stock
which had not suffered
pillaging
are reported in these Uls train ibis morning near Hyannis, Neb.
of
tricts. The government is taking ac Four passengers were killed and dozen
tion to stop It. In some of the north or mine injured.
em districts many cattle may die be
MOB IN OHIO.
cause of the volcanic dust which cov
ers the vegetation. Rains would cure
Cua!ioga Falls, Ohio, May 17. A
much of this condition. Today I vistmlay made an attack on the jail
mob
ited and explored the ruins of the
United States and British consulate in here for the purpose of securing three
bruSt. Pierre and found some portions of ncgrois who are alleged to have
19
Moore.
Bertha
Miss
tally
assaulted
charred remains of bodies. The Po
succeeded,
of'age.
officers
years
The
tomac has returned to Fort De France,
however, in repulsing the crowd and
The reports from the disaster at St subsequently
the negroes were taken
very
Vincent are
Eerious. I believe the
tin; Akron Jail.
to
volcanic conditions were worse and in
some respects the conditions of the
Judge Crawford's Court.
living are as bad or worse than at Mar
JuilKe Crawford was a busy man this
Unique."
morning. The honorable judge gave
J. W. Akers. of Santa Fe, is in the jiuijiiKTits in two civil cases, post
poned one and sentenced two railroad
viiy today on business.
O

000000000 000000000
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TIME TO STOP.

TOWN IS HELPLESS.
Fire This Afternoon Is Sweeping

n

Maine.
Houlton, Maine, May 17. Fire swept
this town this afternoon. The build
ing which was known as the "Flagg
block," a large stable, the Baptist
church and other structures were
quickly destroyed. The fire depart
ment, volunteer brigades and citizens
are helpless and aia was called from
surrounding towns. At 3 o'clock the
loss was estimated at $500,000. Several
people were badly burned or otherwise

Injured,

RECORD BROKEN.
A

Train Made

for the Martinique Sufferers.
Washington, May 17. Secretary
Hay has received a cablegram from
United States Consul Ayme at Fort De
France, announcing the relief supplies
now afloat will be quite sufficient for
the Martinique sufferers, and suggesting that while at St. Vincent there
may be need of subscriptions, the United States snould cease at once.
No More Supplies Needed

Houl-to-

119 Miles in 163 Min

utes.
Denver, May 17. The world's record
for a gravity run was made today by a
Denver & Rio Grande special between
this city and Pueblo. The distance of
119 miie3 was made in 1G3 minutes and
nearly half the distance Is up grade.
The train was bearing a party of real
estate men and ladies from Denver to
visit Pueblo as the guests ot the business men of that city.
Amending the Bill.
Washington, May 17. Consideration of the naval bill was resumed In
the house today and the bill was read
for amendments.
Races Tomorrow.
The following program of races at
the fair grounds tomorrow afternoon:
3:00 minute, trot and pace McGin-ty- .
Ike, William T. and Elmo Wilkes.
Free for all trot Boone and Action.
Free for all pace Bonnie Treasure
and Deck. '
Base ball game between Old Town
League.
Reds and the Tip-to-

SISTER LOYOLA

DEAD.

She Quietly Slept Her Life Away Last

Night
Last night at 10:45, Sister Loyola,
who came here to the Sisters of Charity afflicted with consumption, quietly
slept her life away. She has received
all possible care and attention while
here and she has borne her sufferings
with such patience and quiet resignation as to endear her to all who knew
her. Her quiet, peaceful death was a
fitting end to a saintly life.
The funeral will be held at the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
on Monday morning at 9 o'clock. Sis
ter Nolaska, mother superior here, arrived thl? morning from California and
no arrangements were made until after
her arrival. A grand requiem mass
will be sung at the sister's funeral, one
of the finest given in the church. The
"Introit" will be from Cherubini's requiem mass, the "Dies Iriae," the "Tuba Mirmun" and the "Lachrymosa"
from Mozart '8 grand requiem mass, the
"Sanctus" and "Agnus Die" will be
from Cherubini. The offertory will lie
"Pie Jesu" by Mozart for quartet, at
the close of service Mrs. Shinick will
sing "Angels Ever Bright and Fair."
Interment will take place at Santa
Barbara cemetery.

p

Mrs. M. M. Sheets, aunt of Sam
Pickard, who has been spending the
winter at San Diego, Cal., passed
through the city this morning bound
for her home in Kansas City, Mo.
W. II. Hahn, the coal merchant, has
purchased lots directly across the
street from the park, next to Gov, E. S.
Stover's, and will build a fine

Indians Won.
In the ball game this afternoon between the High School and 'Indian
school teams, the Indian school won
by a score of 2 to 1.
Work on the cement sidewalk alongside of the Stamw property, between First and Second streets on.
Silver avenue, U progressing nicely.
.
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The Alvarado Pharmacy
PURE DRUGS,
PERFUMES,
TOILfcl ARTICLES.

A

Full Line of Druggists' Sundries.

GOOD DISTRICT.

Few Mining Paragraphs From the
Cerrillos Neighborhood.
The Ingersoll mine is sending ship-

ments to the Cerrillos smelter

regular-

ly.

A

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

A

James Jackson is driving In the tunCosmopolitan
Mail
nel of the Cunningham mine.
The water has been removed from
Paper
Orders
SATISFACTION.
WE GUARANTEE
the Bottom Dollar mine and developPatterns 10c
Promptly
ment work Is being pushed.
Prescription Druggists
B.
Good ore has been developed on tne
None Higher
Tilled
Cash Entry, but the main body of the
CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND FIRST STREET.
yet
been
reached.
not
has
2Z0 weT
On Wednesday the well at the CerLeon B.Stern.propriltop
unwhich
had
been run
rillos smelter,
now
legal
are
a
color
of
.
even
title
arroya,
otit
,4
caved In.
der the Snn Marcos
ii
AMDUqUCTnUC
Villi 1J V"UJjrn surginE tin against confess to liave A mare and colt were caught In the
They
court
undone.
work
of
the
this
fall, but otherwise no damage was
will not succeed, neither should they
HUGHES & KcCRElQHT, Publishers succeed. A more fatal blow could not done.
The San Lazarus Is to resume operabe struck at the progress and prosper- tions In the near future when its presEditor ity oi New Mexico.
Thos. Hughes
ent financial difficulties are settled
Edgar Andrews, of Bonanza, Is conW. T. McCreigbt, Mgr. and City Ed.
VALUE OF NEW MEXICO FARMS. structing a hand separator for the
The census shows that In 19n the lead and zinc ore from his mine in
Publishe Caily and Weekly.
farms of New Mexico and farm prop- Hungry Gulch.
The Fmeltcr has accumulated a larg
erty and live stock were valued at
nearly $."4.0(0.oin. that the value of stock of ore both by rail and wagon.
A number of mines around Cerrillos
kSole
Seventy-liv- e
farm products was a little over
Associated Press afternoon dispatches
Vet
in 18H9 and that the gross farm which have been idle for years are now
to
the smelter.
supplying ore
Largest City and County Circulation income for that year was $9.ooo.oun.
GO
1
5,
comCopper
and
Gold
The Santa Fe
The Largest New Mexico Circulattor
The Denver Republican says that the
A
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation people of the east should see in this pany has in operation a diamond drill
enough to convince them that New at. San Pedro to determine the extent 7j
Copies of this paper may be found Mexico is in a condition to sustain a of the ore bodies of the mine.
w
on file at Washington in the office ot state government. This is the census
Jose Lopez is running some of his
Sigour "pedal correspondent, E. G.
repoit of only one class of wealth. To high grade gold ore from the San Mners, 918 F street, N. W., Washington, it should be added In order to ascer- iguel mine at Golden at the Mayo mill.
D. C.
tain New Mexico's condition all the
wealth connected with other industries
THE SMELTER BLOWN IN.
New Mexico demands Statehood besides farming and stock growing.
Congress.
Mining is a leadin industry in New After Months of Waiting Cerrillos will
Irom the
Mexico as it is in Colorado and other
Now Experience New Prosperity.
Rocky Mountain states. There is also
Terms of Subscription:
Word was received yesterday that
merchants the smelter at Cerrillos would be
Oalljr, by mall, on- yrar
tfl 00 cr.ie manufacturing, and
Five dozen of LaOne hundred doz.
One hundred doz.
Three dozen of
S "T have l rougut into
Daily, by mull, nix month
the territory an blown in that night. The smelter is one
1 r0
Dally, by mall, three monnn
CotVests,
of
dies'
Men's
Black
of
Richelieu
property
which
Children's
Ulack
of
quantity
enormous
Ladies Shirt Waist J
of the most complete and modern in
W
Daily, t,y mall, one month
76 has become subject to taxation.
the west. It is owned by the ConsoliDaily, by carrier, one mnth
I lose, seamribbed,
Half
ton
high
I lose,
neck
Ribbed
Cotton
Hats, in the newest vw
Mexico
New
People who think that
2
Wwkly. tv mail, per year
dated Mining & Smelting company, in
ore back of which there is abundant PennTHE DAILY OlTl.KN will he delivered is a poor. hrlplc38 community
and
colors,
long
less,
fast
sleeves,
best
seamless,
styles,
sizes
to
the newest
5
'n the dy at the low rate of 20 cents per greatly mistaken. It Is well able to sylvania capital. Several of the direc-toiweek, or for ,6 cents per month, when
in
pure
hose
town,
white
only,
8,
as
supthey
were
ioc
bought
creations, in a superb
of the company have been at Cerpaid monthly. Tl se rates are Ires than maintain a state government and
or any other daily paper In the port a large population.
What It needs rillos the past few days and they ungood
pairs
a
vest
as
limit
three
to
was
sell
to
at
limit
of combinaarray
ioc,
territory.
Is the stimulus that would come with doubtedly brought the orders to blow
ever sold at 25 cents.
each customer. Our
the establishment of local self govern- in the smelter. The company has an
pairs
three
to
each
colors, the
and
tions
The l)oycott has proven a failure in ment. Let it come in as a state and its ore buyer on the road and is operating
two
Special
Our
Saturfor
Price
price
every instance in the United States.
for
customer.
For two
real $4.00 kinds, for
population will immediately begin To its own coal mine on the Pecos Forest
increase, and each new comer will add Reserve. It will undoubtedly be kept
day
hours,
pair,
per
night,
hours
pair,
two hours only,
The monument to the soldiers and to the value of taxable property and in operation for a long period.
sailors of Indiana, recently dedicated the ability of the local government to
acquired
present
owners
When the
In Indianapolis, is 314 feet high and maintain itself.
the smelter not so long ago, it had
cost $600,000.
never been blown In, although it had
NOT POSTED.
been erected several years before. ExC. E. Stivers has purchased the RaThe Press, of Portland, Maine, is tensive alterations ami additions were
One
ton Range. He is a first class printer not posted on western politics. It made the past few months to bring the
imgood
and
writer and will greatly
smelter up to date. A stack has been
says:
prove the Range.
"Party lines must be very loose in added for the treatment of copper ores.
congress when it Is openly declared
The path of almost every man's suc- that there are enough republicans in JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE onLINE.
Sec
Stage leaves Trimlile's stable
cess has been paved with failures. the house and senate to join with the
Thursday
They have been the guides that point- democrats to secure the admission of ond street, every6 Tuesday,
a. m.; quick time. A
Saturday
at
and
ed the way to success.
Mexico,
New
Oklahoma, Arizona and
kept at Zia. Arrives
relay of stock-iwhen it is practically certain that the at tne Springs in time for supper.
rePresident Palma, of the Cuban
admission of these territories as states Don't bo deceived by people who tell
all-ove- r
public, who will lie inaugurated on will result in the election of six demo- you
they will take you Just as quick
May 20, is at Cienfuegos preparing his cratic United States senators, of sevNobody
stage,
for they won't.
as the
J
$1
AVaiof nvm
message to the "Cuban congress.
eral democratic members of the house, else has any change of stock on the
and of possibly a sufficient number of route. Tickets for sale at Trimble's.
It Is not a sensible argument against presidential electors to change from a
J. B. BLOCK, Proprietor.
statehood that a Jury in this territory republican to a democratic adminisnow and then miscarries Justice. If tration.
The republicans thought to
Ladies' Desks.
this argument held good no 'state in gain power by the admission of some
Just received at Futrehe's furniture
the Union would be fit for
other 6tates which have almott uni- store a fine lino of ladles' desks and
versally gone against them in party music cabinets In quartered oak, all
contests. If now the others are ad- French polish, $7.00 and up. Sue our
Oregon holds in one respect the same mitted by republican votes, as they window display.
OOOCOCXXXXXXXXXiOo
relation to national politics that "the must be if they come in at all, the
Throw It Away
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
October states" formerly did in years folly of the course of the party in reof presidential elections. The webfoot gard to them will be evident to all. ROSENWALD BROS.
o
You have become accustomed to tha
state votes in June for all officers, The republican leaders are waking up
old rag. You do not notice how faded
whereas similar elections in most oth- to the situation and will try to head off
and worn it Is. Time to get a new one
er states come off in November.
the representatives ana senators from O TOPSY HOSIERY. THE BEST O
Just the time, for we're offering supthe arid states and keep them in line. 0 HOSIERY IN THE WORLD; 10c O
erlative values now, and you can have
The Phoenix Republican thinks that Theoretically, the question to be set- O to 75c PAIR, TO BE HAD ONLY O
vV
your pick by coming quickly. Your
Senator Beveridge is in favor of the tled is one of the wisdom of making O AT GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS O
TRY OUR 25c TOrSY O
dollars will do double duty here this
statehood bill. The Citizen's Informa- these territories into states. All rea- 0 CO.
s
week. Handsome and serviceable
Lotion
Amber
0
tion from Washington is that the sen- son would dictate that they should not O HOSIERY.
in beautiful patterns at popular
ator from Indiana is opposed to the be admitted at the present time. If, 0O0000O000
FOR ROUGH SKIN.
.
prices. If we have not got what you
o
admission of New Mexico and Arizona, therefore, republicans Join with demowant we can order it on short notice.
Attend special parasol opening it
and that he is willing to admit Okla- crats to do an unwise thing and thai
Amber Lotion
to the undoing of their party, what The Economist
homa.
may we not expect next?"
TO MAKE WHITE HANDS.
The Press is hereby informed that
Demlng water and pure ozone make
The Futrelle FurnitureCo.
The fortunes of Arizona, New Mexico and Oklahoma in the matter of New Mexico and Oklahoma will be as strong and healthy people.
Amber
Lotion
as Maine,
WEST END OF VIADUCT.
statehood are now to a great measure icliable republican states
in the hands of one man the Hon. and that Arizona can be placed in the
FOR FACE AND NECK.
Second street and Coal avenue.
Corner
Albert J. Beveridge, United States sen- doubtful column.
ator from the state of Indiana. Senator
Amber Lotion
Beveridge, by virtue of his position as
A BIG OPAL FIND.
SHOCLD BE ON EVERY
chairman of the senate committee on
territories, has the power to create The Ledge Is in Peralta Canon in the
DRESSEr.. SOLD FOR 25
three new states, and to add three
CEN13 PER BOTTLE.
Cochiti Mining District.
more stars to the flag.
Page B. Otero left at the Santa Fe
Worst
J. H O'RIELLY & CO
office specimens of the
Door yards beautified with flowers New Mexican
find, he,
opal
me
on
croppings
surface
give an air of refinement and elegance George West, and others have made in
of
Prescription Druggists
to a city not otherwise to be attained. Peralta canyon in the Cochiti mining
A little city of uniform, even and solid
Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.
Bernalillo county. Although
If vourfood Is undigested. you are un
sidewalks, of door yards covered with district,
to the air these specimens derfed, no matter bow much you eat.
a beautiful and even green sward, with exposed
considerable fire but nothing And the underfed man is, to the extent
flowering 6hrubs and flowers, well show
to the opals taken from be of the underfeeding, crippled for tne
painted houses, fences and outbuild compared
the surface. The ledge in whicn battle oi life, un tne other nana,
ings, at once attracts the attention of low
onals are found is over 10(1 feet there U such a thinu as overeating.
visitors and strangers; besides they the
wide and can be traced for fifteen The harm done by indigestion caused
to
greatly
enjoyment
of
the
add
the miles. No effort has yet been made byoTerloaded stomachs exceeds that
population.
to follow the leads which go below from the increased heart beats caused
the surface and all the development by the use of alcohol or whiskey.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
work thus far has been merely surface
CITY STREETS.
Eat as much good food as vou need
located
been
Eight
have
claims
M. 8. OTERO, President
but don't overload the stomach. If
Philadelphia has a public spirited or- work.
ganization, the City Park association, A good many inquiries have come from vour stomach is weak it may refuse to
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier
which has Just published a fine vol- Colorado in reference to the find and digest wl(jt you cat. Then you ought
ume, with maps and illustrations, to an effort is being made to interest Col- to use a good digestant like Kodol Dys
SOLOMON LUNA
WM. MclNTOSH
H34 West Railroad Avenue.
show how much more beautiful and orado capital in the development of pepsia Cure, which digests what you
economically managed a city is if laid this find. The specimens can be seen eat without the stomach's aid. This
M.
A.
BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
BALDRIDGE
J. U
rest and the wholesome tonics conout with curving and diagonal streets at the New Mexican office.
tained In Kodol Dyspepsia Cure soon
than if planned on the usual gridiron
Beautiful Yosemite.
restore health. You don't have to diet. vvm.
system. The position taken is thus
passenger
department
Fe
Santa
Don't eat too much. That's harmful.
stated. "Winding, curving streets are hasThe
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & 8ANTA FF. RAILWAY
issued a handsome l osemite fold But eat enough and of sufficient variefar more picturesque than straight er for
19o2.
The
of
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will digest
ones and are particularly delightful for Valley season
over the Santa Fe, ty.
quickly relieves the sensation
residences. Curving and delightful by dailyis reached
It
it.
stage
Merced,
Lai of fulness and bloating from which
from
Automatic 'phone 574.
streets give much greater opportunity which
twenty-sevethe trip In
THIRD STREET
meals.
suffer
It
people
after
some
for diversity of architecture than hours, makes
Second Street,
Sooth
216J
stop.
night
including a
This prevents beicningana aosoiuteiy cures
straight ones do." Main thoroughfares
Albuquerque.
Vtx.
V
through
the indigestion and other stomach troubthe traveler
only should lie straight, according to route takes
Merced big trees, and is the cheapest les. Equally good for children.
this carefully considered exposition of and
quickest way in and out.
MarysTille, O ay: "1
Jami-sthe subject. Many of the cuts and fills
Accommodations at the alley are
from dyspepsia for thirty years bu
in the average city are worse than useft'W
lyipopia Cure completebottlt
of
Kodol
MELINI & EAKIN
under government control, with good ly cured me Hud 1 heartily
to
less.
hotels, camps and trails. Visitors to ail lufierers from tuts uisease.recommend It
AllkCfnd9fresH and
LIQUORS, CIG...J
Meals.
the greut national conventions at San
Dyspepsia Cure WHOLESALE
LAND GRANTS.
Francisco in June and August will find Kodol
The Denver News commends Dele- the Yosemite side tour a pleasant one.
Cures all Stomach Troubles.
STEAM SAlSACt FACTORY.
everything In our Une
gate Rodey upon his opposition to con- While not so tremendous and
Prepared only by K. C. !
mt I o., i IiIchro. We handle
as the Grand Canyon of Ari- Thull. bottle contain H timet the &0c. fcito.
gress confirming title to land grants in
Distillers Agents
this territory which have been rejected zona, Yosemite has a beauty ail its
Special distributors Taylor & Willla j
by the court of private land claims. own, and it is well worth while.
Dcwurs utile EARLY RISERS
Ii MIL KLE1NWORT, Prop.
LouiETille, Kentucky
land
court
has restored about
The
Plumomg.
constipation.
for
famouslittlepills
The
K
grants
acres claimed under
to
First St.. Albuquerque, N. '.J.
X. TUIBD STKKK7
VASOMC BUILMNG.
We have auueu a plumbing depart- J. ii. O Jili lly ai Co. and IS. II. lirlgss ill
the public domain. Many of these
& Co.
grant claimants reside in the east, and ment and tin shop to our business.
having purchased land to which the When you havo anything In this line
1902
courts refused them a title, rush into to be done see us tbout it before placACCIDENT INSURANCE,
congress to have the grant confirmed. ing your order. Albuquerque HardFIRE INSURANCE,
If these parlies 'purchased a fictitious ware company.
title we fail to see what claim, either
REAL ESTATE,
o
agents
Sole
for
casino and Ova brand
in law or equity, they have on conR. P. HALL, Proprietor
Nctlce.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
gress. The court of private land claims
Canned Goods. Dealers in
Rico Cafe serves the best meals
The
12 14. CROMWELL BLOCK.
ROOMS
was created to adjust the titles to in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
Automatic Telephone 174.
Staple and Fancy Groceries
Iron and B aei. Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings. Pulleys,
these grants and it has done so in a orders, 5 centu up, 111 North First
fair and impartial manner, and in street
Grade uars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Deming
214 South Second street.
offers the same opportuob
many cases after the most laborious
o
Creamery Butter Best on ties now that the rost prosperous
Hlllsboro
Repairs on Mining nd Mill Machinery a Specialty.
Disappointed litigants
investigation.
Demlng water la chemically pure
cities in the west offe. Ml several yean
earth
who claimed thousands of acre with- equal to Polan Springs.
SIDE RAILROAD TRACK. ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY
Orden solicited.
Free delivery. ago.
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SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY
From

a;

4

7

to 9 p. m.

pairs ot BabitV 8ott
Shoes, in Black and
to
cent article, Special
colors, sizes
regular
trnce tor two nours, per pair

nil

39c k

One case of Men's Balbriggan Underwear, in pink and blue,
I just tne tiling lor not w ather, Nlnrts and Drawers to
match, fully worth 35c, Special Price for two
h-'iir-

Fifty-Sevin- t:

-

(K)

s

'"

A
A
A
A
A
A

fffC

s

to-nig- ht,

5 CENTS

15

CENTS

5 CENTS

$1.48

lot of Boys' and Girls' Straw Hats, in light and dark
fi colorings, regular 50 cent kind, Special Price tor
R
Saturday night
awOC k
A

Ten dozen of. ladies' Fine Shirt Waists, made of white K
lawn, open front or back, trimmed with the finest of
k

i this

iinsitivolv flip locf
town, sizes 32 to 40. Special Price for two

pmlnvmlijrv

hours

to-nig-

olir

Atfj

K

ht

t.
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JlO'Bielly&Co.
t

car-pet-
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More Harmful

THE

Than Alcohol

Bank of Commerce

Overeating
Form
Intemperance.

ALBUQUERQUE

JOE RICHARDS,

Capital

$100,000

CIGARS

Yost-mit-

Giaesner,
Tailor.

e

n

,

,

Meat Market

SUf-fpi-

sail

B. A. SLEYSTER,

F. G.

-

Pratt &

Co.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
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SPORTIN6 NEWSi2

secondhand. The Indians Idea of
music is not tnat of the Caucasian,
but nil of his songs have a rhythmic
swing and minor cadence which

THE ECONOMIST

MINING NOTES.
Mr.
Ward
has taken a bond and
Ing a two weeks' seige with la griippe
YESTERDAY'S BALL GAMES.
lease on the Aztec mine on the Ute
but is recovering.
National League.
That MIrs M. Harbert has been em- creek Bide of Old Baldy. This mine
ployed as planoist for the dancing club has produced in free gold upwards of
At Cincinnati-Cincin- nati
f3.00O,(M0.
3 of Saturday n'ghts.
5
iS'ew York
That the ."Experience Meeting" givThe Porvenlr Coal company, of San
Batteries Hahn and Peitz; Taylor, en by the ladles of the Methodist aid Miguel county, now has a twenty-fou- r
society and their young mission class inch vein of coal In one mine open and
Sparks and Bowerman.
was well attended and a most pleasant a thirty Inch vein in another and the
evening'was given the audience. Mus- veins are still widening.
At Piittsburg
6 ic, recitations and songs
Pittsburg
Just a nice
The old Pine Tree property near
1 short program.
The experiences were Golden has been bonded to M. O'Hea-gaPhiladelphia
Batteries Chesbro and O'Conner; given in a novel manner and the house
and associates, and work on this
was In an uproar of merriment during old producer will take on new life unWhite and Jacklitsch.
the "Passing of the Shadows." Some der their vigorous management.
of the ladies sewed while Mrs. Beddow
At St. Louis
County Recorder Hibben, at Flag5 sang not tne "Song of the Shirt." but
St. Louis
staff,
recorded during the past
9 "Dreaming of Home and Mother."
Brooklyn
No thirty has
2C.5 mining locations.
A
Batteries Murphy and Ryan; Kit-Bo- wonder the girls can sing, the mother pretty days
pood showing for Coconino
strong
a
song
voice
and Ahearn.
sweet
has
and
the
r
that is not classed as a mining
was a surprise as well as a pleasure. county
county.
Some of the girls
At Chicago
In shadow
A compromise was effected in the
. . 5 pantomime; some washed dishes. Cora
Chicago
case of G. V. Prlcliard vs. Apex Gold
0 Tammany waited on the table, the genBoston
will
Batteries Taylor and Chance; Wil- tlemen personating the eater seemed Mining company. The company
do some work this summer preparato have an insatiable appetite.
lis and Klttredge.
That Liittle ISirs. Will Carmen ad- tory to putting the mine in condition
American League.
vertised her agency for the Stevens for thorough operation by October.
The big contract taken by J. A.
go-bAt Cleveland
taking measurements for a
'. ...1 made to
Cleveland
order suit. Mrs. Aldrlch be- Jackson on Cunningham hill near Do2 ing the customer
Detroit
much merriment lores, is being pushed rapidly to com
Batteries Wright and Bemls; Mi- was created by the cute representa- pletion. This Is a big low grade gold
proposition and tests are being made
ller and McGuire.
tion.
That Miss A. Clayton emphasized in Salt Lake to determine the best
At Boston
her position as the teacher with the method of treatment.
4 whip
lloston
which also seemed to create
A syndicate of Springfield and Au
2 much laughter.
Philadelphia
rora. Mo., capitalists have purchased
Batteries
Winters and Warner;
That the Gallup public schools wiill of Mrs. J. B.
heeler, of Colorado
Wiltze and Powers.
close on. the 23rd. Commencement ex Springs, the owner, the Montezuma
ercises in the evening at the Kitchen mine and mill at Baldy, Coirax county.
At Baltimore
opera house. The usual exercises In- The deal was engineered by F. L. Mul- 7 terspersed with music by the V. T. D. ky of the Thelma Mining company.
Baltimore
9 orchestra, consisting of Messrs Rus
Washington
It is rumored that control of the
Batteries Shields, Howell and Rob- sell and Wyper, violins; Messrs Ris- Green Consolidated Copper company,
inson; Orth and Drill.
don and McSparron, coronets; Mr. M. of Bisbee, Arizona, has passed to new
Solar, clarionet and Miss E. Mclntire, owners, who are stated to be the prinAt Chicago
planoist.
cipal owners of the General Electric
2
Chicago
That Miss Susie McConnell is think company of New York. It is alleged
1 ing of Joining her sister, Mrs. W. H.
St. Louis
the new owners have acquired the
Batteries Piatt. McFarland and Sul- Wolf, in California for a short outing. Green Consolidated on a bisis of about
livan; Powell and Sugden.
That Miss Beddow and Miss Rosina $100 a share for control of the prop
B
agk,.?B fflKie are going to Missouri for a visit when erty. The figure represents a trans
K.NN'6 . ft
school closes.
action aggregating a sum in excess of
National Leaaue.
That Johnny Gordon and wife are go (30,000,000. The purchase is said to
ing east for a visit In the near future. have been for cash.
At Cincinnati
3
Cincinnati
That there will be two vacancies in
The Mohave County Miner says:
5 the present corps of teachers. We reNew York
H.
P. Ewing, who has been looking
Taylor,
gret to loose Miss Murphy, but to
Batteries Hahn and Peitz;
mining field in the San Franover
Sparks and Bowerman.
slightly altar the wornout saying "Our cisco the
district, for a week or
loss Is his gain," and we congratulate more mining
past, reports that the Leland
At Pittsburg-Pittsb- urg
him.
of the richest and largest
That Miss Brown and Miss Clayton mine isonone
the coast. The No. 1 tunnel
Philadelphia
will go to California soon after school mines nearly
seven hundred feet and
is in
Batteries Chesbro and O'Conner; closes.
shows a continuous ore chute for more
White and Jacklitsch.
That Miss Elizabeth Mclntire will than
feet. On the north No. 2 tun
spend part of her vacation In Green nel is500
about 200 feet and shows up
At St. Louis
Mountain Falls vrith her parents, who an oreinbody
four feet wide that gives
5 will come from their home in Eldorado,
St. Louis..
an average of $60 per ton of gold. The
9 Kan., to spend the summer there.
Brooklyn
cuts through a high bluff, a deep
Batteries Murphy and Ryan; Kitson
That the baseball boys are to give a vein
canyon
cutting it on both the north
and Ahearn.
on
20th
evening
of the
dance
the
south,
exposing the vein for nun
and
Music by the Montezuma band, wnich
of
The tunnels are press
dreds
feet.
Chicago
At
will be so divided as to form two com Ing Into
high
bluff on the vein and
this
5
Chicago
plete orchestras. One part led by D.
So far It
0 C. Russell, the other by R. W. Wyper. opening up a world of ore.
Boston
has more work done on it and more
Batteries Taylor and Chance; Willis
That quite a party of Gallupltes are ore
exposed than all the other mines
going to Wingate on Sunday to spend
and Juredge.
in that section. Thomas Ewing has
day.
the
property In hand
Spring Ailments.
That In place of the light that failed the opening of the
There is an acning and tired feeling; one night last week, some had only the and is making a t.g success of the un
the liver, bcwels and kidneys become lamp
girls keep to
the curling dertaking.
sluggish and Inactive, the digestion im Iron and others had heat
utter
darkness.
For Over Sixty Years.
paired, with little or no appetite, no Bless the girls.
An old and well tried remedy.
feeling
a
anything,
and
ambition for
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup has
that the whole body and mind needs
For Those Who Live on Farms,
been used for over sixty years by
toning up: The trouble is. that during
Dr. Bergin, Pana, 111., writes: "I millions of mothers for their children
winter, there has been an accumulaused Ballard's Snow Liniment; while teething with perfect success,
tion of waste matter in the system. have
recommend it to my friends, as It soothes the child, soften the gums,
Herbine will remove it, secure to the always
confident there is no better made. allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
secretions a right exit, and by its tonic I am
It is a dandy for burns." Those who Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
effect, fully restore the wasted tissues live
liable to pleasant tc the taste. Sold by drug
and give strength in place of weak manyon farms are especially
accidental cuts, burns and gists in every part of the world,
ness. 50c at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy,
bruises, which heal rapidly when Bal Twenty-flv- e
cents a bottle. Its value
B. Ruppe.
lard's Snow Liniment is applied. It is incalculable. Be sure and ask for
always
be
kept
house
for
the
in
should
GALLUP.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
cases of emergency. 25c, 50c and $1.00 take no other kind.
Ruppe
B.
Cosmopolitan
Pharmacy,
Special Correspondence.
at
o
o
Gallup, N. M.. May 16. That the
to the Public.
Announcement
Indian
Phonograph.
and
more
The
the
tain was heartily welcome and
of the Hotel
possession
I
will
take
very
acceptable.
would be
The Indian Is proverbially afraid of
on June 1, 1902, as lessee
That D. C. Russell has returned anytning he can not understand. He Highland
from California looking much better fights shy of the camera, the locomo- end manager. It will be my endeavor
attractive to local
for his trip.
tive and .the talking machine. A rep- to make this hotel
and the traveling public. The
That the firm of Russell & Elsie will resentative of the Santa Fe has over- patrons
at an times wun
soon leave Gallup for their new loca come that coyness to the extent of pro- table will be supplied
curing some excellent phonographic the best the country affords. The
tlon. Point Richmond, Cal.
That the young ladies of the B. T. L records of Moki and Navajo Indian cuisine, service and accommodations
to any in the
Dancing class as a surprise for the ceremonial songs, chants and mono- of the hotel will be equal
Desiring your patronage
young gentlemen served a delicious logues. Duplicates will be made and territory.
sincerely yours,
lunch of cake, sherbert and lemonade used tor advertising purposes next and good will, I am V.
H. BKiuua,
F,
you
O.
I.
O.
r.ot
room
dining
If
have
in
east.
of
In the
the
winter
the
Proprietor.
hall on Thursday evening the 6th of time or money to take a trip to the
o
Way, it being the regular practice southwest and see our brother in red
Notice to Tax Payers.
on his native soil, you can do the next
night for the month.
You are hereby notified that the sec
That Marcella Risdon has been hav best thing, hear him sing and talk
ond half payment of the taxes for the
year 1901 are now due and payable and
that the same will become delinquent
June 1st, i!02. after which date the
usual penalties will accrue.
CHAS. K. NEWHALL,
Tax Collector Bernalillo County

Agents for
McCall's Bazaar Patterns.
All Patterns
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10 and
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I5cts,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

none higher.

On Summer

D
i

in

LT

W
cream

Dimity

Special Preparations.
We have specially prepared for the
confirmation exercises by putting In
nice line of boys' black suits; all sizes
8 to 20 years. Simon Stern, the Rail
road Avenue Clothier.
CORSETS ON SALE AT AN UN
HEARD OF FIGURE. ROSENWALD
BROS.

ooaoooooaaaoaooooo
QUEEN QUALITY. THE FAM--

Patcc Baking Powder Co.,
Chicago.

Alum baking powders
dyspepsia, liver complaint and
trouble. Alum may not kill, but
mines the health, and ill health
iiie miserable.

Induce
kidney
under-

makes

0

Parasol and Umbrella Sale

In neat stripes and floral designs on a
Swiss Ground, also Bolid colors of black,
cream, pink, blue, maize, grey, etc., etc.
goods are 28 inches wide, liought to sell
Special

1O0O

ut a

Dotted
white,

These
at lCc,
12'2c

Yards Thalmr ltatite

Hat-gai-

n

31 inches wide; over 3 Odifferent patterns and
colors; all 1902 patterns, Including figures, dots,
stripes, scrolls, all the new colors, navy, cadet,
new green, also black and white; Special. .. .12'2c

20

Pit-re-

s

Cotton Covert Cloth

Some of these
In all colors,

wide, some double fold,

h

greens, 3 blues. 3 browns.
2 tans. 3 stripes, also mixed colors; regularly sold
for 12 He for the single width and lac for the
double width; choice of either for this week. ..10c
2

50c Silk Momsiline de Sole aud
Silk Dimity 25c
An unparalleled offering extra fine Mousseline
de Soie, also Silk Dimity, 32 inches wide, in plain
colors of pink, blue, cream, maize, red, and black;
also with polka dot and lace stripes; while these
last take your pick of an actual 60c value for

25c

only

15 Pieces Highest Grade

Imported Challie
These have never been more popular than now,
and our assortment embraces all the new designs
and colorings, in stripeB and small figures on both
light and dark grounds, all in qualities selling
60c
readily at 9oc; Our Special Price
wool Challles, regular 40c value;
Domestic
25c

Special

$2.00

Ladles Parasols on Special Sale
Our entire stock of Fancy Parasols, divided
into lots to clear them out, as follows:
Lot 1 takes in all our fancy Parasols selling up to
.
$1.00
Sale iTlee
Lot 2 takes in all our fancy Parasols selling up to
$3.00; Sale Price
$1.50
Lot 3 thkes in all our fancy Parasols selling uj to
$3.50; Sale Price
$2.00
Lot 4 takes In all our fancy Parasols selling up to
$4.00; Sale Price
$2.75
Ixt 5 takes in all our fancy Parasols selling up to
$7.50; Sale Price .
$3.98

Children's Parasols at special prices, as follows. Our entire stock divided into 3 lots, as follows:
35c
Lot I Values up to 75c, sale price
50c
Lot II Values up to $1.00. sale price
Lot III Balance of our Btock values up to $1.50,
75c
sale price
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Subscribe for The Citizen.
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A PIANO

In a home is not a
sign of wealth but it

shows an intelligent

o
o-i-

c)o

home-lif- e.

0)0
c4o
0..0
OttO
O.JO

OJO
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In this age of enl'shten"
ment no longer say "DO
WE WANT A PIANO." but "WHAT
PIANO DO WK WANT?"

DoriCilo

Vmi
I OU

A PIANO with
perfect scale.and
rich tone, durable in construction and
with an artistic case

nl
W alii

a
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Or'.O

Chickering Brothers Pianos

Ot.O
Or.O
Ot.O

We
Are endorsed and chosen by the most critical music lovers.
are exclusive Territorial Representatives of these GKMS as well as
other leading makes. We sell everything in the music line. .
' "And the last but not least"

c'po

o'.o
,o

ofj

oi.o
oi.o
O'XJ
ot.o

You can play any musical
classical
to the latest Coon
composition from the
Would you be without one?

oo

The Cecilian

OfO

songs.

0,0
O'.O

Our new spring line is complete o'.o
come and see us. Our prices are the O'.O
muslin.
Albert Faber, 30i Raliroau O.o
oo

at

h

Paraaol Bargains

o'.o

o
READ
OUR
ADVERTISEMEN
FOR TAILOR MADE SUITS ROSEN
WALD BROS.

h

The balance of our stock of Sunlonnets; only
about 50 of them left in the following colors,
claret, red, navy, pink, wnite and apron checks;
our regular 25c Sunbonnet, while these laast, take
25c
em 2 for

O'JO
O'fO

Carpets! Carpetsl! Carpets!!!

LOT I Women's Umbrellas,
English
Carols: Serge Umbrella; paragon frame, steel rods,
,
natural handles, for only
98c
LOT II Women's umbrellas, extra quality, union silk taffeta case and fine large tassel, lustrous
and close rolling assorted handles, natural woods
mounted in silver and plain, some sterling silver;
these go at
$1.50
LOT III Women's Umbrellas,
size,
steel rods with paragon lock ribs, case and large
silk tassel. Made of guaranteed piece dyed union
taffeta silk, of high finish and close rolling qualities. Splendid assortment of handles fit to go on
any $5 umbrella, mounted in sterling silver, ivory,
pearl, fine natural woods; designs same as finest
$10 and $15 sterling handles; very artistic and
pleasing.
These go at, each
$2.00
We also show special bargains in Men's Umbrellas at $1.50 and $2.50 each. Not an umbrella
in the lot but what money is saved on.
Some
amongst these worth up to $5.00, choice of any in

the lot

8un Bonnets

oo
OJO

aooooooooooooaoaao

You may not ned an Umbrella today, but is one
of those things which, when neded, is needed badly. Our superb new stock and our Special Prices
make this an opportunity for you to buy.

at a Harga'n

olto

OUS SHOES TO BE HAD ONLY
O AT GOi.DEN RULE DRY GOODS
O CO., $3.00.

Attend special parasol opening
The Economist
o
Statehood.

a BarKin

20 Piecrft Dotted Swiss Muslin

0',0

avenue.

Note.

Ht

This favorite Wash Fabric is 27 inches wide,
and we show the neatest and prettiest line of
colon!, lought to sell for 12V4c, Special
.8c

OtjO

stored with me: strictly confidential
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue

Good health depends mostly upon
the food we eat.
We can't be healthy if we take alum
or other poison daily in our food.
Dr. Price's Baking Powder is absolutely free from alum. It is made from
pure cream of tartar and adds to the
healthfulness of the food.

Wash Fabrics,

(SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.)

te

Curtains!!

But Everything In Dry Goods.

Wash Waists and Umbrellas

y

We are snowing up to date lace curtains in Brussels net. Irish point, Ara
bian net. Nottingham. Bobbinet and
muslin.
Albert Febar. 205 Railroad
avenue.
o
MONEY TO LOAN.
On dianionaa. watcneM, etc., or any
good security; also houseboM goods

Orders

Mail

Solicited and
Filled the
Same Day that
They are

Enormous Reduction in Prices

sw-ep-

Curtains! Curtains!

or Groceries

No Shoes, Clothing

n

I

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

n

I

3
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Hall &

'J

Piano-playe- r.

Learnard,

Ot'.O

O'O

Op
O'jO
o'.o
o'.o

O'.O
O'jO

1

The Square Music Dealers,
204 South Second Street,

o'--

O'.O

perfect

wo

?22oopooooppoo?ooooooopo.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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CALL AND SEE OUR

LAMPS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
COOKING UTENSILS,
HAMMOCKS,
MEXICAN DRAWNWORK,
DINNER SETS,
INDIAN PO I TERY,
MEXICAN HATS.

PICTURL--

,

CUT GLASS,
CHAMBER SETS,
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS,
JARDINIERES,

W. M ALETTE,

''

Successor to

A. B. McGaffey & Co.
216

OPEN EVENINGS.

WEST RAILROAD AVE

OOOOOOOCOOOOOOCO

BORRSDSILE & CO.
3

TOAKV

''VK

Penitentiary, Birds Ran Away
But Were Soon Captured.

Tinware,
Art Squares,
Mattresses,
Springs,
New and Second
Household Goods

Iron Beds All

For some days past the penitentiary
authorities have hart four trusties at
work In the grounds of St. Vincent's
sanitarium, at Santa Fe, cleaning out
ecwers and the like. Yesterday morning ot 8:30 o'clock, two of these trusties, Gil Padilla. sentenced from Dona
Ana eounty for four years for burphiry
and larceny, and whose term of imprisonment would haxe expired next
month, and Joaquin Najara, also sentenced from Dona Ana county for three
years for the larceny of cattle and
whose term would have expired next
April, disappeared. The alarm was immediately given and the escape was
telephoned to Deputy Superintendent
V. E. Martin at the territorial penitentiary. Steps for the recapture of
these convicts were then taken and at
10 o'clock they were
caught aliout
three miles from town In the foothills
southeast of Santa Fe, and drought
hack to the penitentiary. For this attempt to escape they will lose their
good time allowance and will' be
punished. This event proves, and
that very conclusively, that the watchfulness and efficiency of the penitentiary authorities under Superintendent
Rursum and Deputy Superintendent
Martin la of a high order and that all
possible precautions are taken first to
prevent the escape of convicts and
thereafter should such escape never
theless happen to recapture them. Dep
uty Martin, wno is in charge or the
penitentiary at present during Superintendent Bursum's temporary absence
In the southern part of the territory, is
proving himself a model and efficient
other-win-

Furniture
Crockery,
Graniteware,

117

Gold Avenue

SNUFF
4'

Call for a free sample of Swedish Snuff.
We sell "
'

'

.i

Swedish Rappee,
German Rappee,
Coarse French Rappee,
Garrett's Scotch Snuff,
Lorillard's Scotch Snuff,
Horse Shoe Brand, Swedish,
.

Seal Brand, Swedish,
Norkoping Snuff.

OgW1U"JTIl'T'

Bananas,
Oranges,

Ripe California
Grocery Co.
A

e

Olives.

cordial invitation

U

Jaffa

The

1

extended to

Tailor made suits before taking your summer outing you will need
we offer while they last, your choice of any suit in the house for

everybody to attend the grand free
lunch at the Metropolitan tonight

one

Just received fresh goods California olive oil, California ripe olives.
The Jaffa Grocery Co.
Zelger's Cafe free lunch tonight.
Everybody invited.
See the newest In ladles neckwear
at The Economist.
prepared free
Attend a specially
lunch at the White Elephant tonight.

This Includes some of those beautiful f 27.50 garments. The price
we asK is less than the cost of manufacture.
Thomson's Glove Fitting and F. C. Corsets, H. & W. Corset waists,
they sell for $1.25; sale price
85c
Triumph Guaranteed Silk Gloves that sell for 75 cents; the sale
price
50c
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $4.00; sale price
$3.00
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $3.25; ale price. . . . . ,$2.b0
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $2.73; sale prfce. . . . .$2.00
"Gusher" White Lawn Waist3 that sell for $1.50; sale price ...... .85c

$12.50

Invited.

Everybody

o

The Percales we sell at 5 cents per
yard are very scarce. Leon B. Stern.
n
jjemlng has Increased 60 per cent. In
years.
population In four

WE HAVE FORTUInATELY RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT
OF .LVET RIBBON (SATIN BACK) WHICH .WILL BE SOLD AT
SALE PRICES.
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO AVAI YOURSELF OF
SUCH UNHEARD OF BARGAINS.

o

Statehood.

prison official.

'J' 'J' 'I pvriBrzmiit.iAAVJKt

' IN ADVERTISING IT IS AT ALL TIMES OUR AIM TO INFORM
OUR .HEADERS OF SOMETHING WORTH KNOWNO. IT IS" NOT
OUR OBJECT TO FILL OUR SPACE WITH MANY WORDS AND
VAIN BOASTS, WHICH CAN NEVER BE SUBSTANTIATED.
TODAY'S NEWS SHOULD PROVE EXCEPTIONALLY INTERESTING, FOR WE BELIEVE YOU HAVE NEVER HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF SUCH VALUES AS WILL
HOLD SWAY A i" OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS DURING THE NEXT
WEEK.
READ THIS CAREFULLY. THERE ARE MANY MORE ITEMS
WHICH SPACE WILL NOT PERMIT US TO MENTION.

Cauliflower,
Fresh Tomatoes,
Cucumbers.
Ground Chilli,
New Potatoes,,
New Beets,

CLASSIFIED ADS.

DAME IN BACK.
0 Thinks the Statehood Bill Will Pass
the Senate .
Capt. W. E. Dame, who has Just returned from a two weekB' stay In
Washington, believes the omnibus
statehood bill will be passed by the
senate but not until the short session
In December.
The senate calendar Is
M. crowded far ahead and the bill will
probaniy not even be considered until
fall. The bill has many strong friends
who will not tolerate any attempt not
to report It. Captain Dame thinks
there is a good chance of getting the
federal building and the army post.
The recommendation of the army
board in favor of Albuquerque was so
strong ihat it will not easily be counterbalanced.

Wd Good..

House Furnishings,

NEWS

Mammoth strawberries,

ROSENWALD BROS.

Note
All classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.

Household Goods on
Easy Payments.
Albuquerque N.
New

INTERESTING

Cherries,

Sizes-$3.0-

Up.

S

of suffering from Indigestion If you eat
what you want, cr of starving yourself
to avoid such distress? Acker's Dyspepsia Tablets taken after eating will
digest your food perfectly and free
you from all the disagreeable symptoms of Indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat
what you want at any time and take an
Acker tablet afterward.
Positively
guaranteed. Your money will always
be refunded if yor ere not satisfied.
Write to us for a free sample. W. H.
Hooker & Co., iiuffalo. N. Y. J. H.
O'Rielly & Co., and B. H. Brlggs & Co.

QUICK AND GOOD WORK.

INDIAN BLANKETS,
CARVING SETS,

hANuPAINTED CHINA

J.

What Is the Use

CONVICTS CAPTURED.

QUEENS WARE.

17 1902

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Four room house, cheap.
Inquire J. W. McQuade, shop opposite Highland Hotel.
FOR RENT Cold storage warehouse
on track. Inquire of Bachechl &
Giomi.
FOR RENT A largo furnished 14- room boarding house, close to the
railway shops, to responsible party
or parties. Address J. D. Torlina.
this city.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
FOR RENT To iamiiy without child
ren, from June 1, completely furMrs. J. G. Owen, of Flerro. N; M.. Is
nished four room house. Call 309
spending a few days In the city, shopRoma avenue or see H. S. Knight.
ping and visiting.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
passenger
to
Armijo
a
was
A. R.
housekeeping. Inquire at 300 North
Santa Fe this morning. He expects to
Broadway.
return tomorrow night.
FOR RENT A new up to date piano.
Inqu're at the Whitson Music comMiss Coltraine, teacher of the eighth
pany, 114 South Second street.
grade at the Central school, and scholars, are plcnlclng In Hear canyon today.
FOR 8ALE.
Josnua S. Kaynolds, president of the FOR SALE A desirable corner lot on
First National bank, returned to Las
Copper avenue, also residence propVegas nils morning, after spending a
erty on Lead avenue; will be sold
few days In Albuquerque.
cheap if sold before first of May.
Mrs. A. J. Steele left this morning
Call on or address owner, 609 West
for a two weeks' visit in Santa Fe.
Lead avenue.
homes
From there she expects to go to' Den FOR SALE Several bea'-iiiu- l
ver to spend the summer.
and city lots. These are bargains
and must be seen to to appreciated
Remember the dance after the con
No trouble to show property. See
cert tonight.
Jno. W. McQuade.
o
Strawberry, vanila, lemon and banWANTED.
ana Ice cream at Scott's lee cream parlor. Open all day Sunday.
Good carpenters, eight
WANTED
hours, $3; planing mill men, lathers,
Concert at the Colombo hall this eveplasterers. Steady work winter and
ning under the auspices of the Estrella
summer. Address "Herald," box
z
society. Read program.
Los Angeles, Cal.
If you want a dinner like your moth- WANTED A Girl for general housework. Inquire at 301 South Edith
er used to cook try Mrs. Myers' restaustreet.
rant Sunday on South First street,
WANTED Woman for general houseo
Go out to the fair grounds tomorrow
work; two in family.. A,PPlv at Cltl-zeoffice.
afternoon and enjoy some good trott
ing and pacing events.
WANTED Good live man or woman,
o
to take agency for Washington Life
If you want the best dinner you ever
Insurance company in their own
25
Columbo
cents at eat the
had for
community.
No expense and big
hotel Sunday
profits if you work. J. H. O'Rielly,
general manager for New Mexico
Lady Margaret, Deck, Action and
and Arizona, Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque
horses
other
Reliable salesman to sell
will perform at the fair grounds Sun WANTED
several profitable and quick selling
day afternoon.
specialties. Good opportunity for
o
right man.
Address The Atlantic
Get some of that Mexican drawn
Refining Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
work while you have the chance, at
Good carpenters, eight
Mrs. Wilson's, 218 South Second street. WANTED
hours, $3. Planing mill men, lathers,
plasterers. Steauy work, summer
For sale at residence of Mrs, Ivan
Grunsfeld, 520 West Copper avenue,
and winter. Address "Herald," box
30O0. Los Angeles, Cal.
furnishings of entire household, in
eluding shades, curtains, chandeliers, WANTED A first class waist finisher,
immediately. Mrs. A. B. Shattuck,
carpets, stoves, furniture, etc.. Call
room 23, Armijo building.
for next ten days between 10 a. m. and
WANTED Chambermaid at once; $15,
8 p. m. daily. Private sale.
0
a month; wire for ticket. P. N. Yun-kerIt you want to see some good trot
Windsor hotel. Socorro, N. M.
ting and pacing events, attend th Wealthy, respectable young widow, no
races at the fair grounds Sunday aft
children or near relatives wants true
ernoon.
and home loving husband. Address

IE3E223

0. W.

STRONG & SONS,

Undertakers and Embalmers.
Superintendent

Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Both 'Phones in Our Office.

?C
911
taws
mm 1 9

Nnrth
w hi v w
wwwvttw Street.
iivi v SernnH

PRETTY AS A PICTURE,

almost too nice looking to carve, but
the splendid qualities of our steaks is.
not all in their good looks; flavor and
taste surpass their alluring appearances, and we defy anyone to say that
there are tenderer, more Juicy or more
toothsome steaks to be had than what
is furnished by
.

'

Flesher & Rosenwald

Wm, Farr

COPYRIGHT

Brockmeier & Cox,

n

0COOCOOOOOOOOf
YOU CAN ALL RIDE
Call at Korber's repository and

see the largest stock

In

the

south-

west
Prices lower than ever before and
we will make you easy terms.
Full line of supplies, Lap Robes,
Whips, Harness and Top Dressings,
Axle Oils and Saddlery.
Canopy

English

Tops,

Sun

well-know-

n

Washington street,

J. Korber
oo ooo
oo
cS
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BUILDERS' HARDWARE, jg

Qold Avenue.

118

Moths!

Geo. B. Williams,
PRESCRIPTION

& Co.,
o

Moths!

The insidious moth will soon begin
his work of destruction. Head him off
with a liberal use' of camphor moth
balls, etc. Have you a particular fur
garment which you value highly? Then
pack it in one of our moth and dust
proof bags. It will be safe and sound.

Chica-

Hiller,
The University concert tonight at 8
go. 111.
following.
2 o'clock, dance
o
MISCELLANEOUS
Mrs. Akers, now located in her new
0 home,
is prepared to fill all orders for BLVETTE will not freeze, melt or
Home Made bread, cakes and pie
spoil; restores color to linen, laces
Boston orown bread and baked beans
or any goods, new or faded: 10c;
delivered every Saturday morning.
agents wanted. Eastern Supplly Co.,
Leave orders at Delaney's or old phone
1201 West Ninth street, Williugtou,
113.
Del.
Deming, the coming city of New
Mexico.
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS.
JACOB SILVA & CO.,
o
beg to. announce that on or about May 10th we will open
Hot lunch, free to everybody, at
Dealers In
TT a first class Drug Store in the Harnett liuildmg, next to
Zeiger's Caafe tonight. Don't forget.
SAN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.
post office, and that we will keep for sale a complete line of
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND THE
THE BEST UUILDING STONE IN
Drugs, Chemicals, etc., together with a splendid stock of Sta- - GREATEST HOSIERY SALE EVER
ATTEMPTED IN THIS CITY. LEON NEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE
tionery, l'atent Medicines, Cigars and Druggist s Sundries.
B. STERN.
BIG BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
We will endeavor to give you prompt and efficient service and
o
AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
EleA
fine
at
the
White
free
lunch
trust we may receive a share of your patronage.
YARDS ON RAILROAD AVENUE,
phant resort tonight.
Very truly yours,
BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH
Visit Our Boys' Department.
Second Street next to postofliee.
PAGE fi VOORHEES,
We have put in a fine line of boys' STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
cxxxxxxxxoocoocooc
black suits, vestees, two and three-piecsuits; also a nice line of hats and
Carpenters' and machinists' tools ot furnishing goods. Simon Stern, the
Dentistry.
STEVE LALLING, Prop.
Careful, reliable work; reasonable all kinds. Albuquerque Harwars com- Railroad Avenue Clothier.
pany.
2,
room
dentist,
rates. Dr. B. Barnes,
We are showing the most extensive
We handle the finest line of Liquor
o
N. T. Armijo building.
r
line of men's and boys'
Cigars. All patrons and frlen
and
Agrlcultural lands in Demlng are un- clothes between Denver and Ixis AnLet us figure on your plumbing, Al- - surpassed for fertility, production of geles. Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave-nu- cordially invited to visit tLe Iceberg.
109-11Louth Socond street
buquerque Hardware company.
Clothier.
fruits and vegetables ot all kinds.
' Shades, Umbrellas, Bow Tops, Etc.
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO.

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS

117

DRUGGIST.

West Railroad Avenue.

ooooo ooo

POST & C

VOORHEES

Ye

e

The ICEBERG

j

ready-to-wea-

1

HARDWARE
GARDEN TOOLS, LAWN MOWERS, LAWN RAKES AND

SPRINKLERS.
3 GARDEN HOSE AND HOSE NOZ.

lA BEST GRADES COTTON COVER

1
:

wi maI'JiJ'i

Ty3rLAfcjo.fj.iiii

111

linn

ii

ED AND RUBBER HOSE.

GOODS GUARANTEED.
LOWEST PRICES.
WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE.
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AN

OUNCE

OF CA8T

IRON ABOUT THE

It's Just a Cough

SIDEWALKS.

Great Majestic Range

that gets your lungs sore and weak

ALBERT

way for pneumonia or
and pavrs
Them consumption,the or both.
Acker'a English Remedy will stop the rough in a
Last Night.
day and heal your lungs. It will cure
consumption, asthma, bronchitis and
Steel and malleable Iron used In the
all throat and lung troubles. Positiveconstruction of these ranges. We also
RESOLUTION ADOPTED.
ly
guaranteed, and money refunded It
of
complete
line
a
have
not satisfied. Write to us for free sam
The city council met in extra session ple. W. H. Hooker A Co.. Buffalo, N.
last evening to consider sidewalks. Y. J. H. O Rielly & Co., and B. H.
The property owners on East Railroad Briggs & Co.
avenue, between Walter and High
M
W
...
ESTRELLA SOCIETY.
DOUBLE HEATING BASEBURNERS streets, want pavements and the council passed an ordinance ordering its
They have no peer or rival In the construction.
The Program Which Will Be Given
An ordinance was then taken up by
base burner world In the point of eleThis Evening.
which the city engineer is instructed
gance and high finish.
society of the Univer
The
Estrella
all
of
grade
sidewalks
to establish the
will
sity
au
five
entertainment at the
$18
for
each
will
receive
ordered and
hall Saturday evening at
Mock of grade so established. It is Colombo
also made a misdemeanor for any which the following program will be
property owner to commence the build- given:
120 Gold Avenue.
Italian Band
ing of a sidewalk without first getting SelectedSolo
Vocal
Selected
from the engineer the grade.
Miss Kathcrine Helmbeck.
A resolution making it optional with
Allard
property owners whether they use ce- Violin solo UlKolette
ment or vitrified brick was adopted. '"Niagara" Prof. Dl Mauro.
Elkhart
The resolution s:
University Mandolin Club.
Manufacturers of
Be it resolved by the city council of Piano Duett
"Nocturne Madrinella"
the city of Albuquerque. N. M.:
. Ludwlg Schytte
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
That, when in the opinion of the city
Miss Mabel Himoe,
council of the city of Albuquerque, the
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn ;
building or rebuilding of any sidewalk OvertureMiss Flora Vann.
, . , . . Italian Band
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to r.
of cement or of vitrified brick along Reading "As
Rose"
Moon
the
city
the
without
SOLICITED.
any
and
block in the
MAIL ORDERS
Phelps
fire limits thereof, is necessary, and
l.
whenever the majority of the owners Cornet SoloMiss Moorchea
'The Lost Chord"....
of lot 3 abutting such sidewalk shall by
Sullivan
petition indicate of which material, ceProf. Oeo. .Leo Patterson.
ment or vitrified brick, they prefer, the
Specialty with Chinese Harp
council shall order the sidewalk along Chinese
Accompaniment
Rosa Berry
that block built of that material. Pro Vocal
Solo "Spring's Awakening".
vided, however, that in case of the
Dudley Buck
failure of said majority to Indicate
Mabel E. Anderson.
their nreference as aiove. then in that "Belle Miss
of the Boulevard". .. .Loreytte
Is a most important factor in the
case said sidewalk shall be built of
University Mandolin Club.
which ever material the council may
Jewelry worn, and best results are
order and provided, further, that when YOU SAY: "WHAT
obtained from artistic designs and
ever along any one Bide or any hiock a
HAPPENED THEN?"
tasteful settings. Our rings, broochnortion of the sidewalk has been or
es, pins. etc.. are of that high art
dered built of cement or of vitrified And the Ruddy Youngster Springs a
and quality found only In Jewelry of
brick, the remainder of the sidewalk
New One on You.
the finest make.
along that side of the block shall be
Where do children pick up the conordered built of the same material.
The effect of this resolution is to umdrums that they spring on unsusgive property owners outside or nre pecting grown tips?
A chubby little damsel, who Is not a
JEWELER.
limits the choice of using cement or
vitrified brick and yet making the walk day more than five years old, walked
&
F.
A.,
Inspector
S.
T.
Watch
In each block of uniform material. A up to the chest of a bachelor visitor
and S. F. P. Railroads.
netition from property owners asking last Sunday witlTa new one.
'Once there was a grocery man.
that the ordinance ordering sidewalks
on the north side of Gold avenue, lie said Bhe.
'Yes?" said the bachelor, with lm
ween Ihird and Sixth streets, be re
nealed. was laid on the table. The rea mediate interest.
"And he was very, very little."
son given was that the lots are vacant
Except In the Fire Box.

The City Council Considered

FABER,

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING
Headquarter

"Art Garland"

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket and
House Furnishing Good.

Ingenious Japanese

Hardware Company,

Albuquerque

our stock before purchasing
ways exercising their Ingenuity
in devising cool and unique floor
coverings, which the whole
world takes advantage of.
We are in receipt of very
handsome Japanese and China
Mattings, also Floor Coverings
of all kinds, fro mthe best looms
in the world, that we are selling
at the lowest prices. Look over
who live in a hot climate, are
We can save you

ALBUQUERQUEPLAMNGMILLCo
of-de-

Pa.-.lln- e

403 SOUTH F1R5T STREET.

money.

EFFECT

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.

T. Y. MAYNARD,

WHERE TO WORSHIP.

Plumbing and Heating,
Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.
Albuquerque, N. M.

206 West Gold Avenue,

1
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ZEIG'ER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTfciE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB R06MS
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES A COGNAC
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars

ococecocccccccocc
OaO0OaOaOOeaOOaoC

Congregational Church, east end of
viaduct. W. J. Marsh, pastor Preach
ing services at 11 a. m. Miss Anderson
will sing a solo after the sermon, sun-daschool at 9:45 a. m. and Junior
Endeavor at 2:30 p. m. Union serv
ices in the evening at the big tent.
Highland Methodist Church, South
Arno street. M. Hodgson, pastor Sun
dav school at 10 a. m. Preaching at 11
a. m. by the pastor. Union services at
the hie tent at 3:30 and 7:30 p. m. Ev
y

"Yes, yes?"
"And somebody told him to eat
Scotch Oats."
"Yes. yes. yes?"
"You ought to say 'What happened
then?' " prompted mademoiselle, jounc
ing on the bachelor's knees.
"What happened then?"
"It made the grocer grow sir."
Picture of smiling mamma.
After the bachelor had recovered
from the prolonged chuckles which he
felt to be demanded by the humor of
eyed
this reply. Miss
him thoroughly and Inquired:
"Why don't you eat Scotch Oats

tha Larftct
aad float Eitaaalve

Flour, drain
and Provisions.

Carrlas

Stock ot

Staple Q recedes
found aouthatt.

Car loti a apectalty.

04K..LAOwOtX00C

PELTIER BROS.

ESTABLISHED 1878

"OLD RELIABLE"

FARH AND FRE1QHT WAGONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U.

DEPOSITORY

S.

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.

Five-Year-Ol- d

$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
erybodv welcome. .
$200,000.00
St. Johns Episcopal (jnurcn tioiy too?"
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
communion. 7 a. m.; Sunday school
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
In anguish.
mamma
of
Picture
10 a. m.; morning prayer and sermon
The bachelor's height Is four feet
Joshua S.Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi-- v
II a. m : short evening service. 7 p. m six;
,V,
All are welcome. Seats free.
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
.
o
Presbyterian church, corner Silver
Under new management the Metro
A B. McMillan.
Raynolds,
H.
F.
avenue and Fifth street, T. C. Deattte politan resort w!l set out for Its patpastor Services at 11 a. m.: Sunday rons a grand free lunch tonight. Ev
school at 9:50 a. m. There will be no erybody invited.
o
service in the evening on account of
Some of., the best horses In the Rid
the union service at the tent. All cor
dlally invited.
Grande valley will be at the fair
Lead Avenue Methodist Church, cor grounds; tomorrow afternoon.
o
ner of Lead avenue and Third street
Mrs. Myers will Berve an elegant din
Rev. Dr. Morrison will preach in the
morning and administer the sacrament ner at her restaurant on South First
of the Lord's supper. No service in street tomorrow. All the delicacies of
the evening on account of the union the season will be there.
n
service at the tent. Sunday school at
Don't fall to attend the Estrella so9:45.
ciety concert at Colombo hall tonight
Tomorrow Rev. Merton Smith will
preach at the BaptiBt church, Broad
Strawoerry, vanlla, lemon and ban
way, corner of Lead avenue, at 11 a. ana ice cream at Scott's Ice cream parm.
He will also address the Bible lor. Open all day Sunday.
school meeting at 9:45. Parents are
Invited to bring their children instead Elks' Racing Association Meeting at
1902.
Trinidad, Colo., May
of sending them. Miss Augustine will
Rate of $10.70 for the round trip;
sing a solo, Mr. Booth and Mrs. Carnes
a duet. Those not able to be out even- tickets on sale Mr. 26 and 27, limited
ings are especially Invited to these ser- for return May 31, 1902. F. L. Myers,
Native and Chicago Lumber.
vices as well as the 3:30 meeting at Agent.
o
the tent. Union tent meeting in the
ALWAV,;5oc.
Cordial Invitation extended to old Sherwin-Willia- ms
evening.
customers and visitors to partake of
BLINDS,
DOOR9.
FLASTKH
SASH,
LongWears
More! Looks Best!
the free lunch at Zeiger's Cafe tonight Covers
Were En Route to Santa Fe.
t Most Economical
Foil Measure I LIMK, CEMENT, GLASS, PAINT, Etc
est
Manager . A. Jones, of the School
Cheese.
of Mines base ball team, passed up the Fresh
First 5treet add Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
road for Santa Fe this morning with
Neufchatel,
the following players: Fred Wilson,
Commembert,
Celso Chaves, pitchers: Jesus Mar
Swiss,
tinez, catcher: Emilio Baca, first base;
Brick.
George
Zengerle,
second
base;
Frank
Limburger,
Haynes
Howell,
Cook, third base;
and many others. The Jaffa Grocery
stop;
Cuaves or Wilson, center Co. We want your pay day ordero;
short
field; Nepomuceno Baca, left field; Ar we make a special effort to treat cash
S&EPLE AND CLUB BOOH.
thur Abernathy, right field; O. R. and credit customers alike that is,
Smith, captain. Dr. Ed. Swisher, Joe we give everybody honest value for
Finest
and Elston Jones went their money, and give better goods and
Greenwaid
Whiskies,
along with the base ball boys. A game more of them for the same.
JOSEPH HARNETT,
Brandies,
wiii be played at Santa Fe this after
120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
etc.
Wines,
Keep your ye Cu Demlng.
noon and another tomorrow afternoon.

FOUND A HOME!
S. VANN

Our fancy coffee business for' 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas: Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be bad
in the territory.

A. J. MALOY, 214

W. Railroad Ave

&

SON,

Jewelers and Opticians.

REMOVED NEXT

Still a Growing

To-pe- ka

27-3-

TO POSTOFFICE.

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Paint Building Paper

1

m ST. ELMO

Prop.

OOtKDOOOOaOt0COO0
GROSS, KELLY&CQ.
(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE

GROCERS

v

Tonight.
No service will be held at the tent
tonight but tomorrow afternoon at
3:30 there will be a meeting specially
designed for railroad men and young
people. The usual revival will be hold
In the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Kent are spend
ing a few days at Hell canyon.
No Service

Highland Buffet.

A. J. Robertson, proprietor of the
Highland Buffet, extends an Invitation
to the patrons of his pleasant resort
to visit him tonight and partake at his
expense a fine free lunch. The best of
liijuors handled and served to customers.

Statehood.

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
utomatic 'Phone No. 516,
No. 115.
Telephone
Bell

u

Don't forget the big dance Saturday,
Reward Offered.
M;iy 24, at Orchestrion hall. Music by
S. N. Laughlin has offered a reward J miles Devine and Mrs. Berry.
35 cents, ladies free. Refresh-n:-nts- .
of $3oo for the discovery of Lester S.
We handle
I.auplilu., who disappeared from the
K. C. Baking Powder,
o
Eaton ranch iu Santa Fe county last
A lunch, fit for
royalty, will be
Navajo Blankets,
Sunday. He was 24 years old and of
by Quickel & llothe at Zeiger's
Curtice Canned Goods,
medium height.
Onto tonight. Everything eatable free,
Colorado Lard and Meats.
1
ft
o
The University concert at 8 o'clock
Demlng Is the great mining center
a
with
OjtAT
dance afterwards.
of the southwer.L
j
Houses at
Messrs. Quickel & Bothe, proprietors
Statehood.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
of the Zeiscr Cafe, extend a cordial inVEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
This evening, at the White Elephant,
vitation to their many friends to atETA, N. M.
tend the grand free lunch at their pop- a fine free lunch will lie served, to
ular resort tonight. The chef of the es- which everybody cordially invited to
tablishment says the spread will be partake. The White Elephant is one
uf the city's nicest resorts.
ready about 8:30 p. m.
r,
Ruppe's drug store open ah night,
Your parcels ana baggage delivered
every
night
by
tne
any
Delivery
part of
to
Parcel
M.
the city. Office 2u6 West Gold avenue.
Demlng, the seat of the new county
Board and lodging $7.50 per week. Transportation of guests free of Automatic phone No. 202.
of Luna.
A dance will follow the concert to
charge, from Glorietta and return. Located in the famous trout fishing secres- In Santa Fe, eat at Bon-Tobe given by the Estrella society of the taurant.
tion of the Pecos forest reserve. For particulars address

Wool, Hides, Pelts

kfiwflcrayww-

III

BEND,'

The Mountain House,
WILLIS, N.

University tonight.

Dr. WILLIAM SPARKS, Prop., Willis, N. M.

READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSENWALD BROS.

Demlng has just been incorporated.

Statehood.

o

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

COMMERCIAL

SANTA FE PACIFIC

RAILROAD.

CLUB BUILDING.

oaoooooaKOoooootoao

MAUSARD'S MILLS
CHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor

THE LARGEST AND BEST MILLS IN NEW MEXICO
FLOUR AND BRAN IN CAR LOTS A SPECIALTY

Albuquerque,

New Mexico:

(I
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BUZZELL'S NEW JOB.

New Mexico Towns
a few hours before the death, and was
at his son's bedside at the last sad
From the Stockman.
moment.
The Red River Cattle company
Prof. J. W. Hamer. of Walsenburg,
(shipped 1,600 head of tattle to eastern Is on applicant for the superintendent
buyers.
of the public schools of this city. He
Mrs. OW. Warden and children re- is an educator of high standing in Colturned from their visit of a week with orado, where he holds a life certificate,
and where he has been superintendent
relatives at Raton.
The snow In the mountains last of different schools for the past thirThursday shows up white and proud.
teen years.
Mrs. M. W. Mills and her mother,
Frank nellamy, who has been conMrs. A. E. Niles. left for Katon, where fined to his room for the past two or
they spent a few days visiting friends. three weeks with appendicitis, left for
H. H. Hankins. the enterprising his home In Knoxville, Iowa, where he
n
stage man on the Springer and
will undergo a surgical operation. His
line, will soon place an au- friends in this city hope that the opertomobile on his route to carry passen- ation may prove successful and that
gers from Springer to Cimarron. It he may soon recover his health.
will carry fifteen persons beside the
TAOS.
driver and will cost Mr. Hankins about
$3,000. This will be of great convenFrom
the Cresset.
ience as well as a pleasure to the travMrs. Gabriel Ralley. of Moreno valeling public.
ley.
Frank Spurr. manager of the Smith-fiel- d week.vUUed Mis. Lee Witt during the
Oold Mining & Milling company,
Messrs. H. R. Swink and Zeb Chamof Ellzabethtown, was In the city a
will start a butcher shop and a
lately and brings excellent re- bers
produce market in a short while In
ports from the company's property. Taos.
The company have Just received a car
Pete Hanson came over from
of mining machinery which H. H. Hanlook after business interkins has contracted to put on the est? here..toHe
came by way of Twinground for them at the mine.
ing, which he thinks is a lively place.
Rev. W. C. Buell is expected home
SANTA FE.
from El Paso with his family, where
they spent the winter on account of
From the New Mexican.
daughter of Mr. and the health of one of his Children.
The
The fruit crop of Taos county Is very
Mrs. Francisco Grlego died at the
home of the parents on Agua Fria promising this year. The fruit will
have to lie thinned out to prevent inroad.
Colonel J. Frank Chaves, superin- juries to. the trees.
Mrs. Pete Perry and Mrs. A. G. Antendent of public Instruction, has returned from Raton, where he delivered derson and Bon. all of Ellzabethtown,
gone to Ojo Callente. to spend
the address at the commencement ex- have
two or three weeks there and use the
ercises of the city high, school.
Hon. I. B. Hanna, superintendent of hot waters for the benefit of their
forest reserves In New Mexico, will health.
leave on Monday for the Gila forest re"OTHER PEOPLES MONEY."
serve, to spend several weeks. Upon
Jils return he will go to Washington.
County Surveyor John L. Zimmer- A Laughable Farce at Colombo Hall,
man and a party of surveyors are 4n
Monday, May 19.
Mora cou-'- y at present making a numThe Colorado Springs (Colo.) Gaber of surveys on the Mora land grant. zette
of May 14 says:
Harry Tew .Warner, deputy terriPeople's Money," presented
torial secretary, is confined to his at "Other
opera
house last night by
the
compla
College
street,
with
on
home
Leroyle and company, proved to
ication of diseases.
a pleasing and laughable farce. The
The contests at the Loretto academy be
play
is something after the order of
large
The
crowd.
brought
a
out
bazaar
Speculator," In which Seabrooke
principal contests' were decided as fol- "The
made such a success. The scenes are
lows: The most popular priest, Father laid
in a broker's office and in the
Raleyrole, of the Guadalupe church,
of the man of finance. Money
the prize being a handsomely embroid- home
the object of everybody connected
ered stole. The prize for the most pop- is
and since it cannot be
ular physician was won by Dr. J. M. with the byplay
patrimony and ordinary
Diaz, it being a gold headed cane. The secured
having failed, it is
beautiful doll was won by Genevieve businessby methods
matrimony and secured.
Morrison with 1.025 votes. Little Ynez sought
The play has quite a plot and it Is a
Otero standing second with 998 votes. clever
one. A youth wins the hand of
Sixty votes for the Otero child which the daughter
his employer and, inwere turned In a moment too late, cidentally, a ofhandsome
by
after the contest had been closed, were playing the old man's gamefortune,
to the letnot permitted to be counted.
ter. He takes the old man as his counselor and follows his advice.
LAS VEGAS.
Mr. Leroyle as Hutchinson Hopper
plays the strong part in the play and
From the Record.
Mrs. E. W. Davis left for Albuquer- gives it a finish and completeness that
que to visit her mother.
Is pleasing at all times. His facial exLudwlg W. Ilfeld is acting as secre- pression and his expressiveness of motary of the United States grand jury.
tion under all circumstances add much
Arthur Lowe is storing his house- to his performance and bring the conhold goods, preparatory to his wife viction that while the play itself is
leaving for an extended visit in the strong, it would be very poor with this
part in the hands of an incapable actor
east.
Deputy United States Marshal Leath-erroa- and that few men could give it the satLos
isfactory Interpretation that it receives
and H. E. Blake went out to
.Vallecitos In queet of a bevy of wit- at the bands of Mr. Leroyle. Ernest
Schayer as "Oliver" is the dashing
nesses.
Miss Gracelle Hoggsett is down with lover whose audacity is boundless and
couple
diphtheria. She had been sick a
taking, while Leola Maye as the daughof days, but it was not known until to- ter and heroine has the grace' and ease
day what the trouble was.
of manner needed In the part.
SPRINGER.

'
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He Will Go to the San Bernardino
Shops.
Since the displacement of J. R. Reniff
from the office of general foreman of
the car department at the local shops
there has been no little amount of
speculation as to who would bo given
the plum, says the San Bernardino
Sun.
Some stated that they had a
straight tip from the Inside that the
new man was to come from the Northern Pacific, while others, In fact nearly
every one hoped . that the position
might be tendered to Acting General
Foreman A. A. Butterworth.
This
morning the Sun is in a position to
make a few statements which, though
not official, are very suggestive and
may lead to the identity of the future
"boss."
The man who has his eye on the
place is E. Buzzell, the present general

I

did not sleep a
night for seven long

J.

weeks."
That prolonged period of sleeplessness i most expressive of the pain and
suffering caused by womanly diseases.
it is pleasant to con 1
1
trast the medical inefficiency which said

"I could not be

cured"

RT

M. riOORE
,
(ESTABLISHED

1883.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

fit

with the
prompt and permanent cure effected by
the use of Doctor
Pierce's Favorite
Prescription.
This
great medicine for
women establishes
regularity, dries enfeebling drains, heals
car department foreman at Albuquer- inflammation and ulque. Nor are his longings In vain, for ceration and cures
Chief Car Inspector T. M. Ramsdell, of female weakness.
the Santa Fe system, who has be"I tke (rrrat pleasure
recommenliu(T
Dr.
friended him officially for several In
Pierce'd
medicine to
years, has written General Superin- other mifTerinit
women,"
tendent of Motive Power G. A. Hen write Mr. MaryAdum.
A the
derson, asking as a special favor that of GrasKycrcek,
N. C. "I had InMr. Buzzell lie appointed to the place. Co.,
very
badly
ternal trouble
Thus, In a way, to use an already hack- until it resulted in ulcer
neyed expression, it Is up to Mr. Hen- of the uterus. I was
troubled with it lo that
derson."
night
I did not deep
Right along this line there is a story for aeven long week:
doctor said I could
which might prove of Interest. Accord- The
be cured, but I com
ing to the pioneers of the lines west of not
menced taking nr. Pierce' Favorite Prescription
Albuquerque, there was a time, some and l'leaiant Pellets.' After taking two buttles
I could sleep all night, and alter taking six
seven years ago, when Mr. Ramsdell bottles
' Favorite Prescription ' and two of
was foreman of the coach department Mlolden ofMedical
Discovery ' and three vials of
at Albuquerque.
While there he 'Pleasant Pellets' my case was cured. I had
told my husband that I would have to die, as it
brought Mr. Buzzell. who by the way seemed
I could not live. He told me to put faith
Is his brother-in-law- ,
Into the service in Dr. Pierce's
medicines, for it had cured other
as assistant foreman in the car shop. and would cure me. So it did. and I tliauk God
and your medicine for saving my life."
At the time he, Ramsdell, was appointDr.' Pierce's Common Sense Medical
ed to the office which he now holds. It
Is intimated that he would have liked Adviser, 1008 large pages, is sent free on
to have retired In favor of his assist- receipt of stamps to pay expense of
stamps
ant but was not strong enough. The mailing only. Send 31 one-ceresult was that the position was given for the book in cloth binding, or only 21
to John Andrews. That gentleman held tamps for the paper covered volume.
down the work until he was trans- Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, BuflaloN. Y.
ferred to the shops at this place, where
he continued In the foremanshlp until will best treat the ore and they wish to
the coming of Mr. Reniff last Novem- determine that fully before completing
ber. Then it was, when Mr. Andrews tue mm.
came west, that Inspector Ramsdell's
Nothing is needed more in Taos
Intervention proved effective, and Mr. county than reasonable and honest adBuzzell was given the vacancy at Al- vertising of the mines and other natubuquerque. Here he Is at the present ral resources to attract the attention
time, but, if the Inspector's request of outside capitalists and other people
comes to aught, he may resign shortly who have the means to Improve the
to accept the vacancy at the shops in country to the profit of themselves and
this city. Mr. Ramsdell wrote Mr. Hen- benefit of the entire community. And
derson last week with regard to the nothing is more harmful or a greater
matter, but his answer Is not yet for drawback than the booming and mis
the public.
representations of things and facts.
More people are attracted by the latter
Buzzell Not To Be.
method, but the great majority come
The San Bernardino Sun, in its Issue to
look for work or find Investments,
of the following day, says:
as soon as they find neither they
The Sun's story of yesterday morn and
ing regarding the possible successor go away thoroughly disgusted with the
of J. R. Reniff,
foreman of whole situation and become traveling
the car department at this place. advertisements which continually announce that there is nothing in the
caused no little comment in Santa F country
worth going to see or acquire.
circles here. It even brought a rise
out of the officials, and from one of But when people come in response to
them it Is learned that, although, as communications of facts they are alwas stated In this paper. Chief Car In- most certain to be satisfied, and if
spector Ramsdell is pulling for Mr. they do not interest themselves it is
Buzzell and has in fact written Super- usually for some personal reason and
intendent of Motive Power Henderson they do not go away feeling that they
for clemency in the matter, still the have been the victims of misrepresenman from Albuquerque is not to be. tations and feel it their duty to warn
This later information also states that others of the danger. Taos Cresset.
the future foreman at the local shops
Special Rate to California Points.
is to be an eastern man. very probably
Albuquerque to Los Angeles and
from the Northern Pacific.
San Diego, 35.00.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN EEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST

RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND
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Albuquerque to San Francisco and
return, $55.00.
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
Cpnnecticut Capital Hat Undertaken
Thursday and Saturday, May to Sepan Extensive Program,
tember, inclusive, 1902. Final return
A correspondent for the Denver limit
November 30, 1902.
News, writing from Silver City says:
F. L. MYERS, Agent,
Judge L. P. Deming, in charge of the
o
AUesandro company's interests In' the
Special Summer Excursion.
Burros, has arrived from the business
Albuquerque to Chicago and return,
headquarters at New Haven, Conn. He
was accompanied by J. C. Keely and E. $51.50.
Albuquerque to Kansas City and reH. Parkhurst, of the same place, a
member and the secretary of the same turn, $39.00.
Albuquerque to St. Louis and return,
company, and who are paying their
first visit to their claims. Payments $16.50.
Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14,
were completed to the Ransom brothers, former owners, and development and June 24 to September 12, inclusive.
work will now be rapidly prosecuted. Final return limit October 31, 1902.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
The main Bhaft of the Gettysburg Is
'
a
now down 110 feet and the sinking will
Do
You
Want Carpets?
be continued until a good water supply
Call and examine our samples. Our
leaching
is obtained. A new fifty-tocarpets are shipped direct from facplant will be erected, and a contract tory.
We can save you money. J. H.
has been let to run a cross cut tunnel
for a distance of 1,000 feet which will Shufflebarger, 214 West Gold avenue.
open up the mine generally. Work Is
GUARANTEED SILK GLOVES, 50
now progressing on this improvement. CENTS PER PAIR. ROSEN WALD
A contract has been let to W. Campbell BROS.
for the putting down of a new working
shaft on the Arizona mine at Pinos AlWe are sola agent for Wheeler &
tos.
Wilson sewing machines, the best ou
A lease has been granted to Fran-tur- the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
& Plcklin on the Esperanza mine, avenue.
one of the Gopher group at Plnos AlDeming!
tos.
Don't overlook it if you
T. E. Dunn has been appointed sup- are looking for a sale and paying Investment
erintendent of the Mountain Key Gold
Mining company at Plnos Altos.
GRANT COUNTY MINES.

C. M. McFarland, a wealthy lumberThe scenes Incident to Hopper's disman from Harlan, Iowa, and his wife, covery that his clerk has eloped with
(who bad been sojourning in our salu- his daughter according to his own adbrious climate for bIx months, left for vice, given as he thought for some
their home.
other man's daughter, is exceedingly
Word has been received from H. J. ludicroiu. Altogether the play as preat Kansas City that an operation sented kept the theater full of merrl-mer- t
0 Ryanbeen
performed on Mrs. Ryan at
has
from the start to the finish, and
the hospital and that she will have to those who saw Mr. Leroyle last night
remain there about a couple of months. woul I like to see him again.
He says, also, that Mrs. Ryan Is getGrand Canyon Items.
ting along all right and recovering.
One of H. G. Coors" .coal wagon
It is a fad to visit the Grand Canyon
teams ran away from the plaza to the of Arizona, if the heavy tide of travel
bridge, where they struck a delivery thither this season is any criterion.
wagon and were checked. No partic- Several train loads of club women
ular damage was done, but it was a have arranged to see the canyon en
narrow escape for a hitched surrey route to California, and miscellaneous
containing a baby, the runaway Just visitors so in dp.ily by dozens. The
grazing the carriage.
completion of a railroad to the rim at
Died, at the Ladies' Home, Jack Sin- Bright Angel has made the trip an
clair, of tuberculosis. The deceased easy one The building' of the new
came here with a traveling minstrel Harvey hotel at the Canyon this sumshew, and bad been In the home a mer will add greatly to the comfort of
couple of weeks. He left no effects guests, although present accommodabehind for identification, but a letter tions are good. The Santa Fe's new
for him from Canada, Undertaker looU about the Grand Canyon will be
Lewis found In the poBtoffice, and the ready In a few weeks, with illustrated
department has been telegraphed for articles by Powell, Lummls, Hamlin
permission to get the letter out in the Garland. Joaquin Miller, Thomas
hope that it will give information as to Mora n and other notables.
TAOS COUNTY MINES.
him home and relations.
MUST EAT SUGAR.
Few Items From the District Around
BATON.
Taos.
Why
People
a
Have
Strong
Appetite
Range.
From the
Twining has a saloon now one of
trip
a
Ale Hixenbaugh made business
That Way.
the luxuries without which a mining
to Ellzabethtown the latter part of last
When food is properly aigebted aud camp cannot get along.
week.
Frank C. Calander, a Chicago man,
absorbed into the system diabetes, dysMrs. M. M. Dwyer returned from
pepsia and tiich diseases do not occur, who has recently come to Taos county,
Wash., where she spent the and if, after these
diseases have at- has purchased land near tjuesta and
.winter visiting with a sister.
tacked
the
stomach
and kidneys, the will bring his family In a short time
C. A. Whited and Mrs. A. W. Myers right kind of food
used, it will gen- and settle there. He is now preparing
is
are enjoying a visit this week from erally cure unless the
to build a residence.
their brother, W. H. Whited. of Silver made too much progress. disease has
C. L. Buckingham, who has been the
City.
A merchant in Young, Ohio, E. D. superintending mechanic at the Fraser
Mrs. A. W. Myers and daughter, I.eedoiii, says: "Last August
when I Copper company mill, was in town a
.
Manette. will leave for Ponil Park
was in miserable health I was visiting couple of days this week. He says the
where Mrs. Myers has been en- at my daughter's
up In Indiana. She mill and smelter will be in operation
gaged to teach the summer m hool.
prepared Grape-NutFood before many weeks.
Miss Richie, teacher in the public for me, '.he first I everBreakfast
The Smithfleld Gold Mining and Miltasted.
Bchools. will visit with Mrs. Chapman
"I had diabetes and dyspepsia with ling company, of which Frank Spurr is
a week and theu will go to Iowa, where sour stomach
from
everything I manager, which has been operating on
she will spend the Bummer vacation ate. Of course thealmost
kept me the west side of Baldy the past twa
doctor
parents.
her
with
from eating sugar, but I had an almost years. Is putting In machinery for the
Dr. J. R. Gaines writes from the City ungovernable appetite for it. Alter
I purpose of more and faster developof Mexico that he is enjoying bis visit had been using Grape-Nutevery day ment of the property.
no
city
lias
but
interesting
old
to that
tor a short time my appetite for sugar
Eric Anderson, who has a contract
desire to live there or. in fact, any was satisfied.
1 got the Grape Sugar for driving a
tunnel for Antonio Joswill
return
He
but
Raton.
place
other
tioin fhe food and it agreed with me eph, who is doing some prospecting
here in August.
perfectly.
near Ojo Callente, was in Taos a couProf. A. L. Brown, who lias acted as
"My dyspepsia left
I began to ple of days this week.
He expects to
principal of the North Side schools for sleep well at night. Iand
up
have kept
locate here In the course of time.
the past two years, leaves lor the state the use of Grape-Nutand feel like a
During
winter very few men
of Washington, where he will probably new man all over. I liked it so much have been the
In the Rio Hondo district,
locate permanently.
and
it
agreed
with me so well that I except those employed by the Fraser
Each of the primary teachers in the said nothing to the doctor for fear
he Mountain Copper company, but with
public schools gave a party to their might make me stop it as he had most spring
many prospectors are coming in
pupils Wednesday, the last day of everything tried to eat, but one day and they
are locating many more
school, in the afternoon. Refreshments I told him it was the food I was using
and relocating most of those
were served, and the little ones en- that Improved me so much. He asked claims
that had been abandoned.
joyed a royal good time.
what it was and when I told him
Mike Walsh, manager of the Denver
C. A. Harris, of Mount Sterling. Ky..
'
he said there was no bet- mine, Ellzabethtown, has gone
city
of
this
in
cast for
sanitarium
at
the
died
ter food made. You are at liberty to a conference with the
directors of the
consumption. His age was 29 years. niHke IIH nf unv ftnrt tt thla l..i,i mi
company
owns It. In the meanHis father. Dr. C. W. Harris, arrived in desire for I am more than grateful for time workwhich
Is suspended. It stems there
the city in response to a telegram, but the good the food has done ine."
Is some question as to what process

000000000000000000000000000000000000

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

oooooeooooo oooooooooooo
BACHECHI
WHOLESALE

&

AND RETAIL

GIOMI
DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies.
We carry a full stock of Manitou, Apollinaras and Hunyadi waters;
cordials and hitters of every description. Agents for Lemps' St. Louis
beer, and also for Mt. Vernon Rye Whisky. Picnic parties can find a
full line of canned goods, cheeses, etc. In our Retail Department will
be found the finest assortment of liquors in the city.
GOODS DELIVERED TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.
NEW TELEPHONE 265.

No. 107 S.

00C0sC

First

St, Albuquerque,

N. M.

090mO09090090mm

RUPPE,

B.

PRESCRIPTIONS

!

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

Belen Roller Mills
AND
ELEVATOR

n

Fii-day-

s

s

s

1

'Grape-Nuts-

I

READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSENWALD BROS.

0000000000000000000
KAYSER PATENT FINGER O

m

11

O

0 TIPPED SILK GLOVES ARE
0 PRETTY TO LOOK AT. AND
0 WEAR WELL; WE WARRANT
0 THEM, 60c PAIR. GOLDEN
0 RULE DRY GOODS CO.

0000000000 00000000

0
0
0
0
0

We sell more shoes than all other
stores combined. You know the reason. Leon B. Stern.
IT WILL BE TIME WELL INVESTED TO READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSENWALD BROS,
o

Statehood.

Weak?
Then you want strength.
Good food, an active liver,
and pure blood wiil bring it.
You naturally think of eggs
and milk, Ayer's Pills and
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. Ask
your doctor if he can come
any nearer to the truth. Do
as he says, at any rate.
,: For 25 years

have never missed
taking Ayer s Sarsaparilla every spring.
my
blood, makes me feel
It cleanses
strong, and does me good in everyway."
John P. Hodnettc, Brooklyn, N.r.

II

All

arauuitt.

I
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C.

AMR C3.. lawcll, Mua.
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat, write to
BELEN, N. M.
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

IT. PALMER.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Prompt Attention
Pure Light Brahma Egg for Hatching

Mall Orders Receive
501 North Flr- -t

Street

Toti &
Telephone

AND
247.

and O rain.
Imported French and Italian
Goods.
Sole atcnU lor 5an Antonio Lime.

IN

LIOGORS.

Fr8e dellTer7 to

New Mexico,

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay

Gradi

DEALERS

GROCERIES

Albuqueraue

1 1

parts of the city.
213j 216
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MATTERS.

Appointed -- Mail

Have You

Co-

ntractTerritorial Funds.

2Btfi
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lost from his pocket, and when he
reached for his purse Monday morning
NEW INCORPORATIONS.
and found it missing from his hip
pocket, where he had placed It several
returned to headquarters nt Raton, days before, he was certain that he
J. H. Walker has been appointed
after a trip to this city and San Mar-cia- hail been "touched" for the package.
The first news of the happening post master of Graiton. Sierra county.
to the city yesterday morning
Louis O'Rear, who was employed ly came
Pension Granted.
when a letter was received at the shop
the Santa Fe Central digging a well at office
Jesus Maes, of Chapelle. San Miguel
octelling
of
the
railroad
the
at
Torrance, has been transferred to the currence, that the number of the stolen county, has been granted a pension of
Kennedy camp.
pass might be bulletined to prevent Its $6 a month.
L. F. Dutton and wife, of Monet, Mo., being used, and in the hopes that
Land Office Business.
are spending a few days In the city. through it the thief might be located.
Coal Land Sold Domini Barator,
Mr. Dutton is manager of tne Harvey It seems that the last Mr. Glasscock
house at that place.
remembers of the lost purse was last Gallup, 40 acres, McKinley county.
Harry Chitwood has taken a position Friday when he was at Point ttich-monMail Contract.
visiting the company's shops at
on the Santa Fe Central. He will have
The contract for carrying the mail
charge cf the commissary at Clark, in that place. A day or so later he had from Exter, Union county, to Duncan,
occasion to reach for it, at which time Colo., has been awarded to James M.
the bMara coal fields.
E. R. McCarthy, traveling auditor he discovered that It was missing. No Archie, of Exeter.
for the El Paso-RocIsland, passed amount of search would reveal the lost
Trust in New Mexico.
through the city this morning en route article, and Mr. Glasscock has made up
his mind that it was the work of pickUnited States Attorney W. B. Chil-der- s
from EI Paso to Maxwell City, N. M.
He found it necessary to borhas received instructions from
Train No. 8 from the west was four pockets.
money with which to purchase his the department of Justice to Investihours late last night and did not get row
to Galveston, for which point he gate the beef market conditions at Alhere until 11:30. The train was caught fare taken
passage, going through Col-to- buquerque . and other New Mexico
behind some burning freight cars at has
yesterday, from which point the points and to gather evidence against
Itlo Puerco.
letter was mailed.
the beef trust.
A number of the boys of the United
States Indian school in Santa Fe will
More Changes.
Land Contest.
lie given employment during vacation
In the contest of the Townsite oJ
A change was made yegterday in the
time on the construction of the Santa management of the machine depart- Cerrillos vs. Caniilo Mares, the genFe Central railway.
ment of the local Santa Fe Pacific eral land office has affirmed the decisR. L. McCance and W. A. Bayer, of shops, whereby J. H. Stoffel, formerly ion of the federal land office in Santa
the Santa Fe Central railway, left the pit boss, was made foreman of th Fe. The decision cancels the homecapital city on a trip over the line to machine department and George Buck-lathe- stead entry of Mares, because he had
pay off the employes of the company
who occupied that position, was rot complied with the law. and It also
of Cerfor the month of April.
transferred to the Mexican Central, decides against the Townsite land
in
The Denver tramway has been sold where he will occupy the position of rillos as it is ruled that the
to the new Moffatt, Denver & North- division superintendent, with head- question Is subject to homestead entry.
western railroad, and will be used as quarters at Tamplco. This Is a notch
Mineral Survey Approved.
a basis of financeing the new road higher on the railroad ladder for each
Surveyor General Morgan O. Llewon its way to Salt Lake.
of the parties concerned and The Citi- ellyn approved the survey of the AmerEngine 2322. the day switch nt Las zen joins a host of friends In extending ican Mining Group in the Eureka minVegas, has come down to Waldo to congratulations.
ing district. Grant county. The survey
Is by Deputy Mineral Surveyor Samuel
relieve 24o", which is in the shops In
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
this city. The night switch Is doubling
E. Wood, of Silver City. The owner of
on the day run at Las Vegas.
group, which covers 162. 6G acres.
the
Alvarado.
Is William O. Manson, of Denver. In
Andy J. Steele, who Is, the chief cook
Louis J. Benjamin, San Francisco; the group are the American, Alaska,
for the Pennsylvania Development
Weiller, Denver; Mose Drachman. Oregon, Maine. Virginia, Florida, Ohio
company, contractors on the Santa Fe Ben
G. O. Francisco, Omoha; J. and Texas mining lodes.
Central, was here yesterday, and ac- Phoenix;
McNally, San Marcial; Lee Cochcompanied his wife to Santa Fe this F.
rane, Denver; Mrs. V. A. Chester,
Territorial Funds.
morning.
Miss Florence Chester, Brookline.
Territorial Treasurer J. II. Vaughn
The telegraph camp of the Santa Fe Mass.; Thos. N. Wilkerson, G. L.
received from A. A. Keen, commisCentral has been moved to Vega Blan-ca- .
Wm. D. Radcliffe and sioner of public lands, $855.54 for the
From there seven miles of holes friend, Belen; P. E. Morrow, El Paso; public school Income fund, and $2,530..
for poles have, been dug and it is ex- A. Staab, Santa Fe; J. C. Brown, Osage 45 which is 5 per cent of the proceeds
pected that the line will be In Santa City, Kas.; W. E. Hulse, St. Joe; Mr. from the sale of public lands, for the
n
Fc In about ten days.
and Mrs. Worthington, Denver; S. F. permanent public school fund of the
The whistle for the regular weekly Dutton and wife, Kansas City; A. J. territory.
Also from I. N. Jackson,
fire alarm practice at the local shops BereisdoiT, Chicago; T. M. Ramsdell, treasurer and collector of Otero councaused quite a little excitement this Topeka; Geo. H. Shatton, Needles; F. ty, $118.78 of 1901 taxes.
morning. The shop Are service is test- O. Harvey, Denver; George V. Deha-n;
Incorporations.
ed every Saturday to see that it is in
John B. O'Donohue and wife,
Incorporation papers were filed by
good working order.
Wm. M. Scott, Tucson, T. A.
A cut is being made through a ledge Dempsey, Al Bollock. Syd Weinsheng. the Taos Milling company. The incorand directors are Milo B. Ranof rock north of Kennedy. The grad- San Francisco; F. E. Gates, Kansas porators
B. Gurnee Randall and William
ing thus far Is south of the Santa Fe, City; Edgar Kldne'll, Berkeley, Cal ; dall,
M. Auair.
The capital is $15,000. digood progress being made in filling up C. A. Hayman, Wlnslow.
vided into 150 shares. Tne headquarthe low places over which a switch
ters are at Taos. Taos county.
Hotel Hichland.
from the Santa Fe railway is to be laid.
William Michael Adair. Benjamin
D.
Shope
A.
Winslow;
F.
wife,
and
Engine Cf 3, which was taken out of M. Hoihster, City; W. H. W. James, Gurnee
Randall and Cellna Clouthier
the shops the fore part of the week, United States Army; A. J.
de Jaramillo, directors, filed incorporaFrank.
after-havinbeen overhauled, treated
E. E. Silber, St. Louis; C. L. tion papers for The Taoas Trading
to a new set ot flues and painted, came Mulford, Las
Vegas; E. C. Cooley, wife company. Capital $20,000, divided into
in from Rio Puerco yesterday, ready
City, Ind.; Pearse 200 shares.
child,
and
Hartford
for another sojourn in the shops. This
Stuart. Las Vegas; Joshua Ray nobis,
time the lost a cylinder head.
World Wide Heputatlon.
egas; Mrs. E. M.
Las
Ab
Five prairie ecLooneis, each with a Samuels. Harry Samuels, Jordon.
Vermifuge has
Cream
White's
.las.
family aboard, passed through Santa
B. Hamilton, El Paso; achieved a world wide reputation as
Mrs.
Fe on their way from Pena hlanca to L. R. Smith, H.
St. Louis; Mrs. D. A. Day, being the best of all worm destroyers,
the tie cutting camp of Marcelino Baca Miss Nellie Kennedy,
and for Its tonic Influence on weak and
Phoenix, Ariz.
at the headwaters of the Teeuque on
unthrifty children, as it neutralizes the
grant,
100,000
the Gabaldon
where
ties
Sturges' Euronean.
acidity or sourness of the stomach. Imare being cut lor the Santa Fe railway.
Lea Reinhardt, St. Louis; J. A. Blt-te- proves their digestion, and assimilaEngine 73fi seems to be a Jonah. It
Chicago; J. W. Akers and wife, tion of food, strengthens their nervous
has been in the shops off and on for re- Santa Fe; W. A. Springer, Boston; system and restores them to the
pairs to its driving boxes, as they per- B. M. Blbo, Matt Kirch, Grants; A. J. health, vigor and elasticity of spirits
sist in running hot. It came in yes- BereisdoiT, Chicago; Jim Jones, Cin- natural to childhood. 25c at Cosmoterday again hot, after just being over- cinnati; D. N. Ridgway, St. Louis; M. politan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
hauled, but was fixed up a little and is S. Rosenthal, San Francisco; W. A.
o
again out today, says the Las Vegas Gamo, Denver; C. M. Mettman, CincinQuick Sale Fruit Store.
Record.
nati; S. S. Grant, Attica. Ind,; R. C.
Big red apples, $1.30 to $2.25 per
The industrial department of the Loomis, 11. B. Charman, El Paso.
box; bananas, 35 cents; nuts and canSanta Fe has assisted In locating at
dies. 109 West Railroad avenue.
Crand Central.
Stockton. Cal., a large window glass
Miles,
Evie
Montlceilo,
David
Ark.;
factory, with a capacity of 60,000 .boxes
The best horses in Albuquerque will
participate in the trotting and pacing
of product annually. The glass pro- Gardell, Mrs. Gardell, Denver.
events at the fair grounds Sunday aftduced by this new factory will take the
MADAME PHILIPPS
ernoon.
place of material which for years past
has been, coming from Belgium.
216 South Second Street.
Demlng baa a magnificent school
One of the latest moves on the part
system.
sal-Why
a
have
of the Santa Fe at San Bernardino, in
low complexion. FOR SALE Several hundreds pounds
order that it may protect its property
blackheads, large
from thieves, has been to appoint a
of bran new brevier and small pica;
pores, red, rough,
watchman to patrol the yards during
good type stands, tables, etc. In fact
jily
Can
be
skin?
the day. He is George Whipps, forma country newspaper outfit furnish:ured permanent
erly an employe In the shops, and his
ly.
Superfluous
ed. Inquire or address The Citizen.
business is to keep his eye on everyo
nair removed in
body in sight, which includes book
from one to three
Statehood.
agents, newspaper men, and all
T minutes
without
who have occasion to drop
Dr. Norrls. the Santa Fe Central
physician and surpeon. is now located
permanently at Kennedy.
Master Mechanic D. Patterson has

KANSAS-GI-

Anything

TO CHICAGO

i To Exchange ?

The'Burlington offers the best of service.
Leaves Kansas City 6:20 p. m.
Arrives Peoria 6:55 a. m.
Arrives Chicago 8:12 a. m.
Dining car, standard sleeper3, free reclining chair cars, and best of all a hand-som- e
library car with observation

l.

Have you a farm and do you
wmt to trade it for a grocery

ttore?
Have you a horse and do you
want to exchange It for a
piano?
Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange It for a
camera?

d

Have you a gun and do you
want to trade It for a bookcase?

k

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.

Have you a wash boiler and do
you

n

Have you a spring overcoat and
do you

erator?
Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange him for a

rooster?

It Costs You

ODlg

ic a word

In

The Daily Citizen
Want Columns
A GOOD

RELIABLE WATCH
ONLY

FOR

Milwaukee Mowers, Rakes and Harvesters
ALBUQUERQUE,

$1.50.

FOR FAMILY USE,
CONVALESCENTS
AND INVALIDS.

MOREL. LO BROS,

Allen's Foot Ease, a powder, it cures
painful, smarting, nervous feet and ingrowing nails, and Instantly takes the
feting out of corns and bunions. It's the
greatest comfort discovery of the age.
Allen's Foot Ease makes tight or
feel easy. It is a certain cure
for sweating, callous and hot. tired,
aching feet. Try it today. Sold by all
drug stores and shoe stores. Don't
accept any substitute. By mail for 25c
Adin stamps. Trial package free.
dress Allen S. Olmstcad, Le Roy, N. V.
new-shoe-

s

WHOLES

I K T.Mjl'OR DKatlBS,
II A 1 1.1 ', M. M.

SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO.

Pullers and Tanners,

Wool

Nickle case, Stem Wind and Stem Set
a good reliable watch. Same watch In
ladies' size, only $2.50, by mail 10c

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

extra.

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF

EVERITT,

HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.

Wholesale and Retail Jeweler.
THE DIAMOND PALACE.
Albuquerque,

First-clas-

s

work done and satisfaction guaranteed.
Please write us for prices.

00000K 95m9C9
The Union

N. M.

(

Save
Half
Your

xva. ox
207

J- -

rsjj u

West Gold Avenue.

Money

RACKS

0
EMS

oaoaaooaoaoooooooav

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES

Used In the Medical Department of the
United States Army and Navy Service,
recognized as the purest stimulant In
the market. Recommended by the best
medical authority In the land.

Sold exclusively by

"

oaoooooaoaoooaoaooo

l

.

THE OLD GOVERNMENT WHISKEY

o

ROSEN-WAI.l-

NEW MEXICO.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

l,

BROS.

& CO.

AGENTS FOR

Have you a stove and do you
want to trade it for a refrig-

Tom-linso-

BON'S. VELVET RIBBONS.

DENVER.

ORTIZ

want to exchange it

for a baby carriage?

New-York-

Wilbur N. Glasscock, of San Bernardino Touched for Money and Pass.
Wilbur S. Glasscock, until recently
a clerk in th Santa Fe's shop office at
this place, but who left for the north
last Thursday evening prior to going
to Galveston. Texas, where he has accepted a position with the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. fell among thieves in
the vicinity of San Francisco, during
the latter part of the week, who relieved him of $lJ0, all the money in his possession, and his transportation, says
the San Bernardino Sun. At least he
presumes that his loss was the work of
crooks, for he is certain that the wallet
containing the coin and ticket was not

G. W. VAlLlRY, General Agent,!

Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bag?

o

20-2-

v

Safe

want to exchange it for

a rug?

r,

injury to the most
into the yards.
Lifeless, falling hair,
B. F. Fletcher, formerly in the Santa dencate stun.
color and brilliancy restored.
Fe's coach shop at San Bernardino, natural
Consultation free. Shampooing, hair
was in that town from Los Angeles, dressing,
manicuring for ladies and
where he is in the employ of the
Hair work made to order.
railway. Among other things gentlemen.
Large assortment of human hair
he reports that L. A. Grant, a carpen- switches
from $2 and upwards. Madam
ter who was let out of the San Ber- Phillips has
a school now open for
nardino shop department during the ladies who wish
to be taught this line
recent cut in force, has been appointed of business.
to the toremanship of the Redondo
company's coach shop. Heretofore the
road has contained motors, and at the O R. & G. CORSETS, THE COR- - 0
present time these cars are being con- O SET
NOT 0
DOES
verted into trolleys, and it is this work O STRETCHTHAT
TO BE HAD ONLf
over which Mr. Grant has supervision. O
AT GOLDEN RULE DRV GOODS O
O CO.; 90c to $2.50 EACH.
0
Cures When Doctors Fail.
Mrs. Frank iniasson, Patterson. La.,
writes June fcfTi, 1901: "1 had malaria National Baptist Anniversaries, St.
fever in very bad form, was under
Paul, Minn., May
1902.
treatment by doctors, but as soon as I
of H i 00 for round trip. Tickstopped taking their medicine the etsRate
on sale May If and 18. Final refever would return. I used a sample
May 31, 1902
bottle of Herhine, tound it helped me. turn limit
F. L. M VERS, Agent.
Then bought two bottles, which completely cured me. I feel grateful to FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
you ior furnishing such a splendid
of old papers, good for wrapping
medicine, and can honestly recommend
purposes, cheap. Address, The Citl
suffering
as
from
it
malaria,
to
those
it
tea, Albuquerque. N. M.
will surely cure them." llerbine, 5oc
o
bottle, at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B.
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
Ruppe.
hundred, at the Citizen office.
SHOP CLERK TOUCHED.
VELVET RIBBONS. VELVET RIB-

V

T

A

NEW FAST TRAIN

Between Bt. Louia sod Kansas City and

OKLAHOMA CITY,

WICHITA,

DEINISON,

Luxurious travel In
personally conducted tourist sleepers
at rates less than
half standard sleeper charges.
To Kansas City

flhlaiflMr
Established

1845.

WM. GOETTINQ

and Chicago.

LLIOTT'5

Proprietors.

AH kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

Homestead Entry No. 4673.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
lice at Santa Fe, N. M.. April 12.

SANTA FE

SEEDS

CO.,

19U2.

Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
Homestead Entry No. 7004.
of his intention to make final proof In
DALLAS,
Tor
Garden
Notice for Publication.
support of his claim, and that said
WORTH
Department of the Interior Land pro will be made before the register
Field
and
Plantation
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., April 28, or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on July
And principal points la Texas and the Southwest. Thin train U new throughout and 1.
iyo2.
2ti, 1D02. viz:
Joan llenabidez for the
made up of the finest equipment, provided
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- SWU of NEV4. SE14 of NWU, NE4
WHITE I'OK CATALOGLE AT CNCl
with eluctrlo liphta and ml other inodt-rtraveling conveniences. It ruua via our no
lowing named settler has filed notice of bVi and NWVi ot SE'4 of Sec.
,
completed
of his intention to make final proof In T. N.. R. 9 E.
support of his claim, and that said
He names the following witnesses to
proof will be made before the United nrnvft hit! nrinH nnrtiia ruciiluni'A utwtn
Every appliance known to modern cat
States commissioner at East View, N. and cultivation of said land, viz:
building and railroading baa been employee
In the uiako-u- p
ot Una service, including
on June 7, 1!)U2, viz: Juan Chaves
See Js men,
Andres Romero, of Albuquerque, N.
y Cavaldon, for the SW'i, sec. 24, T. 6 M., and Jose Tapia. Juan Romero and
54 & 53 DEY ST.. NEW YCEK.
N.. It. 5 E.
Manuel Mestas of Old Albuquerque,
under the management ot Fred. Harvey.
lie names the following witnesses N. M.
Full information as to rates and all dciail i.i
to prove his continuous residence upMANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
a trip via una new route will bo cheerfully
Demlng ships over loo.oou head of on and cultivation of said land, viz:
furnished, upon application, by any representative ot the
Manuel Montoya. of Chilill, N.
cattle annually; Is the center of the M..Jose
.
ami,
Ferea, Carpio Apodaca
greatest breeding region in the south- and JuanIsidoro
Jose Montoya, all of Torreon,
FIRE INSURANCE
west and cattle men all know this.
N. M.
Secretary Mutual liuildiny issociatlon
MANUEL R. OTERO
Statehood.
Register.
Office si J. v. Baldridge's Lkifeer Yard

SHERMAN,
FORT

Red River Division.

the

W.ELLIOTT&SONS:

'

M-- .

c

Cafe Observation Cars,

!

A. E.

WALKER
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The Territorial Fair association directors met this afternoon at 4 o'clock
In Secretary McCanna's office.
Ernest Meyers, of the firm of Meyers-Abel
company, wholesale liquor
dealers, returned th!g morning from a
short business trip in the southern
part of the territory.
Ben Bibo. of the big general merchandise, f tore at Grants, N. M., and
brother of Joseph Bioo, who has recently been appointed postmaster at
Bernalillo, is in the city. Ben returns

Seasonable Shoes at Reasonable
GUARANTEED

TO BE THE BEST

VALUES

Pf ices

OBTAINABLE

FOR

THE PRICE.
MEN'S WORKING SIldES, FROM
MEN S DRESS SHOES, FROM

to $2.65
$2.00 to $4.00
..$1.15 to $1.50
$1.50 to $3.50
$1.50 to $3.50
90 to $3.50
65 to $2.50
85 to $2.25
$1.35

.

MEN'S CANVAS SHOES, FROM
MEN'S LOW SHOES, FROM
LADIES'

HIGH SHOES, "FROM
LADIES' LOW SHOES, FROM
LADIES' SLIPPERS, FROM
CHILDREN'S

SHOES.

CHILDREN'S

AND

'

FROM

MISSES' SLIPPERS

LOW

AND

SHOES

IN

BLACK AND RED KID.

THE MOST DELICIOUS
CRACKERS
MADE, AS WELL AS THE FINEST
BISCUITS. WAFER? AND CAKES,
COME FROMJ. L. BELL 4. CO.'S, BECAUSE THEIR GOODS ARE ABSO
LUTELY FRESH.
THEY CARRY
NONE BUT THE BEST OF EVERY
THING, IN BOTH FANCY AND ST A
PLE GROCERIES, AND THEIR BUT
TER IS DELICIOUSNESS ITSELF.
,

J. L. BELL &

CO.

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second SL

$1.00.

.

Demlng, the gateway to the best
part of Old Mexico.
Window shades in all colors and
widths at Albert Faber's. 305 Railroad
Doming, the railroad center of New
Mexico.
j

,

Fresh Cut Flowers,
IVE8, THE FLORIST.
In Demlng another good hotel is

y

seeded to accommodate the enormous
supply.
Increase of population.
Just received a large shipment of
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
ROSENWALD BROS.
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Low shoes . and sandals will give
o
comfort to your tired feet and at the
In Demlng you can buy lota for $100
ame time look neat and dressy. We hich will pay you 100 per cent In less
have the latest styles and a full assort than twelve month.
On beginning our 20th year in Albuquerque we propose to give a 20 per
cent discount on every cash sale (on diamonds 15 per cent) during the month
May.

of

CUTIT THIS OUT
WILL PAY YOU

20

Our goods are mostly marked in plain figures. Cut out this coupon and
bring it with you; it will be accepted as one-fiftthe purchase price of any
article in our store (diamonds 15 per cent), thus a $10.00 watch can be bought
coupon.
$8.00
one
lor
All other goods the same.
and
THE DIAMOND PALACE
Leading Jewelers, Railroad Avenue.
h

EVERITT,

'Monarch

Shirts
f

o

a

THE LEADING

STY-

LES

$1.25
V

CLUETT'S FINE

nnu
SHIRTS

f ANl

Y

MADRA8

UHtVIOT

INCLUDING

MOST STYLISH

NOBBY

EFFECTS

$1.75
iO

0
0

,

BLUE

V.I

SERGE

SUITS

FOR

MEN
,

$13.50 to $18.00
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.

E.

that Housekeepers are quick
There's a ring to these values that will
sales,

RIGHT-ON-TIM- E

to take advantage

ofl

surely interest you. Our entire Stock of Lace Curtains will
be sold at a reduction of 25 per cent,

In Abolition
--

We will place on sale 170 pair Lace Curtains which we purchased
at half price, which will be sold same way. All Tapestry and
Chenille and Silk Stripe Madras Curtains, will be sold

per cent reduction.

All kinds of Table Covers

L WASHBURN.

to

g

at 25

at a Reduction of 25 per cent

Do Not Miss This Sale Of AH Sales.

,ir.-,-

ml hnn.

rrm

nnr.

GENTLEMENI

Our selection of over two thousand
spring samples, comprising all the
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
suitings, fancy vestlngs. overcoats
and fulldresb suits, are ready for
your Inspection. Our tailoring and
styles are unexcelled and the prices
talK. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
215 South Second street.

phant resort tonight.
o
Doa't foreet that Anthnnv Ymtin
Demlng
now a l&rea lea nlant
keeps the best ice cream in th f itv t and electrichaslight
syntem nnder con- the New England bakery. A specialty UOCk
is made of serving families and picnic
parties very reasonable.
At the Metronolitan Ralruin tnnl'oK
a grand free lunch will be Bcrved.
Fine horse races at the fair prnnnn
tomorrow afternoon.
If VOU want the best di
had for 25 cents at eat th Pninmhn
hotel Sunday
Everybody invited and exnertoH to
attend grand free lunch at the Zeiger
Cafe tonight.

O.W. STRONG
& SONS

"1 you trant to know trhat 1 mart ly dresed men teear
thi teuton, ask to nee Stein Hloch Vlothei."

r

One of those

One Week Only.

LOOK INTO IT!

Open all day Sunday.
o
Go to Mrs. Mvra nn Smith Tir.t
street for a good Sunday dinner.
One of the finest lunches nf tho cm.
son will be served at the White Ele-

h

1

Por

W. H. H. James, formerly
military instructor for the National
Guard of New Mexico, came in last scococococococococococococo
night from Santa Fe. Mr. James regi
ment is at Plattsburg Barracks, New Old 'Phone
New 'Phone cocoocococoocococo
YorK. He has recently been promoted
152
59.
to his present rank. He has been calling on old friends today and made a
J. V. Edwards
pleasant call at The Citizen office renewing old friendships. This even- Progressive Mortician and Em
ing Col. James will go to Denver and
balmer.
from there to Idaho. He will then visit
nis om nome in Tennessee.,.,.. .
Open day and night. Calls are
Nothing gives us greater satisfaction than
young neonle load- About twenty-fivpromptly attended to.
who wants to know all about the merits of the
ed themselves into Trimble's "Jumbo"
buy. Such knowledge helps both the customer
Also Sell Monuments
last night and were driven up to the
Highland natatorium where a refresh- Office
ing Is made to aell on Its flashy appearance.
1
1
1
Second
N.
and parlor
ing plunge was enjoyed. But the bath
spection. That kind is not to be found here.
and sport in the water was mot the
only pleasure the Jolly crowd eiajoyed.
.
f
Aiier an nour spent in the water the
girls brought forth parcels and baskets of cakes and nlcnacs and thrfc hova
a large freezer of ice cream. The only ,:j
Telephone Service
displeasing feature of the evening was
that they had to walk home, aa the ;j
jU;
YOU WANT?
big red wagon failed to return for
8
'
,
them.
QUICK AND RELIABLE!
X R
A carload of Albuaueraues fast
horses were shipped yesterday to the
races that will open at Durango on
Tuesday next. Lady Margaret and Bob ! THE COLORADO TELEPHONE ;I g
Collins were among the load. About I
j! X
ND TELEGRAPH CO.
$4,000 will be given in purses at Durango and the next town will be Trinidad
where the Elks' have $5,500 hung up!
Albuquerque will be well represented
and will get a share of the money.
MONEY TO LOAN
"Deck," the fast pacer, has been sold,
and will be shipped to Kansas at once,
On diamonds, watches or any good
where he will get into shape for the
summer campaign. We shall miss security. Great bargains In watches
these horses during the summer, but of every description.
will have them all here for the ereat
fall fair.
A. Mi imNOW,
209 South Second street, few doors
Don't forget the concert and rinnno
north of festofflce.
at Colombo ball tonight.

lor.

PER CENT

IN ALL

Curtains

l.

Strawoerrv. vanlla. lemon
ana ice cream at Srott'a ire

One-fiftthe price of any Cash Purchase at our store during the month
of May. Everitt, the Diamond Palace, Railroad Av. Diamonds 15 perct

3

Lace and Muslin

I

ment of sizes, ranging In price from 65
cents to $3.50. You are respectfully
invited to call and examine them at C.
May's popular priced shoe Btore, 208
West Railroad avenue.
Whltson Music company can sell you
pianos that have been sold in the terrl-torfor twenty years. People know
the quality of their goods. They are
the genuine artistes. No Imitation.
Payments only $10 per month.
In Demlng the aemand for rental
houses is five times In excess of the

I

SALE OF

e

T. MUENSTERMAN.
CITY NEWS.

west tonight.
Dr. O. W. Harrison left this morning
for different points in Missouri. He
expects to be gone about three weeks
and before returning will visit Santa
Rosa, N. M., where he has some large
land Interests.
The Citizen has received an invitation to attend the eleventh anniversary
and second graduating exercises of
the Indian Industrial school, Phoenix.
Arizona, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, May 20, 21 and 22.
Miss Wellle Kennedy arrived this
morning from Globe, Arizona, ami is
spending the day with Miss L. Barton,
on South Arno street. Miss Kennedy
has accepted a clerical position in the
local office of the Mutual Life Insur
ance company.
For sale at residence of Mrs. Ivan
Grunsfeld, 520 West Copper avenue,
furnishings ot entire household, in
cluding shades, curtains, chandeliers.
carpets, stoves, rurnlture, etc.. Call
for next ten days between 10 a. m. and
8 p. m. dally.
Private eale.
Charles Kunz, Willie Neher and Walter Weinmann, three Albuquerque students at the territorial military institute at Roswell, returned home last
night and are around among their
many young friends today. Thomas
Crumpacker, also a student from this
c'.ty, left the boys up the road and con
tinued north to La Porte, Ind., where
Judge Crumpacker and wife are now
residing.
George Neher hopes to have his
new place in shape for occupancy by
Tuesday of next week. It will be one
of the finest places In the territory,
and Mr. Neher says he proposes to
have a large ice chest, in which he
will place chopped ice and pint bottles
of some favorite manufacture of beer.
This move would undoubtedly prove
profitable to Mr. Neher or any other
saioonist who adopts the idea, a la El
Lieut.-Co-

Low cut shoes are nonular for num.
iner wear. We have them In all the
styles and shapes, light or heavy soles.
Ladles' black kid sandals, new line.
$1.25 to $1.75;
Ladles' black vlcl, Louis and opera
heels, $1.50 to $3.00.
Misses' spring heel oxfords and sandals, 24 to 6, $1.50 to $1.75.
Full line of men's Oxfords, $1.75 to

Received,

Golden Rule Dry Goods Go's

raso.

Oxfords and Slippers

Sole Agents for Standard Patterns.
Mail Orders filled same day

Goods People Wants.
Prices People Likes.
Matchless Values.

o
Nothing Succeeds Like Success.
Our phenomenal coffee business has
made us a reimtatlnn. It u
nr. th
success that made the reputation, but
me conee. we guarantee to give you
better coffee for the money than any
other house in the city. Our coffee has
stood the test. Are you among our
coffee drinkers? If not. get in line.
We guarantee satisfaction or your
money i.bck. 1 ne Jaffa Grocery Co.
J
WANTED A strong man for a few
days. Ives, the florist.
Special sale of Mexican drawn work
for ten days at Mrs. Wilson's, 218
boutn Second street.

First class horse racing at the fair

grounus sunuay aiternoou.
horses will participate.

Furniture,

Crockery and
Glassware
SPECIAL
CANVAS PORCH SWINGS $1.00
PORCH CHAIRS
$2.50
PORCH SETTEES
$4.50
SEE

OUR

The best

Statehood.
Free lunch tonight at the White Ele
phant.
Newcomer's.
Be sure you see the window for Sat
urday s special sale.
Newcomer's.

BARGAIN TABLE
FOR

Kitchen
201-21-

1

NORTH

itosils.
SECOND ST.

oooooooooeoOfoeo

tTT"--'

"'T'

$10

ml

$15

It'

(

W

to serve a customer
clothes he intends to
and us. Some clothIt will not stand In-

ONE THOUSAND NEW SUITS
at $10 to $15 and $18 are here for your Inspection. More than havo
ever been displayed under one roof before In New Mexico;

Also an Immense Line of New Boys' Suits
to which we call particular attention.
in two and three piece Suits at

We have all the new things

money-savin-

SIMON STERN Jhe

prices.

g

R. R. Ave. Clothier

JCOOOOOOCOOOOOCOOC
COCOCXXXXDCOCXXXXXXXXIOOOCOO

Whitney

Company

WHOLESALE HARDWARE
Hinrt Prorla
UraOe Porrlon
UarOen

As is well known we carry the

larg-nly- n

est stock and best grades of Garden

Hose to be had in the territory. Nothing flimsy, all goods having been tested
to 00 pounds pressure.
We are headquarters for Hose Reels, Nozzles and General Supplies,
Lawn Mowers, Grass Catchers and Garden Tools. White Mountain Ice
Cream Freezers (the best in the world). Remember we are the largest Plumbing house west of the Mississippi River. Send us your

Hose

South First street.
Phones: Aut. 248; Bell, 85.

Albuquerque, N. U.

COCXDOCOCOCOCXDCOCOOCOOCJCOOCC

In Demlng good sate loans can b
had at better rates than in the old es
tabllshed towns.

PIONEER BAKERY
First street

BALLING BR03., Proprietors.

STOVE REPAIRS.
Borradalle & Co.,
117 Gold Ave.

Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty

Ruppe's drua store open all night
every night

We desire patronage, and we
guarantee
baking.
8. First street Albuquerque, N.
firs-claB-

207

a
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AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS I
MESILLA PARK. NEW MEXICO.
young women in tne shortest possible
time and along the most thorough and
practical lines. The courses in stenography and typewriting and in practical
mechanics have been especially popular, attracting
large numbers of
young men and women, not only from
witnin the borders of our territory, but
from elsewhere.
The college has
achieved a widespread and enviable
reputation for its work in training
stenograpuers in both the English and
Spanish languages, and the demand
for its competent graduates in this
work far exceed the number of young
men and young women it can send out.
The short
course in practical mechanics includes practical
work in the following subjects: carpentry, woodturning, pattern making,
blacksmithing and foundry worn, along
with such other subjects as are re.
quired to round out the work of the
course, and train young men to be competent in their profession.

The New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts la located at
Mesllla Park, a pleasant and thriving
little college town, situated on the
main line of the Santa Fe railroad,
forty-twmiles north of El Paso, and
about two and a half miles from Las
Cruces. which is the county seat of
Dona Ana county.
The locality in
which the institution is situated is one
of the best in the territory of New
Mexico, the
Mesllla Valley,
lieing noted for its wonderfully healthful climate, and for its agricultural
and horticultural resources.
The college was established by the
Twenty-eightlegislative assembly. It
gives Instruction in a large variety of
Bubjects. the general character of all
of which is to provide a practical and
industrial ti'ainiug of the greatest good
to young men and young women. The
subjects in which instruction is pro
vided include agriculture, the mechanic arts, English, literature, mathematics, philosophy, the various branches
of natural science, domestic science
and household economy, history, stenography and typewriting, both in English and Spanish, and other commercial uranches.
The control of the institution Is vested In a board of regents, composed of
five members, not including the governor and the territorial superintendent of public instruction. As at present constituted, the board is as follows: G. A. Richardson, president,
Roswell, N. M.; H. B. Holt, secretary
and treasurer. Las Cruces. N. M.; P.
H. Curran. Las Cruces. N. M.; Seaman
B. Field. Demlng, N. M., and Rev. W.
A. Cooper, Santa Fe, N. M. Advisory
o

far-fame- d

h

two-year-

Buildings and Equipment.

The appearance of the buildings of
the institution comprise five large
structures, including the main building, which- Is ' given up on the first
story to the preparatory department,
on the main floor to the offices of the
president and registrar, library and
class rooms, and on the upper floor the
McFie hall, which is used for general
assembly purposes and additional class
rooms. The engineering building is a
structure, is decapacious
voted to the work of the engineering
department, and Includes capacious
wood and machine shops, drawing
room, laboratories, boiler room, blackmembers, Hon. Miguel A. Otero, gov- smith shop and foundry room. Science
ernor of New Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M., hall, one of the newer buildings, which
and Hon. J. Francisco Chavez, super- is a large and well built
intendent of public instruction, Santa structure, is given up to the work In
Fe. N. M.
the natural sciences. The chemical
The institution is supported by funds and domestic science laboratories oc- one-stor-

y

two-stor- y

jNP'riiV--

what this institution offers for the
young men and young women of our
territory. There are no tuition fees of
any kind, and no fees beyond a nomi
nal entrance fee of $a a year. Text
books are furnished free upon a deposit, to cover loss or damage, of $2.50.
Boarding accommodations are provided at cost and a club house, which t
fitted, up for young men students, and
goes by the popular name of
provides board and room at a
monthly cost averaging about $14.50.
Hoard in private families may be pro
cured at from J18 to $20 per month.
The college provides work for many of
its students, who are desirous of meeting their expenses, and there are opportunities constantly occurring by
which hard working students mar de
fray a large part. If not all, of their expenses, iy working during their spare
hours.
The social life of the Institution Is
of a high character. A church has re
cently been built near to the collepe.
which i3 attended by a large number
of the students. Facilities are given
to students who so desire to attend
services at the churches in Las Cruces.
'
College Organizations.
Among the organizations maintained
by the students are the Students' Congress, which discusEes and considers
questions of vital importance to the
welfare of the student lody; the Columbian Literary society, established
since 1891. 'which holds its - weekly
meetings, and gives frequent entertainments; the Llcea Cervantes, a Spanish
society, managed by the Spanish department of the institution, organized
under the direction of the head of that
department. Professor W. A. Sutherland, a year ago, and the Athletic association, which controls the athletic interests of the college. The foot ball
interests have always been exceedingly important in this connection, and
the college has each season sent out a
strong team, which has several times
captured the territorial championship.
Its baskei ball team and tennis teams
are frequently engaged in contests,
and the annual field day. which occurs
regularly on the first Friday in May,
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Hill,

r

S.. ibid.. 1893.

Assistant Professor of
chemistry.
Fabian Garcia. B. S.. New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, 194. Assistant professor of
Horticulture.
Charles Mills, assistant professor of
mechanical engineering.
D. M. Richards.

lege.

A. U.. Oberlin col
Principal of the preparatory de-

partment.
Other Officers of Instruction.
William Alexander Sutherland. B. S..
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts. 1898. Instructor
In Spanish and Latin.
Geraldine Com us, assistant in pre
paratory department.
Helen Mar Macgregor, assistant in
the stenography department, and college stenographer.
Archie Bruce Sage, B. S., New Mex
ico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, 1900. Assistant in me
chanics engineering department.
Charlotte. A. Baker, librarian and as
sistant in English.
Lavlnla Lea Brown, assistant in pre
paratory department.
Fannie Elizabeth Blakesley. B. L.,
Washburn college, 1895. Assistant in
the preparatory department.

being well equipped.
. The Short Courses.
Aduitiona'.' to t the college courses,
the institution provides the following
fchort courses: A one year's course in
agriculture ai.d horticulture: a
course in the same subjects; a
course iu practical mechanics, a one-yea- r
course in Knglith stenography and typewriting, and a one-yea- r
course iu Spanish stenography.
These courses are all of them designed
to train and equip your.g meu and
two-year-

.

two-year-

s'

s'

e

eignt-nors-

e

e

wood-workin-

Library.

The liorary of the institution contains over 10,01(11 volumes.'aH of which
have been gathered and procured with
much care and judgment, t he library
is tree for the use of the stude'nfs, and
people connected with the institution,
and is also provided with a large assortment of the best current periodicals and reference hooks.
It is but little realized by the public

-

--
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THAT ENDS WELL

Story About i wo Men, One Woman, a
Small Dog and a Pipe.
William Townsley. of Cleveland, Is
fond of telling an especially thrilling
story.
"Some time ago. ' said Mr. Towns- ley, "I got on a train at Erie, Pa., and
started for Cleveland. When ahout
half way to Cleveland a woman got on
the train with a small pet dog. She
was refused admittance to the ladles
coach with the dog and the brakeman
finally suggested that she put the little
creature in the baggage car. She in

d

:

r

became almost speechless with rage.
DEAD VOLCANOES.
She stood it as long as she could and
finally her Indignation got the better This Territory Has Several Visible
of her discretion. She deliberately rose
Craters to Be Seen.
from her scat, reached forward and
Dr. hobert T. Hill, of United States
grabbed the pipe from thu. man's lips.
Before he could recover from his as- geological survey, will leave Wednestonishment the woman threw the pipe day on the United States steamship
out of the window and coolly settled Dixie for Martinique to make observaback !n her seat and began caressing tions of the volcanic disturbances
there for the National Geological soher doggy.
"The traveling man. as soon as he ciety.
The volcanic disturbances In the
could recover from his amazement,
stood up and gazed at the woman long Lesser Antilles are attracting careful
and critically. In all his life he had attention among the scientists of the
never been subjected to such an in- United States gealoglcal survey. Aldignity. He decided not to stand it and ready from various parts of the coundeliberately grabbed the dog by the try inquiries are coming as to the
neck and threw it out of the window. possible eruptions in the United
The woman screamed, aa the dog went States. There are many old craters
In this country, but every one of them
sailing through the window and
that the man was an absolute is classed as extinct, but geologists
brute. In a short time the train 'drew admit that it can never be definitely
into the depot at Cleveland. The wo- known when a volcano is extinct
man, her eyes flashing fire and her Volcanoes which have not erupted
face flushed with indignation, hurried within what is known aa the geologic
from the smoker and ran smack into age are extinct In the opinion of geolthe arms of a big man who was evi- ogists, but they admit that many disdently her husband.
The traveling asters occurred In the past by the
man came along about the. same time, (.eruption of volcanoes which were once
and the woman pointed him out. 'Tnat believed to be extinct. Speaking of
man that man! " she- almost shrieked' ttfa volcanoes of Texas, Dr. Robert T.
In her rage, pointing toward the trav- Hill, of the United States Geological
eling salesman, 'that man threw my survey, says:
dog out of the window.' The husband
"There are quite a number of old
glared at the traveler and then started craters In Texas. Pilot Knob, near
,
for film.
Austin;' Mount Inge, In Uvalde, and
" 'Sir.' he exclaimed,
catching the Moro, Turkey and Pinto near Fort
traveler by the arm. 'did you throw my Clark ' are the easternmost volcanoes
wife's dog through the window?"
of the United States, but have long
" 'Sir,' replied the traveling man, been
extinct. West of the Pecos, the
shaking off the irate man's grasp, 'if ChlsoB and the Davis mountains are
that woman is your wiie I certainly did among the most lnterestiag old volthrow her dog out of the window.' At canic phenomena of America, but they
this the husband struck the traveler have long been dead. In eastern and
square in the face. Then they began central New Mexico; near' Folsom, Alto flght and a crowd gathered. Finally buquerque and near El Paso there are
the depot police separated them and several craters among the most perthe crowd dispersed. The husband, fect in the world, which apparently
however, had not received satisfaction have been la action in very late geoand in a few minutes he and the man logic times. It is Bt 111 a mooted queswho had Insulted his wife were fight- tion In New Mexico If they have not
ing a;aln. It looked as If some one been in eruption since the regions
would be badly hart and people were were inhabited by man."
beginning to get anxious when some
one shouted: 'Look whut's coming.'
A Big West.
Everybody looked, and what did they
Yes, Hen-er-Sam
Uncle
this la
see?
"Well, what dll they see?" breath- the west. Idaho and Montana are as
lessly inquired one of Townsley's audi-toi- big as Austria Hungary; the two
Kansas and Nebraska are as Mg
California
"What did they see? Why. they 6aw as Norway and Sweden;
are as big as France;
the liitle dog coming iato the depot and Nevada
carrying the man's pipe in his mouth." Utah and Arizona are as big aa Spain;
New Mexico is as big as Italy; Oklais larger than Greece; WashThe Cooney mine in the Cooney dis- homa
are larger than
trict. New Mexico, has closed down ington and Oregon Ireland,
Denmark,
temporarily on account of the low Great Britain and
Holland, Belgium and Portugal togethn
price of copper and high rates of
er. Prince Henry Yes. Uncle Sam.
to the nearest smelters.
but are any as big as Germany? Uncle
Sam My boy. Colorado and Wyoming
Never tell business lies.
are the exact size of the German
Shun strong liquor.
Employ your time well.
eclared

half-choke- d

Faculty.
Francis E. Lester, registrar, and
principal of the department of stenog
raphy.
Clarence T. Hagerty. B. S.. Notre
M. S., ibid
Dame university. 1890;
1905.
Professor of mathematics and
astronomy.
Arthur Goss, B. S., Purdue universi
ty, 1888: A. C. ibid.. 1889; M. S.. ibid..
1895. Professor of chemistry.
Frank W. Brady. B. M. E.. Purdue
university. 1888: M. E., ibid.. 1894. Professor of mechanical engineering and
superintendent of buildings.
Hiram Hadley. A. M.. Earlham college, 1885. Professor of history ami

BUILDING OF THE COLLEGE.

ENGINEERING

dignantly scorned the suggestion and
was finally told that if she wanted to
have the discomfiture that she might
find in the smoker she could sit there
with the dog. Giving the brakeman an
Indignant glance she walked into the
smoker. She took a seat just behind a
husky locking commercial traveler,
who was smoking a pipe.
college
Is the athletic event of the
"After they had gone a little way the
year. At tne neiu aay neia mis year, woman,
tobacco
seven of the records for athletic events smoke from the man's with
pipe, leaned
In tte institution were broken, and re- over
exclaimed, 'Sir,
markably srood standing made by the yon andnoindignantly
gentleman.' The man took
are
medal was
contestants. The
the pipe from his mouth, looked
won by Walter Danburg, of Las cruces. around
at the woman, and. after giving
N. M. The events of the day were
a good, long stare, remarked, "Is
presided over by the May Day queen her
so?' He reasoned that as the
Miss Elizabeth Newcomb, attended by that
smoking car was made to smoke in
her maids and retinue.
as the woman had no business
The faculty of the college as it at and
there, she could stand his tobacco.
present cxtBts, is as follows:
his reasoning he placed the pipe
Luther Foster, M. S. A., president After
his mouth and again began to puff
of the college and director of the ex- in
great volumes of smoke. The woman
periment station (elected November

cupy the first floor, whilst on the second are the rooms given up to the
work of the departments of botany,
soils, biology and physics. The seed
house and farm buildings house the
work of the agricultural department.
and additional corrals are now being
erected. The girls' dormitory, which
is the home of the young women students of the institution, is pleasantly
situated in the nicest part of the college grounds, and is a well built two-stor-y
structure, with reception room,
large dining hall, matron's room and
kitchen on the first floor, whilst up
stairs are a number of separate rooms
tor the young women students, and all 21..1901.)

other necessary accommodations.
The equipment in all departments of
the institution places the college in
the front rank of the institutions of
New Mexico. The department of me
chanical engineering is equipped with
power steam engine, an
a thirty-horspower steam engine, a
thirteen-horspower oil engine, and a
large assortment and variety of miscel
laneous machines and equipment, of a
total value of alout $25,000. The de
partment provides a separate forge
and kit of tools lor the blacksmith
work for each student, whilst in the
shop eacTT student is
similarly provided with a complete
outfit of tools for both bench and lathe
work. The department ia fitted up with
an electric light plant, which provides
ligiii lor the other buildings of the institution. The chemical department is
equipped with the best fitted up laboratories in the southwest, and the same
may lie said of the equipment of most
of the other departments of the institution.

iiiiri.

m

ALL WELL

received from loth the lederal government and from the territory.
The requirements for entering the
college proper are a completion of the
work required in high schools of our
territory, or its equivalent. Graduates
from teritorial high schools are ad
mitted to the Freshman class without
examination, all others being required
to pais an examination on the work
done. The college maintains a well organized and well managed preparatory
department, the purpose of which is to
prepare students tor college work, who
have not been able to take the required
work liefore coming to the institution.
The College Courses.
The courses at present provided in
the college work are four Jn number,
namely a. course in agriculture, a general or scientific course, a course in
mechanical engineering, and a course
in domestic sclei.ee. In standing and
rank these courses compare most favorably with those provided by those of
any similar institution in the country.
The faculty and the equipment of the
institution are such as to provide the
most thorough work, in all the
branches required in these courses.
The course in domestic science, which
only is inaugurated to start with next
college year is designed especially to
meet a needful want in the training of
the young women of our terriTory in
the various branches of domestic science. The course Includes thorough
work in cooking, sewine, household
economy, sanitation, and the various
subjects necestaiy to the training of
good housekeepers. Tise agricultiu al
course and the mechanical engineering
course are particularly strong, the

V'1
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Elmer O. Wooton, B. S.. Earlham
college. 1889; "A. M.. ibid.. 189t. Professor of biology, and in charge of
geology and physics.
Edith Davis, professor of English.
John Dabney Tinsley, B. S.. New
Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, IS'J'.i. Professor of soil
physics.
Alice Horning. B. S., Agricultural
College of Oregon, 1882. Professor of
domestic economy, dean of women and
matron of the Women's hall.
John J. Vernon. B. S. Agr., Iowa
State college, 1 1?7- - Professor of agriculture and horticulture and superintendent of grounds.
Raleigh Frederick Hare. B. S., Alabama polytechnic institute, 1892; M.
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WHAT'S THIS

World's Earthquakes

jj

At tho city of ChilnaneinKO. Mexico,
on January IS. 1901. an rarthkuake
caused the death of 400 people and
rrndrred B.onrt homelesa. More than
houses wtre destroyed. Five days

later further shocks were experienced,
l.ut no damage was done.
Terrible as was the disaster of January 18. It was nevertheless, a slight
commotion compared with the most
destructive earthquakes of modern
times.
It Is estitaated that from first to last
13.000,000 human beings have lost their
I'ves in earthquakes.
M.

de

Montessus

de

Hallore.

a

and American tourists, was totally destroyed.
Those In the village who survived
the falling walls rushed to the beach
to put out to sea In boats. The waves
came in and washed victims from the

sands

by

the hundreds.

tnrthquakes.
The island of

ante of the Grecian
group suffered terribly in 1894. when
5,000 were killed and as many more
made homeless. The Grecian archipelago from time immemorial has been
the home of earthquakes.
Central America, like Mexico, Is In
constant commotion, and this has been
urged frequently against the feasibility
of an istnmlan canal. Grenada, Central America, has been destroyed by
earthquakes s!x times. San Salvador
ten times and San Jose and Costa Rica

1

forty--

Ounung-Gun-tu-

r

o

Ounung-Onntu-

SCOTCH

Two-third-

The full extent of the disaster has
never been calculated, because several
small islands Indefinitely settled were
involved, but more than 15.000 people
are known to have been killed.
In 1891, and again In 1894. China and
Japan were both visited by terrible

French scientist, who has made a spec-la- l
study of the subject, calculates that
this planet endures 16.957 earthquakes
on an average every year, or one earthquake" every half hour. Most of these
occur in sparcely inhabited countries,
and a large number at the bottom of
the ocean, so that they are not observable except by the apparent boiling of
the water occasionally In
The earthquake at Chilpancingo fol- five times.
Some of the most destructive earthlowed the general character of Mexican earthquakes in that the shocks quakes have occurred in New Zealand,
were violent and of extremely short which is a vast lava bed.
In 1895 Alaska suffered a terrible
duration, lasting only fifty seconds.
More loss of life has been occasioned shaking up, which destroyed whole
by earthquakes than by any other ag- Alaskan tribes of Indians.
During the terrible disturbances of
ency, except, of course, disease.
The most famous earthquakes have the eaiih the Yakuta Indians were told
been the two at Lisbon, an the up- by a medicine man that human sacriwas necessary to appease the
fice
heaval In the island of Java In 18S2.
wrath of the Great Spirit. At the next
Java has within Its narrow area
five
active volcanoes. All were In- shock an Immenpe gap opened In the
ground and an Indian woman advanced
volved In the disaster of 1882.
For nearly twenty years the little Is and threw her baby in the chasm. The
land had rested In comparative secur- walls closed on It Instantly.
This, ns It happened, was the last of
ity from outbreaks of tae flames that
roar under Its craters. On the night the seismic disturbances, and since
of August 26, 1882, rumblings were then Alaskan Indians have drawn the
heard In various localities; the peas- inference that human sacrifice Is necants flocked from one district to anoth- essary to stop earthquakes.
The most notable earthquakes In the
er, leaving their rice fields, only to find
that their neighbors had heard like United States have been those of New
warnings.
Madrid. Mo., In 1811; California in
By next day the water In the adja 1868, and Charleston, S. C. in August,
cent sea began to bo'l and hiss in 1886.
strauge tumult and the temperature
That at New Medrld was the most
singular disturbance in earthquake hisrose 20 degrees.
Maha Meru, the biggest volcano on tory, in that it extended over a period
the island, burst out in flame for the of three years. Repeated shocks folfirst time in years, and shortly half the lowed from months to months And
volcanoes on the island were in violent whole forests sometimes were seen to
wave like a green sea. A strip of land.
commotion.
The little brown Javanese, in the ex- sixty by thirty miles, sank and became
tremity of terror, flocked to their tem- a lake, which in recent years has been
ples, all business was suspended, and partially drained. Loss of life was in
each thought only how to precipitate considerable, owing to the fact that the
country was very sparsely settled.
the angry gods.
Earthquakes of 1868 Involved the en
The roaring under foot increased
each hour, and when dusk came on the tire coast of California and destroyed
millions' of dollars worth of property.
evening of August 28 old
was wrapped In a luminous haze. In the famous Charleston earth
r
"If
breaks loose we quake on August 31, 1886, thirty-tware lost! ' wailed the little brown peo- people were killed, 100 injured and
ple, as they watched the lofty peak, property to the extent of $6,000,000 de
which habitually wore a crown of stroyed. Nearly every house In Char
leston was damaged, and for weeks a
Enow.
In the middle of the night they saw large part of the population lived in
an enormous jet of white shoot up tents.
It is a strange fact that science has
hundreds of feet above the crater, followed by a sheet of flame. Sulphurous never determined exactly the cause of
mud and great quantities of lava were earthquake phenomena.
The most generally accepted theory
emitted and a shower of hissing stones
is that water breaks through crevices
rained over the fields.
The clouds were surcharged with and penetrates the pockets of molten
electricity.
matter in the earth. Steam Is generThe sea raised In terrible waves, and ated which finds vent In volcanic erupas many as fifteen water spouts were tions and earthquakes.
Father Timateo Bertclll, an Italian,
observed at one time.
and other inventors, have devised and
The wnole Island quaked. Every
was soon in action and Beard- Improved the seismograph, which rec
ing lava ran down the mountain sides, ords the vibrations of an earthquake.
buried villages and heaped up frantic- It is also valuable in that It frequently
gives warning days before the catas
ally In the ocean tide.
Nearly every village on the island trophe occurs.
Sometimes a r.hock is preceded for
was destroyed, and between 175,000
days by minute earth vibrations not
and 2(io.OOO people were killed.
One great island of the Javanese perceptible to ordinary senses. The
group, Krakatoa. sank in the sea. In delicate needle of the seismograph
another place sixteen volcanic peaks traces these movements upon a sheet
emerged.
of smoked paper unt.. the whole looks
It is characteristic of the most de- like a skein of tangled silk.
If the .changes are constant and
structive earthquakes that they occur
near the sea, so that ther horrors are abrupt it can be determined that an
followed by great tidal waves that dou- earthquake of grave import may oc
cur.
ble the number of killed.
This was the case in the historic
Animals appear to possess a sixth
earthquake of Lisbon in 1755. Once sense which often warns them of an
Some times
before, in 1531, the city had been des- impending earthquake.
troyed, and from time to time minor fowls are in a panic for days before a
shocks were felt.
seismetic shock, horses become timid
On All Sints' day, 1755,, while all ana weak, and cows refuse the usual
LlBbon was at church, the sky became quantity of milk.
Some people also are so delicately
overcast and the sea began to swell
organized that they feel danger in the
and roll in tremendous volume.
Suddenly was a rumbling noise air. A woman living in a hotel at
heard over Portugal; the earth's crust Amalfl, Italy, left there the day before
seemed to rise up in great waves and the last earthquake, driven by some in
to break in fissures. In less than one definable terror, and at Nice and Agminute the entire city was a heap of ram people were known to flee from
those cities before disaster came
ruins.
The first shock was followed closely
Dangerous If Neglected.
by three others, when the earth grad'
Burns, cuts and other wounds often
ually settled with long, trembling vl
fall to heal properly If neglected and
brat'.ons.
Half an hour later an immense tidal liecome troublesome sores. DeWltt's
wave overwhelmed the ruins. At least Witch Hazel Salve prevents such con'
tlO.OOo people were killed.
The Lisbon sequences. Even where delay has agearthquake involved 7, 500.0(h) square gravated the injury DeWltt's Witch
miles of territory. The shock was felt Hazel Salve effects a cure. "I had a
as far north as Finland, and extended running sore on my leg thirty years,"
says 11. C. Tartly, Yankeetown, Ind.
to the St. Lawrence in Canada.
Immediately following the disaster "After using many remedies, I tried De
a fire began in the wrecks that escaped Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. A few boxes
the sea, and the scum of Portugal and healed the sore." Cures all skin dis
southern Europe had flocked there to eases. Piles yield to It at once. Ue
ware of counterfeits. J. H. O'Rlelly &
ict) the dead and the wounded.
King Joseph turned, in despair, to Co.; 13. II. Brlggs & Co.
his minister, the Marquis of Pombal,
LINDSEY BEGS FOR MERCY.
who seized the moment to show himself one of the greatest prime ministers in Europe.
The Land Swindler Pleads Guilty in
"Your majecty, let us bury the dead
the Federal Court
and feed the living," he said, a phrase
Jj. Lindbey, who was indicted
which soon was repeated over the forRobert
fraudulent use ol the mails in conworld.
nection with the sale of titleB to govFur eight days the Marquis of Pom- ernment
land in Oklahoma, withdrew
bal lived in his carriage, never sleep- his pita of
guilty and threw himing, never resting, rescuing the help- self upon not mercy
the
of the federal
less, organizing the police, and coping court this morning..
Judge Philips said
in a marvelous way with a disaster he would hold sentence for
while.
that shook the civilized world. Vo- This practically puts an end toa one
ltaire, in his "Caudide," has written the the most extensive laud swindles of
that
most graphic story of the Lisbon earth-- , has ever been perpetrated in connecquake.
tion with the opening up of the public
In 18X3, the Island of lachia, in the domain in the southwest and by means
bay of Naples, was shaken by an earth- of which scores
of farmers were traded
quake which was remarkable in that out of their farms
and credulous men
its victims included men and women and women lost their homes.
of wealth from every quarter of the
Lindsey laimed to have a title unglobe.
der an old Mexican land grant to
r
The village of Casaiilcciula was en
sections of land, aggregating
fete that evening, a performance waa
acres, in the western half of
going on in the summer theatre, there Heaver county. Oklahoma, practically
was dancing at a dozen of the big ho- all of which was subject to entry untels. Without a moment's notice the der the homestead laws of the L'nlted
fchock came, leveling the village, the States. In spite of a decision of the
earth opening and sending out clouds I'nited States supreme court declaring
of sulphurous vapor.
his title to be void, Lindsay, through
The Piccola Sentinella, a large hotel various pgents. put out deeds to this
occupied almost exclusively by English land, that were traded from one person
mid-ocea-

to another. While most of the trading items, and then the paper is cast
wns done by nueiits the swindling was aside: while ho evening paper, with
mmla tinsallilil liV l.lnHfMiv'a fitntni nml the full day's news, reaches the home
! ! J
the circulars he sent through the uiiiils at the most convenient time of day.
In an effort to substantiate H. Kan- and is read rrom beginning to end, adsas City S;ar.
vertisements included."
Scratch, scratch, scratch; unable to Afternoon Editions Lead Everywhere.
"In Chicago, Buffalo, St. Louis.
attend to business during the dny or
Baltimore,
sleep during the night. Itching piles, Cincinnati, Minneapolis,
l'oan a Ointment Washington aid a hundred smaller
horrible plague.
cures. Never fails. At any drug store, towns, the afternoon week day publication has completely outstripped its
50 cents.
morning rival. There is no mystery
o
In all this.
of all the
THE MESCALERO INDIANS.
events that appen in the world in
me governmental, business, sporting.
Reservation Will Not Be Opened for financial,
military and political depart
Settlement.
I
ments of activity happen in the dayJames A. Carroll, Esq., superintend time,
and before four o'clock in the
ent of Indian school, Mescalero. New afternoon.
The evening is the time
Mexico, received the following letter,
relaxation, amusement and repose.
dated April 29, from Acting Commis- of
You know that if the
the facilities for gathering and
sioner A. C. Tonner, which Is self ex When
printing news were slower than now
Kilted Piper isn't
planatory:
before ihe days of linotypes, stereo"The office is in receipt of your let type
and
telegraph
on the package
tolls
cheap
ter of the 21st Instant inquiring fast plates,
was
impossible
to
presses
it
any
present proposi- present at nipht toe news of the day.
it isn't the
whether there Is
tion looking to tho opening of the
were mere
papers
real
anil
the
aiternoon
reservation to settlement.
bulletins of the morning papers. But
Scotch
"In reply the office has to say there all
that has been changed and revolu
is no proposition before the office look- tionized
Improvement.
by
Oats.
ing to the opening of the Mescalero Morning papersartare and
bought principally
reservation or any portion of it, id pub- by men on the streets. They are read
lic settlement without the consent of in the streets and on the cars, and
the Indians.
hastily and thrown aside. Few
"You are at liberty to give this state trains,
them ever reach the homes. For
ment such publicity as you may deem of
reason the great bulk of advertis
desirable in support of the rights and this
ing Is drifting to afternoon papers.
of
Indians."
the
Interests
Holds Up a Congressman.
The Thrust of a Lance
"At the end ot tne campaign," writes
is scarcely more agonizing than ilie
Clark, Missouri's brilliant con
recurrent pains in the abdomen which Champ
follow the eating of improper food or gressman, "from overwork, nervous
too free indulgence in ice water. The tension, loss of sleep and constant
collapsed.
immediate cause of cramps and colic is speaking I had about utterly
In my
often the distention of the bowels by It seemed that all the organs
gas. Quick reliei follows Che use of body were out of order, but three botPerry Davis' Painkiller. Careful house- tles of Electric Bitters made me all
medi
keepers give it the place of honor In right. It's the best
cine ever sold over a druggist's countthe family medicine chest.
men and
er." Overworked,
weak, sickly women gain splendid
The food that makes strong muscle firm
PAPERSAFTERNOON
THE
health and vitality from Electric bit
flesh red blood good bone clear skin
ters. Try them. Only oOc. Guaranteed
bright eyes and steady nerve. No other
by all druggists.
o
What Experienced Advertisers Say
grain gives so much so quickly and at so
Grant County Report.
little cost of money and kitchen-timcounty
report
for
treasurer's
The
the
About Reaching the Masses.
quarter ending March 31, was printed
Sold by all Grocers.
Look for tho Kilted Piper.
in the official county paper last week.
quarter
during
he
shows
the
it
that
THEY REACH THE HOMES.
had collected $4.7... 81, and paid out
$12,119.91. leaving him with $40,870.40
on hand. Of this amount $1,318.04 is
To substantiate the old contention in the general school fund and $1,643.-1that of daily newspapers the evenis in the Lordsbur'g school fund.
OCOOUOOOOOOCOOOCOOOC
ing edition is the superior, these
Liberal.
exper
of
from advertisers
Demlng!
Don't overlook It if you
ience and Judgment are submitted:
are looking for a sale and paying InReach Homes of Masses.
vestment
"You ask me which I consider the
more valuable as an advertising meacres of Forest Reserve Land in
dium the evening paper or the morn
FOR SAI F
Iryhi preparations thosimply develI will say that a great op dry
ing paper.
any surveyed public lands
which
lieu
of
secretions,
catarrh ; they dry or
deal depends on whether the advertis- which adhere to tho nuinlc.iuo and decom
in Southern California, Arizona or New Mexico may be
er Is catering to the popular trade or pose, causing u far moro serious trouble tLr.n
what is generally designated as 'the tho ordinary form of catarrh. JLvoi.l dryselected. Will sell as a whole at a very low price.
classes.' If the advertiser's trade is ing inhalants, funics, smokes ami kuul.a
with the wealthiest class, then I should and use Unit which cleanses, soothes and
4 5 Montgomery Strett,
say that the morning paper Is quite as heals Ely's Cream Iaim id such a remedy
good as the evening paper. On v.ie and will euro catarrh cr cold in tlio head
San Francisco, California.
other hand if the advertiser desires easily and pleasantly. A trial size will be
OOCOCOOOOOCXDCOOOOC)COOOOOOOCOOOCOa
to secure the trade of the laborer. mailed for 10 cents. All dnigpibts sell the
the mechanic or cierk, etc. who has
size. Ely Brothers, f.G Warren Ft , N.Y.
hardly time to read even the most
TliO Balm cures without pain, does lint
Important news on his way to work in irrituto or cause sneezing. It spreads itself
the morning, to say nothing of read over aa irritated aud angry sumoo, reliev.
ing advertisements, and who seldom incr immediately the painful inflammation.
With Ely's Cream Balm you are armed
finds time to do any more reading of
that nature until he returns home in
jjon Nasal Catarrh, and U&j ever.
the evening I should most emphatic
ally declare the evening paper to be
In
the better advertising medium.
the evening the mechanic or clerk has
ample time, as a rule, to read his evening paper, and to discuss with his
wife any interesting news, attractive
offers, or advertisements he may find
in its columns, and to come to a definite conclusion as to just where to buy.
The experience of a great many years
confirms this belief, and in our own
business we are now confining ourselves to the use of the evening paI
pers, with most gratifying results.
am prepared to make an unqualified
J
J
statement that any business house
J J J
doing business on a strictly cash basis, and catering to the popular trade,
should confine its advertising to the
evening papers, whenever it can do
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Evening Paper Shopper's Guide.
"The busy housewife has no time
to con over the advertisements in the
morning paper. If she nas she can
not arrange her housework in a moment, so that she can go down town to
take advantage of the bargains of
fered. When she reads the bargains
in the evening paper, however, she
makes preparations to start early
next morning, and a large percentage
of those early morning shoppers who
struggle for the first places at the
bargain counter, are the readers of
the evening paper and not as might be
supposed, the readers of the morning

Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Pine Havana and

Domestic Cigars

paper.

Edition for Advertisers,
Is no doubt that the evening
daily is the daily for the advertiser.
It coities into the home after the merchant's work is done, and he can sit
down and study it and his competitors' ads to his utmost satisfaction.
The good wife has time to look over
Its columns, and the same order of
things holds good in the home of the
mechanic and laborer. The morning
daily is laid one side by the busy
merchant, at his store, and the busier
housewife at her home. The laborer
or mechanic has no time to read it
before he goes to work, and is not
allowed to read during working hours.
You can always depend upon it that
the evening dally has the larger circulation for these very reasons, and la
therefore, the better medium "
Through Reading Evening Paper.
"If you must discuss t lie matter,
why not also use the arguments of
the evening paper man that his paper gives tiie people the day's news
fiom twelve to fourteen hours ahead
of the morning papers, and that ha
delivers his papers to the readers at
the time of day when they have tho
greatest leisure and time to read. 1.
e.. at the supper table and around
the evening lamp? He would also tell
you that the business men read the
evening papers more thoroughly than
they do the morning papers, buying a
copy on the street before they start
for home at tne end of their day's
work; peruse it thoroughly during

"There

the tiresome street car trip to their
homes, and then hand it over to the
family.

He would also tell yuu

OCXDOCXDOOO(XXXXXXXXOOOC

Some of the Famous Brands:
Havana Buds;

Ben Franklin;

Kirster's Half Shell.
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KIRSTER BROS.
FACTORY,
550 S. Second St.,

that

the average housekeeper has only
time in the early part of the day to
glance over the headlines of the morning papers, to get the principal news

Britannica;

Commercial Club;

J5 j4ochxohxoc

Albuquerque,

N. M.

I
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some 93.000 In cash. Estee tip to the
first of the present month, was postmaster at Fartnington. and leaves a
wife and four children there. Miss
is a beautiful girl 18 years of
age. The couple attempted the same
SESSXSBSaOaCJi
trick about a year ago. The father and
brotner of the young lady arrived in
city
the results of certain trials in that
Durango in search of the daughter, but
of civilzation at the head of Lake the couple had left on the Colorado &
Michigan, the Chicago Record-HeralSouthern for Grand Junction, from
said: "Some Chicago law firms seem which point all trace of them is lost.
to have found it cheaper to bribe Juries
No Lots of Time.
than lo waste time in preparlr-f- argu
ments.
All or which shows tnat there
I have sold
Chamberlain's Colic.
are others. Lcrdsburg Liberal.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy for
years, and would rather be out of cofWon't Follow Advice After Paying
fee and sugar than it. I sold five botfor
It
that
In a recent- - article a prominent phy tles ofgoit yesterday to threshers
no farther, and they are at
sician says: "It is next to impossible could
for the physician to get his patients to work again this morning. H. R.
carry out any prescribed course of hy Phelps. Plymouth, Oklahoma. As will
giene or diet to the smallest extent; be Been by the above the threshers
their work
he has but one resort left, namely, the were able to keep on with
losing a single day's time. You
drug treatment." When medicines are without Keep
a bottle of this remedy in
should
used for chronic constipation, the most your
home. For sale by all druggists.
mild and gentle obtainable, such as

SANTA RITA, N. M., DISTRICT

rs.

11

Mc-Jenk-

Special Correspondence.
Santa Rita. N. M.. May 15. Few
events in the history of the world, at
least in the past ten centuries, have
given such fascinating themes for poetry and prose as the fabulous discoveries of gold and silver made by the
Spanish adventurers, who in proof of
their assertions, sent to Spain bullion
and nuggets of enormous value. The
shipments tepresented but a tithe of
the metal found, for the shrines and
altars found in the new world apparently had first claim upon this wealth,
and today they still give evidence of
the almost pagan splendor of their
magnificence during the eras of conquest.
Volumes and stories without number have been written of the "lost
Stomach & Liver Tabmines." The bare facts of these treas- Chamberlain's
Their use is RESORT FOR CONSUMPTIVES
ure houses of wealth began with the lets, should bebyemployed.
constipation
as they
followed
not
coming
of
the
to America
historical
the bowels in a natural and Proposed to Utilize Property of Erstwhite man and his reception by the In- leave
wnile Vegetarian Colony.
dians. The latter had strange and won- healthy condition. For sale by all
Mrs. Howland. wife of the promo
derful ornaments worked with marvelo
ter of the celebrated vegotarlan colo
ous cunning into filagree gold and silTHE BUSY BEE.
ny of Dona Ana county. New Mexico,
ver baubles. Why the aborigines used
was In El Ptso yesterday.
these two metals Is very easily exIt used to be thought bees were not
The Oahaspe colony of "Falthists
plained. They attached no intrinsic necessary to secure proper fertilizais no longer an organization, but the
value to them further than that they tion of fruit trees but it is now gener- Improvements
costing 9350.000 still
were extremely ductile and especially ally accepted that while blossoms can
.suited to the making of the ornaments. be fertilized without the bees, the work
As Is known to many here the resi
But with the Spaniards it was dif- is better done with the help of insects.
were followers of
ferent. They valued the metals from Apple pollen can be distributed In part dents of Oahaspe
who
an entirely different standpoint. They by the wind but it Is better done by the doctrine of Dr. Newbrough,
to have ben inspired to write
at first wheedled their new found the bees. Some varieties fertilize more claimed
humanity. Howland
friends into parting with their wealth readily than others and in some sea a new Bible for
the money for the founding
in exchange for glass brads and other sons there is a great difference, in that furnished
followers of this
gaudy trifles and later took it by force. sometimes the wind does better ser of a colony for the were
vegetarians
doctrine, who
The location of the sources of wealth vice n securing the proper fertiliza- newweel.
For years after the death
was at first- - freely given by the In- tion of blossoms. It Is not best to plant as Newbrouga.
Howland promoted the
dians. This information at length large blocks of any one variety, for the of
proved to be the curse of the tribes, mixed planting will secure better re organization which eventually dissolv
for no sooner did the Spaniards reach sults whether the work is done by bees ed.Since government reports state that
the streams far to the nerth of the or wind. As to the number of bees because
of the greatest number of dry
Mexican capital than they made slaves needed, if the day is sunshiny and not
days prevail In this region,
of their informants and compelled too windy, twenty colonies will cover sunshiny
they announce thai the most healthful
them to toil for the wealth which was one acre quite completely.
district in the world Is a strip of coun
return.
at once appropriated without
Scientists tell us that it is not possi try,
miles in width, extend
The archives of the Mexican capital
for two queen bees to occupy the ing twenty-fivble
north from El Paso about sixty
contain a document which throws con- same hive for they will at once fight
Mexico.
siderable light upon the location of the for supremacy. Even the birth of the miles Into New
Because of this there la projected a
mines. Dated some years prior to the queens from the eggs laid by the old
to utilize
uprising of 1680 the paper contains a queen is disputed by the first queen scheme to form a companybuildings
of
request from the governor at Santa Fe, hatched from these eggs, for . not pre the former property and
the vegetarian colony as a resort for
(now in New Mexico), to the
vented by the workers, this
at Mexico asking that an armed queen will at once break open the cells consumptives from all over the United
escort be furnished for the transporta- in which are located the unborn ones States.
Details of the plans and the names
tion of a shipment of gold dust, valued
and destroy them. The following plan
cap- of Introducing a queen will be success of the promoters have not yet been
at over 92.ooo.000, to the Mexicanbelievital, from a point which is now
ful in the majority of cases: t rom tne divulged. El Paso News.
ed to be the famous placer diggings of hive into which the queen is to be in
Whooping Cough.
Cold Gulch, Grant county. New Mex- troduced remove four or five frames of
A woman wno nas bad experience
ico. But the spirit of the red men capped brood with the bees adhering-theret.could not long. endure the tortures and
and place them in an empty with this disease, tells how to prevent
wrongs of slavery in the mines. The hive, leaving the mother queen in the any dangerous consequences from It.
end came with a general uprising, old hive. Place the cage containing She says: Our three children took
which resulted in the almost total ex the new queen on top of the frames in whooping cough last summer, our baby
near the new hive, close it up and reduce boy being only three months old, and
tinction of the Spaniards living
to our giving them Chamber
the mines. Then the Indians knowing the size of the entrance to one inch. owing Cough
Remedy, they lost none
the ranao of their troubles and torture The younger bees will remain in the Iain's
the new hive and in a few days will lib- of their plumpness and came out in
tried to obliterate all traceswereof filled
than other children
minoi th nita and shafts
erate the new ' queen and take good much better health not
use this remedy.
with rocks, covered with earth, then care of her. while the older bees re whose parents didgirl
would call lustily
bo moved on the frames will probably re- Our oldest little
seeds were sown over the surface,
between whoops. Jesthat with the lapse of a decade noth- turn to the old hive. In some cases for cough syrup
Hall. Sprlngville. Ala. This
ing remained to tell the white men the bees will kill the new queen but sie Plnkey
what hnri leen found beneath the sur very iarely and when such catastrophe remedy 1b for sale by all druggists.
face. Not all the mines wero totally occurs the lee man st... has the old
Taos Valley Road.
Inst however. Among those which bee to depend upon for new broods.
week a surveying party under
pros
During fruit blooming or any period P. Last
have been recovered by careiul
Davenport, engineer, commenced
pecting are the Ladrones, in toocorro, In snrine when bees are bringing in theM.preliminary
survey of the Cimar
the Montezuma, near Santa Fe; the some honey is a good time to transfer ron River & Taos Valley road which is
Golden Wonder, In San Andres; the them. If the bees are in ikjx nives u to run from Maxwell City to Elizabeth
Rita, will be a sticky, mussy Job, so have the
famous copper mines of Santa
county, New Mexico
the nlacers and lodes of Gold tools in readiness before beginning, tewn in Colfax
miles
road will be about
Gulch, which is now attracting consid- Besides a good smoker, a hammer and Thelength
In
and will connect with the
rich chisel and a long, sharp,
erable attention on account of thevlcinFe. A rich mining country will
gold strikes made of late in that
knife, a wide board will be needed on Santa
and timber in abundance
ity. The placers oi uoiu uuicu
lav the combs. Blow a little be opened Is
to
which
understood the road will
wnrkcd for the nast 300 years, smoke in at the entrance. Tip the hive abounds. It
soon
as men and material
as
formbuilt
be
which
gold
more
of
the
a
little
source
with
backward
and
but the
over
can
secured.
be
secret
a
was
among
deposits
the
down
rich
bees
smoke drive the
ed these
3?
Luried by the Indians centuries ago.
combs. Set the new hive In its place
Like a Drowning Man.
prospector
pioneer
a
for
a sheet in front. Now blow
spread
It remained
and
"Five years ago a disease the docioae oi ui um more smoke upon tne bees, men m a
to uncover the mother
uy a. n. small box on top of the Inverted hive tors called dyspepsia took such hold of
jj
trlct which was accompnsnea
and and drive the bees up Into it by rap me that I could scarcely go," writes
Hamilton, after years of search sucattorney
toil Only a short time ago he of ping the sides with a stick. When mosti George S. Marsh, well knownquantities
of Nocona. Texas. "I took
are
in me ikj.
of
bees
clustered
ceeded in discovering the source
the
aside. Leave the hive standing up- of pepsin and other medicines but
this great wealth and today the ofHamilh gh it
producer
down and with hammer and chisel nothing helped me. As a drowning
ton mine Is a steady ore
side
Is Increasing open that side of the hive where the man grabs at a straw 1 grabbed at
grade gold ore. The
at once
in value and quantity as depth la combs can be reacnea 10 xne uesi a Kodol. I felt an improvement
Before this time the return and after a few bottles am sound and
gained; three shifts of miners are kept
Hamilton ing workers from the fields have dis- well." Kodol is the only preparation
busy breaking ore. and theone
of the covered the ehaage and are rushing in which exactly reproduces the natural
mine bids fair to become
is
great gold producers of the southwest.
and out of the new hive in tne wnuesi digestive Juices and consequently
Gulch are confusion.
a frame of comb the only one which digests any good
Prepare
At certain points along Gold
enormous dumps of shale, mined many and give .. to them as soon as possible food and cures any form& of stomach
Co.; B. II.
years ago. which give returns of from and they will feel more at home. Lay trouble. J. H. O'Rielly
upon the comb board to Urlggs & Co.
91 to 910 per ton in gold.
cloth
folded
a
o
The surrounding country is a net- prevent injury to the brood while fitHow Wheat Came to Earth.
work of gold bearing ledges and veins, ting the combs in the frames. Tie the
A classic account of the distribution
with strings and when the bees
lew of which have been prospected.
that combs
they can remove of wheat over the primeval world
fastened
them
The formation closely resembles
have
porphgy,
her
strings themselves. When all the shows that Ceres, having taught agriof Cripple Creek, the same
occurring here the
of
good comli Is transferred dump the favorite Triptolemus, the art
schists and phomollte
,
breadmak-ingThe veins bees from the driving uox in uum
culture and the science of
as in the great gold camp.
a
the
celestial
only
gave
chariot,
awaits
him
Wire
her
in.
them
and
run
are true fissures
the new hive and
and that in it he traveled night
coming of men with modern methods,
the remaining frames and fill them vehicle,
monhinprv to develoD into produc with full sheets of rounaauon.
and day, distributing this valuafJle
bread grain among all nations of the
ers The field is an inviting one for
Cured After Four earth.
Rheumatism
the prospector, as it Is easy ofof access,
Sciatic
water,
there being an abundance
teen Years of Suffering.
The Most common Ailment
and as there Is a large portion oiAsthea
been afflicted with sciatic
"I
have
location.
open
to
ground still
More
people suner from rheumatism
says
years."
for fourteen
field for investments. Gold Gulch offersis rheumatism
Cal. 'I than from any other ailment. This is
Germantown.
of
Edgar,
Josh
location
its
splendid inducements;
nl,l to le around but constantly wholly unnecessary, too, for a cure
superb a railroad station Is situated ti'ti
everything I could may be effected at a very small cost
I tried
suffered.
gulch;
Santa
only one mile from the
was told to try 6. W. We6COtt, of Meadowdale. N. V.,
at
last
of
and
hear
where
distant,
Rita is only two miles life can be se- Chamberlain's Pain Balm, which I did savs: "I have been afflicted with rneu
all the necessities of
some time and it has
and was immediately relieved and in a matlsm meformuch
cured at reasonable cost.
suffering. I conclud
caused
to
I
happy
am
cured,
and
time
short
Hamilton
of
the
Since the discovery
Pain Balm and
try
Chamberlain's
Why
ed
to
returned."
say
not
since
minhas
it
practical
mine a large number of
say tnat it nas cureu
to
am
pleased
get
well?
It
and
nee
liniment
not
this
new
many
ers have gone to work and
me." For sale by all druggists.
15
but there is is for sale by all druggists.
locations have Wen made, capitalist
o
or
plenty of room for the
Hard Hearted Texans.
LOSING FLESH.
prospector, and the writer Predicts
Out of the entire memlersbip of the
uoiu
that
months,
six
than
In
less
that
demmen.
only
six
were
house,
there
best
O.ulch will develop Into one of the
from Texas and neighboring
mining camps ever discovered in the ocrats,
Are you losing flesh? If
states, who refused to vote an approgreat southwest.
priation in the name of humanity for so, better consult your doctor
LOUIS L. OSMEH.
the thousands who are homeless in
the Martinique and neighboring islands. at once.
He will tell you the
Two million Americans suffer
No need The gentlemen from Texas appear to
torturing pangs of dyspepsia. cures.
response
made
world-widAt
We
can provide the
cause.
forget
the
to. Burdock Blood Bitters,
to the appeal for the Galveston sufferany drug store.
is Scott's
which
ers two years ago. Colorado Springs remedy,
Telegraph.
Failure of Jury Trials.
r
of
Emulsion
oil.
Grant county are inThe people of acquittal
Wall
biers,
a
Stone
Ch
Like
of
Stand
dignant at the
A young woman in Uatavia
oi,"n" between your cnildren and the tortures
and express uncomplimentary
Graham
eczema,
of
burning
people
writes us she had lost twenty-fiv- e
itching and
The
acqu.ttal of
co,!nt jury.
How?
or other skin diseases.
are Indignant at the
pounds in three months,
P it the why, by using Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
of Mcintosh, and Judge k,an
In LI ao a earth's greatest healer. Quickest cure
Jurv on the black list. down
in ro w for ulcers, fever sores, salt rheum, and her lungs were seriously
man named Cole, shot
the jury cuts, burns and bruises. Infallible for affected. She took three botblood an unarmed friend, and
the. penitendruggists.
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five

"

v.nrs in
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-

piles,

pan

tiary. at which the people of LI
lse
are indignant. Some would be tnree
men have commented on tntse
are not
juries and said such things
surprising In the wild and wooly west.
juries in
iiAnvor i iwn.s there are
parts of the. country which have
other
,
tnr tho finth of a juror
as did these three. In tomnimting on
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Eloped with Young Girl.
William Estes. a prominent business
man of Farmington. N. M.. and Miss
Katie MrJenkln. also of tae New Mex ico town, have eloped. Miss MoJenkin came to Durango a week ago ana
was joined by Estes. who had sold all
njS

interests

in

Farmington, realizing

tles of Scott's Emulsion and
gained fifteen pounds, and
was able to resume her work.
SCOTT

&

Srnd for Free F ample.
BOWSE, ChemisU, 419 I earl bt., N. V.
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STOCK NOTES
The V V rattle company arc moving
all their cattle to the Mescalcro Inrtiau
reservation,' which they have leased
for grazing purposes. Nopal Rcpub- llcan.
Walker mothers, of Roswdl. Inst
week received 4.5(H) vear'.ing steers
from Presidio county, Texas, and have
contracted for 3,000 more to be shipped

car toads will come from the Pecos
Valley and Panhandle districts, and
5i
This great
from New Mexico.
movement Is being handled with ease,
lowing to the extensive equipment
It is a noteworthy exodus
available.
Bn1 an Improvement with respect to

posed obtained a bottle of carbolic acid
and swallowed some of the poison. He
complained of his mouth burning and
laid down on one of the beds, where he
was found soon after In a dying condiAn lnquet was held and an
tion.
examlnailon of the body made by Dr.
Cowle, who stated that there was no
signs of carbolic poisoning. Deceased
had relatives living In California and
Iowa anil a wife And rhild in Indiana
They have all been notified of the
death Kingman, A. T., Miner.

THE NEXT BIG NIGHT
AT THE
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Hennessy Leroyle

Raton Teachers Elected.
w
lln,p
"
The board of education of Raton
in on the hoof, but not so spectacular held a meeting the other night for the
The cowboy temporarily takes a back purpoFe of electing teachers for the
at a later date
peat and the trainhand is king for a next scnool year:
Dairymen want the best and cheap- tew days.
cattle will not be ready
There were twenty applicants for
est feed for their cows. If they raise for market The
next autumn.
until
betne position or superintendent, sixalfalfa they have the cheapest
teen of which were returned and four
cause they can raise more tons to the
OLD CONDUCTOR DEAD.
hdd for further consideration.
acre than they can from cny grass, and
The following teachers were electIt is aUtcrthc beft because it will proOut
Fe
on
Ran
Santa
Train
He
First
Principal of north side Bchool.
ed:
duce more milk than any grass.
of El Paso.
Prof. John T. Hill.
Says the Midland Reporter: "W. II:
6G
years,
aged
Allen,
Horace Frank
Teachers MisseB Fannie Massey.
Cowden left Thursday morning for tho
a railroad conductor and a Annie Burnam, Fannie Qulsenbeny.
J A L ranch to superintend the gather formerly
morning
died this
Florence Slocum. Jeannette Richie.
ing of two trail herds which will soon pioneer of El Paso COO
North Oregon Mrs. A. W. Myers. Mrs. A. N. Bennett.
be started for Portales. N. M.. from a? hi.8 residence
Misses Mamie Howells, Sallie Bur' HHO 1;t"B
whence they will be shipped to the Blr"'
i.8"' 8 ,ne
Mr. Allen was Lie conductor on the nam. Amy L. Wilkinson, Ethel Van
Cowden-Pembertosteer ranch in
Mnntnnn
ton l.nr.u ni .nn-- ; rst Santa re train that was run into Buskirk. Mrs. Neville Conn.
The assignment of places to the difE'Pafslst of about 5.000 head of
He is survived by a widow, a son. ferent teachers will be deferred until
steres and ooo or I.ihio he.iferB.. . .:
Allen, conductor of the Gulf after the election of the
John W. Goff, the Rio Dlanco cointy. Charles
a daughter. Mrs McDonColo., mountaineer who distinguished Houston, and
ald, wife of the master mechanic of
himself a year or so ago by entertain- the
Some Good Maxims,
Risbee road.
ing Teddy Roosevelt on a great lion
Carefully examine every detail of
The jfuneral. conducted by Rev. M.
hunt, is now engaged in the horse Cabell
will be held from the your business.
trade and is buying plugs and mules residence.Martin,
Be prompt In everything.
The obsequies will be in
in Missouri for the Colorado Fuel &
Take time to consider and then de
hR; C vt.nv
Iron company. Th!s concern. usea 3, rarE(1fa the
a m.ft?J)cr- - Jl"?lPy & Carr cide quickly.
ooo mules in its coal mines and re-charge
Dare to go forward.
of the remains.
.:ave
year
keep
quires 300 new ones each
t)
of
president
Bear troubles patiently.
Col.
Fisher,
Dawson
J.
up the supply.
Be brave In the struggle of life.
the Scino-- a News company, has In
A Larimer county, Colo., .Bheepmon jhij possession., a conductor's check
Maintain your integrity as a sacred
once fed 20,000 sheep in the sa:ne
h,
he obtalned from Mr. AUen on thing.
t o flrtt run nn thr SnntA Ki tra'n.
"luuuui m
Never make useless acquaintances.
lzer left by these sheep in ihc yards Col. Fisher has for years carried this
Never try to appear something more
may be imagined and it was offered to
in memory of this initial trip than you are.
any farmer who woulu haul it away. souvenir
Pay your debts promptly.
iv. Allen's friendship of early
Nobody wanted it. U.t rtfter awhile cue and
Learn how to risk your money at the
man was found who ngreed to take too days.
right moment.
loads. He commenced work and then
Do not reckon upon chance.
WOMAN SHOOTS A LION.
all his neighbors rushed In ar.d wanted
Be polite to everybody.
it also. Queer, was It not?
Never be discouraged.
M. Clymer, of Soledad, Otero
The eastern wool buyers now oper- Mrs. County,
Then work hard and you will
an
Had
Encounter
ating In Wyoming are falling over
With the Beast.
each other in their clawful efforts to
Mrs. M. Clymer, of Soledad, Otero
BUSINESS LOCALS.
get all the fleece tn the country. The
a small station on the El Paso
schedule ranges from 11 to 12V4 cents, county,
week
railway,
shot
last
Economize by trading at The Econowhich is about the run of last year's a Rock Island
mountain Hon, says the El Paso Her- mist.
prices. It is to be regretted that so
Copper, tin and galvanized iron
many masters are forced to sell the ald. She had been out shooting rabbits
home work. Whitney
company.
wool the day it Is taken from the and coyotes and was returning
when she noticed that she was being
sheep.
you
pay
will
to see Hall & Learn-arIt
by a mountain lion. She made
There is one way by which the man- pursued
before purchasing- a piano.
could
as
she
as
fast
for
the
etailon
ufacturers of oleomargarine can put
Investments In Deming lots wil!
but. the beast followed so swiftly
themselves right with the people and run
she. turned and awaited his com- double and treble In one year.
that Is to show the fai'h they profess that
T'.iere was but one shell in her
No tuberculosis preservaline or colto have In the merits of their product ing.
by placing it right on the market as gun. but'this she fired and struck the oring in Matthews' Jersey milK.
him. She then
place to get your
Klelnwort's is
oleo pure and simple. Then tf they lion mortally wounuing
some ammunition nice fresh steak.the All kinds of nice
can maintain the claim that it Is just hurried homeandforkilled
The
beast.
the
meat.
as good and wholesome as cow butter, and returned
turned over to a taxideror even better, they need not fear the animal was Paso.
Deming has an abundance of water
eight
It measures
result. They will then be in position mist at El
(or irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
to be recognized a fair and honorable feet from the tip of his nose to the tip gardens.
competitors and if they can beat the of his tail.
Buy lots and build In Deming. Your
dairy cow no one can Justly complain. Another American Triumph Added. rental
returns will be 20 per cent, on
C. D. Thompson, of Brimson, Mo.. Is
The list of American plays which the Investment.
in El Faso to buy 2.000 head of cattle. have won succees is being continually
Orders taken for every known make
Mr. Brittison says tnat the three great- extended, and one of the latest addistoves and ranges. Albuquerque
of
est cattle feeders in the world live in tions
Money."
Is "Other People's
,
Missouri. "Of course, Texas excels in which was submitted to the approval Hardware company.
cattle raising," said he, "but In the ot a metropolitan audience at the MadDeming is a great health resort--hafeeding of cattle Mlssourians are in the ison Square theatre, New York, and
no superior in climate for the cure
lead. The three greatest feedars in the scored an instantaneous hit. While of pulmonary troubles.
world are David R. Rankin, of Atch- all due credit must be given the author
Look Into Klelnwort's market on
ison county, John S. Bilby, of Truit-man- . still it was a fact that It was the InThird street He has the nicest
and David Galvin, of Maitland. imitable Impersonation of the egotis- North
Rankin, as many have read in the pa- tical millionaire, who is the leading fresh meats in the city. .
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
pers, is one of the most extensive and
by Hennessy Leroyle, that Wiison
sewing machines. Albert Fa-bewealthiest farmers in the world. He character,
and
prominence
piece
the1
into
305 Railroad avenue.
owns 200,000 acres in Missouri soil, lifted
.
critics.
of
the
the attent.wi
each acre worth $50 in a state where attracted
vVhy
buy
wfceryou
priced
high
lots
Hopper,"
rich
the
320 acres is a big tract and employes As "Hutchinson
broker, air. Leroyle has created can get them cheap in Demtng now,
over 2,500 hands. He has everything stock
that will rank with the with certain advance assured?
systematised and organized as thor- a personateportrayed
Deming needs one hundred new
by Wm. H. Crane
characters
oughly as the greatest manufactory in
Nat C. Green, Stuart Robson, Joseph houses to supply the demand, and
the United States. There is no farm Jefferson
and other famous American needs them now. This demand conlarge or small conducted in the manAs an incident to the main tinues to grow.
ner that Mr. Rankin operates his pos- actors.
story of the comedy is a very clever
Ladies have your corsets made to
sessions."
or counterplot, which intro order by a good corset maker, latest
duces a very delightful and captivat- - style straight front; best of material
A BIG CHICKEN RANCH.
Ine little minx. TJlka Van Stittart, "in used; work guaranteed; give us a
opens the mil trial. Mesdames Heap & Lind, 403
Abroad,"
nocence
It Has Been Established Near Las lionaire's eyes andwho
him that South Second street, Albuquerque, N.
teaches
Acres.'-OnVegas and Cover Thirty
Dlay at the same game ana M.
can
"two
of the largest chicken ranches
People's Money" Is someIsola Bambini, at her parlors
in the southwest has been established that "Other
stake. The role of at Mrs.
dangerous
a
times
corner
of Railroad avenue and
near Las Vegas by D. J. Osborne and
the
is in the hands of North Fourth street,
is prepared to
F. A. Akers. Akers, who comes from Tilka Van Stittart
Miss
popular
actress.
and
clever
that
give thorough scalp treatment, do hair
Tiffin, Ohio, is in charge of the ranch.
one
of
It
made
who
the
Sargent,
May
The chicken house proper is 700 feet most refreshing and delightful charac- dressing, treat corns, bunions and Inlong with metal roof and many large!
nails. She gives massage
stage all last season. At growing
glass windows. Fourteen chicken pens ters on the
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam19.
May
Monday,
hall,
Colombo
run in front of the building, each being
bini's own preparations of complexion
o
fenced from the other. The interior of
cream builds up the skin and improves
Vegas
Fire.
Las
the building is also divided into fourthe complexion, and are guaranteed
The one story cottage near the cor not to be injurious. She also prepares
teen separate compartments.
Grand
and
avenues. a hair tonic that cures and prevents
yard is planted with fruit ner of Main street
trees and small fruit. There are 2,100 owned and occupied by H. S. Falvey, dandruff and hair falling out; restores
by
damaged
fire this morn life to dead hair; removes moles,
thickens on the rancn, mostly White, was badly
Brown and Buff Leghorns, Buff, Barred ing, says the Record. A hot fire in warts and superfluous hair. Give her
gutted a trial.
and White Plymouth Rocks, White, the kitchen stove ignited wasbuilding
Wyandottes, the kitchen stove Ignited the
Golden and Silver I.ac-eo
Silver Spangled Hamburgs and Black during the temporary absence of the
We carry the largest variety of linMinorcas. The. pens are o arranged housekeeper and before the flames were oleums and oil cloths in this city.
tae kitchen was gutted Albert Faber. 305 Railroad avenue.
that food can be distributed, water can quenched parts
of the building dam
and other
o
le supplied and the eggs gathered aged
Deming! Have you been there? If
by fire and water. The fire de
from woven wire baskets and the drop
ping boards., can be cleaned without partment was somewhat slow in re not, you should get there for the big
the attendant'going into the pens, the sponding to the alarm, but the com pa sale of lots on the 17th ot this month,
o
ny did very efficient work after it ar
work leing,done automatically.
Iu Mexican drawn work we are
rived at the burning building.
Mr. Falvey says that his loss will be showing a big assortment.
Rations for Animals.
Albert
Hay is by all odds this year in many about Jioo.
le carried ;00 insurance Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
parts of the country the cheapest food on his house and furniture, but whea
Bring In your tinware and have U
we can give to stock and dairy cattle, he moved he forgot to have the change
says Dr. J. T. Wooster in American noted in hiis policy, so he may realize repaired. Albuquerque Hardware company.
Cultivator. Good, bright hay, cspef-lall- no benefit.
timothy, has enough nourishment
o
Dam.
The
International
in it to keep the animals doing well
Mexican drawn work In endless vaA.
Smith,
one
delegates
of
sent riety at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
J.
the
when supplemented with a fair amount
of grain. How much grain will Mifflce to Washington by the El Paso chamber avenue.
passage
o
for a good balanced ration? 1 have of commerce to lobby for the
Deming will be the great smelter
found that alxmt half as much grain in of one of the international dam bills
weight as good timothy hay produces has returned and reported that the bill center. Two large plants will be Inmost excellent results
that is. to Is being held up upon request of the stalled within the year.
twenty pounds of hay ten pounds of attorney general of the I'nited States.
grain of mixed variety will keep the He Haul that the tight New Mexico is L.
animals in fine condition. 1 slior.ld making on the bill is the cause of this
205 West Gold avenue,
recommend about equal parts of wheat and suggested that the El Paso people
Next to First National Bank.
bran, corn and oat meal and either appoint three delegates to meet three
or fine gluten meal, whichever delegates appointed by Governor Otero
& Second Hand Furniture
New
is the cheaper.
This makes a bal- for a conference on the international
anced ration which any one can nii dam matter.
Stoves and Household Goods.
and. by adapting it a little to the
Re airing a Specialty.
His Life Ended.
prices ruling for different foods, get
Last Thursday morning Bayard L.
economical results without in any way
Furniture stored and packed for
affecting the health of the animals or Rrowuell was found in a (lying condi- shipment. Highest prices paid for
room
in
a
county
tion
hospital
at
the
milk.
of
yield
the
household goods.
and soon afterward expired. The man second-hanHeavy Live Stock Movement.
came hete last winter from Osborn's
Range cattle have begun to move amp, on the Bill Williams' Fork, sufJ.
north to the green pastures of Okluho fering with rheumatism. After regainma and Kansas to be fattened, it is ing his health he became a nurse at e
Da.ler Is
estimated that nearly 2imi,ihio bead will hospital and a helper at the Harringbe carried by the Santa re alone ton house. For the past several week
which beats any previous record. Since he had been drinking and was rather
the first of April 3,imh) cars tilled with despondent over his inability to quit.
long horns and short horns have been Early in the morning of Thursday he
hauled from Texas points via tne I'ur was over town and told a gentleman
RAILROAD AVENUE,
eel! gateway, and as many more car that lie would cud it all. Shortly after 206 WEST
loads are on the way Two thousand he went to the hospital and it is sup- ABUQUk'R3UE, N. M.
i
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.
V. V. CLARK.
and metallurgical engineer, 108
.fx. juquorque, N. M.
Specialties Reports, surveys and maps;
plans and reduction workB; mines and
mining; Investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.
OSTEOPATHY.

West Gold avenue,

Dr. Conner.
Post graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy, Klrkvllle, Mo. Lung trouble and all chronic d Incases a specialty.
Office, Whiting building, rooms 21 and
23; Automatic telephone, 164.

DENTISTS
E. J. Alger, D. D. S.
ARMIJO BLOCK, over llfcld Brothers.
Office hours: 8 n. m. to 12 p. m.; 1:3D p. m.
to 5 p. m. Automatic telephone No. 402.
Appointments made by mall.
LAWYERS
A

i. M. Bond
42 P street, N.
ATTORN
W., Washington, P. C. Pensions, lands,

patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters
ent, tradu marks, claims.

pat-

William D. Lee
Office, room X
N. T. Armljo building. Will practice It
all the courts of the territory.
R. W. D. Bryan
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
M. Office, First National Bank bulldlnr
Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNEY-- .
LAW. rooms I and
N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.M
ATTORNET-AT-L.A-

--

E. W. Dobson

Crom

ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice,
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

John H. Stingle,
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell blocs
Albuquerque, N. M.

Room

17,

oil-me-

DR. I. SAYLIN.

Office. Santa Ke Pacific hospital, Albuquerque, N. M. Private hour. 1 to S p. m.
Hospital "phones:
Automatic, 117; old
81.

Homestead Entry No. 6796.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.. May 1, 1902.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his. claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albuquerque, N. M., on June 10, 1902, vis; Juan
Alderete, for the WV4 NE'.i, W,4 SE&
sec. 34, T. 9 N., R. 6 E.
He names the folowing witnesses to
prove bis continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, Tit:
Calletano Gurule,- Calletano Alderete, Manuel E de Acuna, of. Escobosa,
N. M., and Jose D. Quintana, of AlbuI

.

-

querque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.

THOUSANDS SAVED By

A. SKINNER

c

f-i-

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

For Consumption.
and all THROAT

Coughs, Colds

AND LUNG TROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine positively
cures Consumption, Couglis, Colds.
Bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
Hay Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe,
Hoarseness, Sore Throat and Whooping Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
IRICE

first-clas-

s

CITIZEX.

BINDING
is everlasting when properly done. Every business man
would like to preserve his liooks, but he cannot do it
when they are in a dozen pieces after he uses them up.
He does not want them to break, neither does ho want
them to 1)0 tight in the fold, if so, they cause him great
inconvenience. There is much in the way a book 19
sewed. If it is not sewed properly the breaking of a
single thread will occasion an entire section of twenty
pages to come out, necessitating the rebinding of the
book, causing loss of time and inconvenience. If you
want a good blank book you should get one Avith a patent
hack, thereby enabling you to utilize all the
space in the fold, lint you would otherwise not be able
to 1. Then the quality of paper used is just as essential
in turning out a fine book as is the workmanship. The
CITIZEX carries a full stock of the finest ledger paper
manufactured. When you want any kind of a fine blank
bock telephone to The CITIZEX and our representative
flat-openi-

1

will call.

Advertising

Dr. J. E. Bronson
Homeopathic Physician,
Whiting Block.

Physician and Surgeon.

phone,

g.

first-clas-

PHYSICIANS

y

H. SHOEMAKER,

book-keepin-

Dernard 8. Rodey

W. Albuauerauw. N
attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United States land office.

ATTORiM
M. Prompt

requires an exactness that is much admired when accomplished. If your blank books are ruled properly they
s
bookwill always look neat, if in the hands of a
keeper. If they are not ruled with exactness they will
never look neat, even though handled by an artist in
To be exact requires skill and patience,
which is acquired by long experience and perseverencc.
When a person possesses it his services are in demand in
s
bindery. The CITIZEX has a
any
bindery and therefore employs the best skill.
Bill heads, letter heads, note heads, vouchers, invoices
and blanks of every description are ruled with the same
skill and neatness as tho finest blank book that was ever
turned out. If vou want such work telephone to The
first-clas-

Mining-

sub-stor-

Each-chicke-

RULING

That Ba Set Them All Talking,'
PKItKS rtOc 7c and $1.00
"There is nothing so good as money.
And no money so pood as other

A Comedy

-

g

first-clas-

-

1

;

tin re arc different kind?, to Ik? sure. Moreover the
qunlitv of stock on which it is done must he considered if
you vxould create n good impression of yourself amongst
your customers. Von might think it would not make
nny difference, hut if puhlio opinion on that point was
weighed you would find that it is quite a factor in drawing trinle. Don't he Itehind the times. If you want to
keep pace with civilization, you must follow customs-whicis naturally the greed of every man,
who has genuine pride. The art of printing is something that few people can acquire. They may print, hut
the art is not present.
Again, the art may he there,
hut the stock on which the printing is done is of the
poorest quality, which entirely obliterates the art that
would otherwise be apparent. Then again, the quality
of ink and nicety and distinctness of color used are
something that counts in bringing out beauty of art into
display. The CITIZEX printing, department carries
nothinj but the best quality of stationery, such as letter
heads, note heads, bill heads, etc.j as well as the finest
of inl , and turns out daily evidence of the finest work-nian,p in the city. If you want cheap,
printi .g, go to the places where you can obtain it: but
s
printing, send it to The CITIZEX
if yoi vant
printi .g department,' or telephone to us and we will call
and q k your order.
now-a-day- s,

i

n
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NO CURE. NO PAY.
50c. and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue

Horses and Mules bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale, Feed and
Transfer Stables
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Albunuerqae, N. M.
Have you seen that blue enameled
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard
ware company a store. It la the most
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen in Albuquerque.

The word itself is exhilarating to a man that has a
high ambition, whether socially, financially or otherwise. It is the same with a' business mfrn. He has to
obtain advertising in some way before he will be successful. There are different degrees of success. The more
advertising you get the greater amount of business you
transact, a fact that
admit themselves.
"All things do not come unto man." lie has to go after
them. If he wants advertising he pays for it just the
same as any commodity. You may say some men obtain
advertising for nothing, but the don't. They pay for it
in an indirect, if not a direct way. Thus every man
pays for his share. The world owes a man a living, but
he has to earn it, and if a man wants advertising he must
pay for it. It is better to pay in a direct wayr and obtain
more results than to pay in an indirect way and obtain
fewer results. The direct, way for a business man to
advertise is to talk to the people through an advertising
medium that has a place by the fireside of everv home
within his field for business. The CITIZEX has that
place and will always have it.
If the ability of its readers to buy articles of luxury
as well as articles of necessity is questioned, then forever
will The CITIZEX defend them. Regarding the comparative value of morning and evening papers, it is a
fact that a morning paper is before its readers but fur an
hour or so, while an evening paper is before the public
from o'clock until bedtime, and is read by men who
lalior all day and who have not time to read the morning
papers. Therefore the superior value of an evening
paper over the morning paper as an advertising medium
is ouitc evident.
The CITIZEX is a home paper. Why? Because
thresidence portion of the city lteing not more than
ten minutes' walk from the business center, the business
man has ample time to read the evening paper before
going to lodge or to the club, and he does so. When he
has finished reading his paper it is left at home and
thoroughly read bv the other members of his familv.
Th ladies of Albuquerque read The CITIZEX,'and
as it fontains all the news, lrth foreign and local, whv
should it nt command the circulation that it does? If
vou want results advertise in the
rs

-
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Gallup, Cerrillos
From
and Bland
Exchanges

Netosy Notes

GALLUP.

From the Republican.
T. J. Moss, the Indian trader from
Chaves, was here on business.
The United Mine Workers held a
business meeting the other afternoon.
P. Bourgnanon, the stone mason who
has been working at Cienega, Is laid up
with a crushed foot.
It is not too early to ltfgin making
preparations for a big Fourth of July
celebration In Gallup.
The briquette plant fired up for an
experimental run. So far everything
is working smooth.
The Odd Fellows and Knights of
Pythias have appointed committees to
meet like committees from' other
lodges and organizations to make necessary arrangements for observing
Decoration day. Friday, May 30.
Last October a gold watch and ring
were stolen from a residence here In
Gallup, and no trace was found of the
thief. Last week both articles tied up
in a neat package were left in the Ice
chest on the porch of the house from
where they had been stolen.
Albert Munday, an ungrateful young
toon, was given sixty days In the county jail for stealing a pistol from a Mexican who had given him his breakfast.
Marshal Wlndtrs caught the coon near
the stock yards.
Frank Swartz. of the Gem grocery,
has taken a lease on the Robinson
building on Railroad avenue. now
.

owned by Gregory Page, and will move
his stock of goods next week. He will
also hava an Ice cream parlor In con-

nection.

Mrs. J. B. Moore. Mrs. C. F. Manning, Dr. Smith and Sam Shoemaker
arrived from Ft. Defiance. Mrs. Moore
will remain here a few days on acMr. Shoemaker
count of ill health.
left for his home at Fruitland. He re-;
on the
I ports the prospects for fruit
San Juan this year as very poor.
'

Professor Larkin has discovered
near his home a p'.ant of the dreaded
Russian thistle of the northwestern
states. This pest is one of the worst
in existence and should be prevented
from gaining a foothold here. It Is possible that this region is too dry for it.
but in the Dakotaa it thrives best in
the drye3t seasons and would probably
grow well here. A specimen of the
plant can be seen at this office.
CERRILLOS.

From the Register.
V.

f
H. Dicks, of Golden, was a Cer-

rillos visitor.
Mrs. Frank Chowan, of Madrid, returned from her eastern trip.
Miss Pauline Kinsell has been quite
sick the past week, but Is some better

L.

now.
Mrs. Effle Durham is here from Arizona visiting with her parents, Mr. and
Mm R fJreen.
Mrs. E. E- - Herrmann, of Lamy, has
been visiting with her parents, Mr. ana
Mrs. J. M- - Rogers, of this city, the
unfit wppk '
Mrs. V. A. Brown and children left
for Albuquerque, where they will visit
some time with Mrs. Brown's mother,
after which they expect to go east for

an extended visit.
A. F. Eames. of Madrid, went to Las
Vegas for a ten days' visit with his
daughter, Mrs. Sam Smith. His daughter. Miss Hattle. is staying with Mrs.
H. W. l.lnd of this city during his absence.
L. Darras has purchased a new
cilian piano player, of Hall &
nard, and says, with its help he is as
good a musician as anyone in town,
and, he thinks, better than some.
Antonio Nleto called at this office
exhibiting a beautiful horsehair watch
chain of his own manufacture. It was
made of black and white hair, and is
as fine a piece of work as we have ever
seen.
G. W. Green came home the latter
part of last week for a short lay off
on account of a hurt received while
working on a flume at W. P. Gould's
coal mine on the Pecos. He started to
get out of the flume and slipped,
on a sharp stick, driving it into his
side just below the arm, causing an Injury that will lay him up for a couple
of weeks.
Now is the time for the citizens of
Cerrillos to get their shoulders to the
wheel and. set things to moving. The
us,
mines are starting up all arourd
and the Smelter company Is ready to
buy all the good pay ore offered, so
is
that a little energy and enterprise
all that will be required to give our
town a new lease of life.
fall-ln- g

BLAND.

From the Herald.
George West returned from Santa
Arthur Knaebel was up from Wood
bury,
Capt. A. V. Smith went to the niake
ranch.

J. D. May and S. W. Young returned
from a prospecting trip.
John Walker, who 6pent several days
here last week surveying the Sunny
Side claim, departed for Sanla Fe.
Ed McCauley and Sam Gorman were
in from Perea. They have taken up a
ranch in that section.
William Jones. ha ing so i'ar recovered from his recent mishap, was able
to return to the Ulake ranch. He was
accompanied by his family.
There was rejoicing in the family of
Samuel Arnott over the arrival of Miss
Belle Arnott from Cerrillos. where she
had been for the past two months.
Colorado
The Stratton syndicate ofore.
which
has sent for a ton of Cochitiwith
a viow
will be thoroughly tested
re-

to discovering the proper process
quired in its treatment.
Messrs. Judge John Knaebel, r. II.
Mitchell. Harry Owen. W. H. Borrh-ir- t

and W. C. Wynkoop. commissionland
ers appointed to settle the Cochiti Albugiant business, were up from
querque and went over the srvund in
quite
order to Make their report. It is grar
pn.'ba.Ue that the affairs ot this
ii! le wound up in a fev; nays.
A party eor.i'0ed "f W,. William
Griitin. Mrs. S Arnott. ,V.Ts. J. M. Hutt-er- ,
Mrs. .J. H. Oveiiiuls, Misses Bessie
Overhuls. Aliie Griffin. Jennie and
Hattie Arnott spent a day at the
Griffin ranch, tour miles above Bland.
"It is slid a greater part ot the day was

trees are overbearing as It is. Heavier
rains in the mountains Insure a lasting
.
water supply. Alfalfa Is growing
Orchardists are spraying. From the
number of webs on the trees It promises to te another tent caterpillar year.
Higiiest temperature, 70; lowest, 46;
rain. 0.61.
Teel Hugh A. Teel Light showers
on the 7ih. and indications for more.
Crops growing satisfactorily, but water
is getting short. Ranges getting dry,
but cattle wil come through all right,
Watrous M. C. Needham A good
shower on the 9th greatly refreshed
vegetation. Highest temperature, 79;
lowest, 35; rain, 0.30.
Weber E. H. Biernbaum Exceedingly warm the first of week, followed
by cloudy weather with light showers,
but not sufficient to relieve the drought
Some cattle are dying. All fruits are
In full bloom, promising large yield.
Temporal lands will not be planted
this year, but Irrigation water is still
plentiful.

Munchausen.

CLIMATE AND CROPS.
United States Department of Agriculture, Climate and Crop Bulletin of
the Weather Bureau, New Mexico

Section.
Santa Fe. N. M., May 13, 1902.
General showers during the latter
port of the past week have( greatly relieved the long and serious drought.
While the rains thus far are quite insufficient In many places for the needs
of vegetation, there has as a rule been
sufficient moisture to slart the range
grass, and tie heavier rains In mountainous districts insure a fair supply of
water In the streams for some time to
come. Showers have been quite general over northeastern counties, where
the drought was most serious, and
while large losses have already been
sustained during the first days of the
lambing season before the advent of
the rains, the conditions now are decidedly more favorable and the season,
as a whole, may bring a fair average.
The drought has also been very severe
in southern Rio Am oa county, and
sheepmen lost heavily during the first
part of the lambing. Elsewhere tne
season has been fairly 'successful.' and
In the southwest the yield of lambs
has been tfp to the average, and above.
Cattle continue In good condition In
southern sections and are rapidly. Improving. In central and eastern sections there is slow improvement, and
also In northeastern counties, but before the rains there was some loss.
Planting has been resumed with renewed vigor In northeastern counties
since the rains, but It probable that
the acreage on temporal or unlrrlgated
lands will be much under the average,
owing io the lateness of the season.
Growing crops made rapid advancement during the week. Barley is heading In the extreme south, and first alfalfa is about ready to cut. Corn is
making a good start, and wheat Is
growing rapidly. Nothing has occurred to lesaen the hopes of an unusually large fruit yield.
The following remarks are extracted
from the reports of correspondents:
Albert H. M. Hanson Continued
hot, dry and windy. Some thunder and
lightning, but very little rain. Lambing has begun with only Indifferent
success thus fa. Hardly any plowing
or planting done this season. Highest
temperature, 89; lowest, 47; rain,
'
trace.
Arabela A. M. Richardson Corn is
growing very well considering the dry
weather. Highest temperature, 86;
lowest, 09; no rain.
East Las Vegas J. Thornhill The
long drought is broken, and farmers
are beginning to plant In earnest Alfalfa is growing finely. Irrigation water Is still scarce.
Espanola P. H. Leese Very favorable week for all crops. Water In. the
ditches keeps up. Good showers, with
heavier rains In the mountains; range
grass is getting a good start. Fruit
promises the best In years; orchard-i8t- s
are about through with spraying.
Hobart W. H. Hough There is
plenty of water for Irrigation. Corn is
mostly up; wheat doing well. Fruit
promising fairly well; very dry on the
ranges.
Folsom Jackson Tabor First of
week dry, but good showers the latier
part have broken the drought. There
are reports of heavy cattle losses on
the lower Dry Cimarron, near the border line. Alfalfa is looking well; grass
much freshened since the rains. Fruit
promises a good yield.
Fort Stanton E. W. Halstead Irrigation water still plentiful, but diminishing; good growing weather for
planted crops. Alfalfa is doing well;
other crops mostly In. Thunder showers have begun in mountains. Highest temperature, 78; lowest, 36; rain,
.
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It Is the only line in Mexico that can ofTer the traveling public
the conveniences and comforts of Standard Guage Pullman Drawing
Rojin Sleepers, lighted by Plntsch Gas.
It is the only line by which you can t:avel without change from
Kansas City, Mo., to Mexico City.
It Is the only line by which you can travel wlthou shange from
St. Louis, Mo., to Mexico City.
The lines of the Mexican Central Railway pass through 15 of the
27 states of the Republic. Eight million of the thirteen million Inhabitants of Mexico are settled contiguous to them.
The principal mining regions receive their supplies and export
their products over it Chihuahua, Sierra Mojada, Maplml, Ftesnlllo,
Parral, Guanacevl, Durango, Zacatecas, Guanajuato Sombrerete, Pach-uc-

The

Citizen

.

a,

etc , etc.
When You Travel for Business, Go Where Business is Done.
There are only five cities of over 35,000 inhabitants in the Republic of Mexico that are not reached by the Mexican Central line.
The following ten cities are reached enly by the Mexican Central

Railway:

R. M. HARDINGE.
Section Director.

Chihuahua 30,098 Inhabitants; Parral 16,382; Zacatecas 34,433;
40,680; Leon 63,263;Guadalajara
101.208;
Queretaro
Zamor
12,633; AguaBcallentes 37,816; Irapuato 19,640.
It also reaches the cities of Torreon 1?,845; San Luis Potosi
60.S58; Tamplco (Mexican Gulf port) 16.S13; Celay i 25,665; Pachuca
87,47; City of Mexico 368,777.
Dally Pullman Bervlce between St. Lorls, Mo., and Mer'co City,
also between Kansas City, Mo., and Mexico City, and vice versa,
C. R. HUDSON, G. F. A P. A.
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A Mexico City.
W. 8. MEAD, Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas.

Qjanajuato

CLOUDCROFT

The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
The season at Cloudcroft will open
on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
Junch counter having: been placed un
der the able management of the popular hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
Waterman.
The fame of Cloudcroft as the premier summer resort of the southwest
has been heralded far and wide, and
patrons may rest assured its reputation will not be allowed to suffer this
year. Extensive Improvements have
been made in the way of accommodations and out door as well as indoor
amusements and entertainment.
For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft,
or further information regarding this
summer resort, call on nearest coupon
ticket agent, or address,

38,-01- 6;

job
Office
The Citizen Job
Office is prepared to

turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices,
Mail
out-of-to-

orders for

lo
$o

fo

jo
jo

custo- - to

wn

mefs given special
attention.

Your Business

A. N. BROWN.
G. P. A., E. P.-I. Route.

is Judged by Your Stationery

El Paso, Texas.

BADARACCO'S SUMMER GARDEN
Just North of the City Limits.
Open day and night. Bar supplied
with best of liquors and cigars and Ice
cold bottled beer. Ball and concert
every Saturday evening, and concert
every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley

Blanks

If your Stationery

is Smutty and
Blurred, Poorly Printed on Poor Stock,
your correspondents Bize you up ac-

of all kinds on hand
mining, real estate
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are

cordingly

free to visitors. Lunches served. Garden has swings and nice shade trees.
Everybody invited and good order preserved. .
Triennial Convention,
International
Sunday School Association, Denver,
Colo., January 26 to July 2, 1902.
Rate of $18.85 for round trip. Tickets on sale June 24. Return limit July

IE

MJUDUEHWE

ClliT

DAILY

F. L. MYERS, Agent.

drawn, and are issued by authority.

::::::::::

Stock

MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and enable work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO.
.
o
We make the best door and window

carefully

'very

Does the Beet Printing la this part of
the Territory, because they have the
Best Equipped Plant, Employ the
Best Workmen, and Use the Best

5, 1902.

The Latest
Type Fcaes

Try Us with Your Next Order

for cards, circulars,

screens. They are far superior to any
made in the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 463.

letter heads,

enve-

lopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

C. A. HUDSON,

We
Will Not
do

shoddy" work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen

DEALER IN

does.
I

M

Blank
Books

4. 4. 4. 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4. 4, 4, 4, 4, 4. 4. 4, 4,

N

, .J,
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The CITIZEN is
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the. ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

,

ew Styles
IMew Desig

THIS MEANS:
Right Styles.
Right Prices.
'4-- 4

4- -

44

4- -

4444

4-- 4

4-- 4

hb

4-4--

4

4

4-- 4

4

44

h

4-- b

44

4-4- -k
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Book
Binding
magazines, g
pamphlets, cat a- - ;g
logues, etc., bound
in any style lowest
rates. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Books,

4

!

Send your Orders and they will be promptly
attended to.

c. A. HUDSON,

TUivtau

UU fc'jod
warm weather.
All
showers the latter part of
growing crops are progressing rapidly;
grass is starting finely. Fruits continue most promising. A short, sharp hail
oti Monday, the l.th. may have damaged some of the earlier apricots, but the

Continued

tier to Mexico City.

0.03.

0.02.

Fruitland C. J. Collyer Irrigated
crops are growing fast, but the ranges
are dry and bare. The soil was unusually dry before the first Irrigation. AH
fruits are most promising. Wind and
dust storms, but no rain. Highest temperature, 94; lowest. 32.
Gallinas Springs J. E. Whitmore
Local showers in all directions the latter part of the week. All garden truck
is very backward. Considerable fruit
falling, but sufficient left so far. Cattle
are improving; lambing so far as heard
is very poor, nighest temperature, 97;
lowest, 43; rain. 0.11.
Los Alamos W. Frank Fine showers the latter part of the week, with
highly beneficial results.
Lower Penasco H. W. Creswell, Jr.
Farmers are about through seeding;
all crops doing well. Alfalfa Is about
ready to cut. Fruit Indicates a bigger
cut than in many years past.
Mesilia Park A. M. Sanchez In the
afternoons threatening rains but little
has fallen so far. There Is plenty of irrigation water, and with the favorable
weather all vegetation progresses rapidly. Wheat is doing well; alfalfa is
beginning to bloom; in few cases barley is beginning to head. Highest temperature. 88; lowest, 40; rain, 0.01.
Ojo Caliente Antonio Joseph The
protracted drought was broken on the
8th by an inch of rain, followed by
lighter showers. Farmers and stockmen are now hopeful. Growing crops
now look well; fruit Is very promising.
Irrigation water is abundant. Highest
temperature, 80; lowest, 43.
Roy A. I). Bush First of the week
continued dry. with grass killed by the
drought and very little water in the
river and water holes. Sheep are poor,
and farming operations very backward
The first three days of the
lr.mbing season almost proved a total
failure in places, about 25 per cent
saved. Light showers on the 7th
brought slight relief and the cloudy
weather promises more.
Sapello M. A. D. Rivera Good
showers the latter part of the week;
alfalfa aud other crops are looking

'
Calls attention to the fact that:
It 1j the only Standard Guage Route from the' United States

Woodbury A. J. Woodbury
Showers in this vicinity during the latter
part of the week, but only slight here.
Highest temperature. 84; lowest, 44;

rain,

...

The Mexican Central Railway Co., Limited

fine-ly-

spent in spinning yarn3. some of which
weie as thrilling as those of Baron

1

118

North Second Street,

Albuquerque, N..M.

We
Never

Disappoint
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Valley lines: "John Lovelady is shipping thirteen cars of cattle, today, for
pasturage. On account of inability of
the Pecos Valley people to furnish
cars, the cattle had to be routed east.
The rate via the Pecos Valley Is 7l.fio
per car, and via Fort Worth Is 180. so.
Mr. Lovelady says he will make the
during the present week. The Elka Pecos
people cough up the difhave taken hold of this matter with ference,Valley
as they were under contract
their usual vigor, and as a result the to
furnish him cars."
financial contributions are even more
liberal than usual. Independent.
Will Cure Consumption.
1 ...
A. A. Herrert, Finch. Ark., writes:
Foley's Money and Tar is peculiarly
adapted for asthma, bronchitis and "Foley's Honey and Tar Is the best
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
hoarseness. Alvarado Pharmacy.
trouble. I know that It has cured consumption In the first stages." Alvarado
ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO.
Pharmacy.
Five churches A public library.
Is the county seat Railway shops.
Teetotalers In Canada.
A waterworks system unsurpassed.
The Toronto Mail makes a claim
Two thousand hustling Inhabitants. that If the teetotalers were cnnntpii it
Location is 4,300 feet above sea would probably be found that in pro
level.
portion to population Tney nre more
A woman's club A park a mile long. numerous In Canada than anvwhere
Four leading fraternal organizations. else in the civilized world.
Lighted by electricity An ice factory.
The stock on the ranroi nf ni,,.,.n
It supports two enterprising news- New Mexico Is looking very good at
papers.
a
the present time, nlthnnph
The finest railroad depot In New badly needed in some places. The majority of the stock got over the winter
Mexico.
The finest and best hotel in the in very good condition and it Is hoped
the rainv season will net In ooriv
southwest.
A Baptist college with excellent pat- that will be nf prpnt l.onofH
Th. r..i.
ronage.
Island and the Santa Fe railways have
It Is the most modern town In the umue extensive arrangements to move

thf itti f
i

Nose Bleed. Grasp the nose firmly
with the finder and thumli for ten or
fifteen minutes, thus completely stopping the movement of air through the
nose, whlrh displaces lreshly formed
clots. This will favor the dotting of
the Mood and will frequently stop

hemorrhage.
Nervous Headache Apply a sponge
soaked In hot water on the lack of the
neck and behind the ears. If the relief
ia not immediate repeat the application. In cases of jicuralgia headache
vrear a capclne plaster between the
shoulder blades for several days and
take a Lady Webster pill every other
night until relieved.
Burns. Apply a mixture of castor
oil ar.d the white of eggs. Break the
eggs into a lowl and gradually pour in
enough castor oil while the eggs are
being beaten to make a thick creamy
paste. Apply to the burn with a feather. Repeat the applications often
enough to prevent the paste becoming
dry or sticky. It Is best to abstain from
any dressings, leaving the surface un-

covered.
Chapped

Hands. An excellent glycerine ointment for chapped hands is
made by melting with a gentle heat
two ounces of sweet oil of almonds,
half an ounce of spermaceti and one
dram of white wax. When melted, remove from the stove and add an ounce
of glycerine and stir until the mixture
is cold. The ointment can be scented
witn any perfume to s:iit the fancy.

Keep it In wide necked iKJttles.
Deafnctj. Noises In the ear are not
very tractable. Ringing, rushing, roaring or rustling In the ear may occur
from irritation of the nerve of hearing.
This iritation Is felt temporarily in
mar.y affections like sick headache and
epilepsy and in cases of impaired gen
eral health, as In gout, anaemia or
Bright'?, disease. It may be caused by
accumulated wax In the tar, but oft- ener by catarrhal inflammation when
the nerve Is Irritated. Bromide of podoses and
tassium in two to
doses,
sodium' salicylate in
taken once or twice a day have sometimes relieved. Only omail doses of
such remedies thould be taken without
a physician's order. Tieatment of the
middle ear for catarrh is often very
unsatisfactory. Inhalation or breathing a medicated sTeam made with iodine Is harmless. Draw this eteam upward through the nostrils. It is made
by putting a few drops of tincture of
Iodine In water not too hct.
Rheumatism. A young girl suffering from grippal angina was subsequently attacked by acute articular
rheumatism. She had been temporarily relieved by salicylate of sodium
and then her condition became stationary. At this time the administration of lemon Juice was begun. In
eight days there was marked improvement. At the end of fifteen days the
patient was entirely cured. Another
case was treated wtih salicylates for
three weeks with out much success but
as soon as the lemon juice was legun
the results were the same as In the
first case. In fifteen days there was
complete cure. The first case in a
second series of cases was treated
from the beginning with lemon Juice.
Still
The results were encouraging.
another case, a chronic rheumatic
treated by this method was relieved of
severe pain. The treatment is begun
by giving two lemons, this number being increased to tour, then to six and
so on till the patient shows marked improvement and then the dose is kept
uniform at what is considered the effective point.
five-grai-

n

five-grai- n

Coughs and colds, down to the very
borderland of consumption, yield to
the toothing, healing influences of Dr.
Wood's Norway Pine Syrup.

Normal School Commencement.

The commencement program this
year will begin on Saturday, May 31,
with the annual contest between the literary societies in parliamentary drill,
oration, declamation, debate and athletics. Each event will le given a certain number of credits the total be-- ,
ing 100. The society winning the
greater number of credits will be declared winner. Three days w!!l be
given for the contest. The parliamentary drill will consist of the organization of a meeting and conducting the
business along a definite line previously agreed upon. During the proceed-urmost all of the different kinds of
motions will Ih made, and discussion
entered into when appropriaate. One
evening will be given to this drill, and
credits awaarded
twelve and
to the side making the least number of
mistakes. Silver City Independent.
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
opiates and can safely be given to children. Alvarado Pharmacy.

nnrmR

o

Cattle Shipment.

CampWll Ranch & CatThe Lyons
tle company, the St. Vicente Cattle
company and the Lyons & Campbell
Commission compauy made a shipment of steers from this point Sunday
cars
of alKiut 1. 4im head. Twenty-eigh- t
were required to transport the stock
to the destination. I'u bio. Col. The
caattle shipped by the Commission
:oninanv were purchased from R. H.
Speed, i:. M. Walker and Bert
ine Lyons & Campbell
Kar.cn &: Catt!e company and lue San
Vicente company shipped about l.ouo
company
head, and the Comnii.-sio- n
about !"'. head. Silver City Independ&

ent.

.
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Traveling is Oanqercus.
Constant motion jars the kidneys
whiih are kept in place in the body
by delicate attachim nttt. Tins is the
reason that travelers, tiainnien. street
car men. teamstcis and all who drive
very much suffer from kidney disease
in so:ne fonn. Foley's Kidney Cure
strengthens tbe kidi.eys and cures all
forms ol Ui Incy and lad ler disease.
Georpe H. liausan. locomotive engineer, Lima. Ohio, writes: "Constant vibration of the timlfif aused me a ureal
deal of trouble with my l.blmys. and
got no relief until I used Foley' Kidney Cure." Alvarado Pharmacy.
I

1
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promptly the expected stock

southwest.

Many new buildings are in course of ments.

construction.
Onyx is shipped fiom
ries to Germany.
ts located in the finest
section of the routhwest.

near-b- y

shm- -
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Forest Reserve Matters.
Charles McNaughton. Morton C. Miller and Thomas Meagher arrived In
Silver City this week and left for the
Gila Forest Reserve where they will
serve as rangers. Supervisor McClure
informs the Silver City Enterprise that
fourteen rangers will be allowed the
Gila Reserve during the dry season,
owing to the danger from fire. Forest inspector E. T. Allen who has been
spending a week on the reserve looking Into different matters connected
witn nis department, has departed for
his headquarters in Washington state
well pleased with his examination.
What Thin Folks Need
Is a greater power ot digesting and assimilating food. For them Dr. King's
New Life Pills work wonders.
They
tone and regulate the digestive organs,
gently expel all poisons from the system, enrich the blood, improve appe
tite, make healthy flesh. Only 25c at
all druggists.

7kVfDSVv

CANDY

bowel troublra, appendicitis, biliouanraa, , bad breath, had
R.CURE for
S
windI on the atomach, bloatrd bowels, foul mouth, headache,
pimplea.
palna after eating, liv- -r trouble, aallow akin and
dUf lnea. When your bowels don't mova
kil'.s
people
more
''ctthan
all
other diaeaaea together. II
ItfiV." It y." V?
Co.n,s'P'n
hnsrnenwndlona;yeariofurerlns.
No matter what aila you, atart taking
w.lf never
" "ay well until yoa get your boweli
ri.-f- t
today under absolute guarantee to cure or
CJ'
monr'v
"
"
8mP' n
booklet free .AMrV
P.
India-ration-

?JS T.i8 ,d'J'yu

g- -t

Lr.J

Would Develop Forests.
William L. Hall, assistant superintendent of tree planting in the division
of forestry, believes that the time has
come for an extensive development of

c"reta

."T" "1. ""."T.?.

B PALMER.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

forest plantation throughout the middle west. In consequence of the rapid
diminution of the supplv of natural
timber In the Mississippi' valley, says Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention
Science. Over extensive areas the
prices of posts, telegraph poles and
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
cross ties much exceed the cost of
growing them.
501 north Fir.t Street
Albuqueraue. Nw Mexico.

quar-

fruit-growin- g

Two saw mills of 200.000 feet capacity, running day and night.
A well equipped hospital, with full
staff of nurses and physicians.
Thousands of acres of government
land, subject to homestead entry.
Is on the main line of the shortest
rail route between Kansas City and
El Paso.
Cattle raising Is prosperous and successful. Angora goats are especially
profitable.
A large, new modern school building
many beautiful homes and residences a national bank.
ride of Cloud-croft- ,
Is within two-hou- r
one of the finest and most delightful summer resorts to be found

anywhere.
Is the headquarters of the El Paso &
Northeastern railway, the Sacramento
Mountain railway, and the El Paso &
Rock Island railroad.
LISTEN TO THE TALK.

It Comet From Pueblo, Colorado It
Comes From the Back.
Did you know It?
Know the back could talk?
Tell its troubles like a child?
Tell you why It aches and pains?
Tell why Its lame and weak?
Warn you of the kidneys' Ills?
Kidneys have too much to do.
Can't be sick and filter, too.
Listen to them when they speak.
Relieve the kidneys cure the at he.
Keep the filters free at work.
Keep the kidneys well and strong.
Then the back Is silent.
It does not ache; It does not pain;
It is not weak, nor is It lame.
It's healthy like the kidneys;
All backache pains and kidney ills
Are quickly cured by Doan's Kidney

0

K

Styles are the Latest
Quality proves satisfactory
Prices prove a saving

We now have a large and complete stock
of all kinds of

Carriages,
Buggies,
Phaetons,
Bike Wagons,
Road Wagons
Harness, Saddles,Lap Robes,Whips, Sun Shades, Umbrellas, English Canopy Tops and Bow Tops.
Mowers, Rakes and Plows.
i)

1;

'

Pills.

Here's proof of It:
Wm. Gower, 310 Santa Fe avenue,
Pueblo, Colo., proprietor of the barber shop at 310 Union street. Bays:
"I was mining up in the hills when my
back first began to trouble me. This
was four or five years ago and since
then my back had aches more or less,
and while at work it caused me considerable misery. If I caught cold it
settled In my kidneys and a severe
bachache would be the result. I read
a little book advertising Doan's Kidney Pills, and being favorably impressed I got a box of the remedy. The
theatment removed the trouble with
my back and invigorated my whole
system.
Just such emphatic endorsement
can be had right here in Albuquerque.
Drop into the Alvarado Pharmacy and
ask whac their customers report.
Sold by all dealers. Price 50 cents
per box.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name, Doan's, and
take no substitute.
Foster-Mllbur-

Carriages from $70.00 to $250.00.

Concord and Driving Wasrons from
o0.b
$50,00 to $

Buggies from $57.oo to $i 5o.

Road Wagons from $40.

n

.

o

e

one-hal- f
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Baptist Convention Postponed.
The New Mexico Baptist Convention
which was to have met In this city for
a three days session, has been
postponed, owing to the illness
of several of the delegates. The
must be a disappointment
to the members of the local church,
who had arranged an excellent program. However, it "will keep." Silver City Enterprise.
indef-inatel-

y

post-loneme-

Deering Mowers.
I

A Lesson In

Health.
Healthy kidneys filter the impurities
from the blood, and unless they do this
good health is impossible. Foley's Kidney Cure makes sound kidneys and
will positively euro all forms of kidney
and bladder disease. It strengthens
the whole system. Alvarado Pharmacy.

HARNESS FROM S5.SO TO S90.00

Rich Mineral Region.

Prof. F. A. Jones, who has recently
resigned as direc tor of the School of
.Mines at Socorro, having accepted a
position with the United States Geological surrey, has been in Grant coun
ty during the past week examining the
mineral conditions hereabout, and is
very enthusiastic concerning the future of this section from a mining
standpoint. Silver City Independent.
The following uote from the
o
(Texas) Stockman indicates
something of the rush of stock shipments now being handled by the Pecos
Colo-laii-
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Hand and Horse Dump Rakes.
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Bain, Fish and Old Hickory Farm Wagons

We do

Repairing, Paint
ing ana Trimming.
Expert Horse Shoeing.
First-clas-

s
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Elks Will Celebrate.
Silver City Lodge No. 413. B. P. (). K.
will have charge of the Fourth of July
celebration in Silver City this year,
say
and it is violating uo confidence tocomthat it will le a "hummer." The
mittees in charge are arranging an
elaborate program, and the advertising
matter will be ready for distribution
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COLD 'N HEAD

ud I'rnlacia the Membrane. Keature. Hit;
ui j ui sua Biiipib uu-8lie, ftu cent! al
UriiL'L'ibU or fcv mull; Trial Sine, lUceuta by mail.

Corner First Street and Copper Avenue.

Albuquerque,

New Mexico.
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ARIZONA TOWNS

dined with the president and confided
to ".lim his plans for the hunting and
fishing trips. The president grew Interested as New told of the kind of
sport he proposed to have and announced that If possible he would .join
the Indiana man. The president is so
anxious to take the trip
he is likeMiss ly to break engagements that
to accompany

visiting with friends in Kingman.
Calfee has lor years lieen an earnest New'.
From the Mail.
worker in behalf of the Indian, and by
Henry Workman Is spending a por- her good work aided materially in get
v'iiat Is Foley's Kidney Cure?
tion of his vacation in Flagstaff.
Answer; It Is made from a prescripting the appropriations for the big
H. A. Pease left for an extended trip school buildings for the Wallapals.
tion of a leading Chicago physician,
through the east.
Mrs. W. R. Dobson, of Chloride, de and one of the most eminent In the
Angeles,
went
Los
to
Mrs. Stewart
parted for Freeze, Idaho, where her country. The Ingredients are the purwhere she will remain for some time. sister. Miss Lulu Alsop. was reported est that money. can buy, and are scienIt is reported to be dry all over the to be very 111. A telegram was received tifically combined to get their utmost
northern part of the state and unless In Kingman after her departure an value. Alvarado Pharmacy.
we receive rain in the near future nouncing the death of the young lady.
C. H. MeClure "left Flagstaff for
water will be a scarcity.
clerk in the
Miss Alsop had been-Crops along the river are reported to recorder's office in Kingman and after- Death Valley, Cal.. where he and Hank
The farmers expert to ward resided with her sister at Ward are Interested in a group of
le doing fine. crop
claims. The claims are seven In numof alfalfa hay alout Chloride. "
cut their first
the first part of June. Indications are
week George N. Conard and ber, and it is said that last week Ward
This
that they will have a good heavy crop. wife sold to Thomas Knight and his sold two of the claims for $2,0im, reSelena Knight, all their right, ceiving 10 per cent of that amount In
Impossible to foresee an accident. wife,
and
interest in the Mud Springs cash, the balance to be paid within
title
it.
for
Impossible
be
prepared
to
Not
including all cattle ten days. The buyers were Los Anproperty,
ranch
Monarch
Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oi.
and horses thereon. Mr. Knight sold geles parties.
over pain.
and transferred to George N. Conard
Reveals a Great Secret.
and wife his interest In the Hums
HOLBROOK.
is
It
asked how such startling
often
wife
and
Mr.
Conard
Spring ranch.
cures,
puzzle
the best physicians,
that
probably
continue their residence are effected by Dr.
will
From the Argus.
King's New Disupon
county
other covery for Consumption.
and will enter
William Armbruster and a miner in the
Here's the
went out on a prospecting trip last Dtirsuits. They have both worked hard secret. It cuts out the phlegm
and
Saturday.
to make a success in the cattle busi
mucus, and lets the
ihe two teamsters who were arrest- ness and no one will envy them their
oxygen enrich and vitalize the
ed for stealing grain at Fort Apache, present prosperity. We are pleased to blood. It heals the Inflamed, cough-worare out on bail.
learn that they will not remove from
Hard colds
throat and lungs.
Seven wagons came in from Apache the county, as no more law abiding and stubborn
coughs soon yield to Dr.
to take the baggage of the infantry to citizens can be found than they.
King's New Discovery, the most infalthe fort.
lible remedy for all throat and lung
A Revelation.
George A. Lane, cashier, of the NavGuaranteed bottles 50c and
ajo county bank, spent a day In town
If you will make inquiry it will be a diseases.
$1.00. Trial bottles free at all drugBelling his fire extinguishers.
revelation to you how many succumn gists.
C. F. Hulet. son of J. R. Hulet, re- to kidney or bladder troubles in one
o
turned from Provo. Utah, where he has form or another. If the patient is not
L. C. Brockway, representing the
beyond medicad aid, Foley's Kidney North Homestake company, came in
been attending school.
J. J. Vosburgh came In from Pleas- Cure will cure. It never disappoints. to White Oaks from Lincoln court Friant Valley, where he has been for a Alvarado Pharmacy.
day, and left Saturday for California,
o
week looking after his extensive cattle
where he will remain only a short time
FLAGSTAFF.
mining
interests.
and
before returning to his home in BosDr. G. H. Kichardson, of Ft. Apache,
ton. Mr. Brockway expects to lie back
came down. He was en route to Ft. From the Sun.
White Oaks soon and spend the
J. F. Alexander returned from a six in
Grant, where he will attend a meeting
summer there.
in
home
to
his
former
visit
months'
is
which
he
of the examining boardof
Texas.
if you desire a good complexion use
a member.
Judge D. R. Prime, of the Verde, is Moki Tea, a pur, nerb drink. It acts
Vnn novor henrri of anv one using In town. udge Prime is in poor health on the liver and makes tne skin smooth
Foley's Honey and Tar and not being and will remain here some time.
and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c
Judge R. E. Sloan is expected to
and 50c. Money refunded if it does not
satisfied. Alvaracio iarmacy.
o
the address to the graduating satisfy you. Write to W. H. Hooker &
ST. .OrlNS.
class of the Northern Arizona Normal Co., Buffalo, N. Y., for free samples. J
on June 12.
H. O Rielly & Co., and B. II. Briggs &
Prnm the Snlns.
year not a traveling photogra- Co.
Last
insur
of
the
portion
county's
Apache
o
pher visited this place. This season
ance tax which goes entirely 10 me there are three photographers here, National Baptist Anniversaries, St.
be
will
This
Is
$611.10.
school fund
1902.
and it is said that two more are on
Paul. Minn., May ,
quite a help to our schools.
way.
of $43 00 for round trip. Ticktheir
Rate
Phoefrom
W. O. Gibbons returned
The annual conference of the Meth- ets on sale May 17 and 18. Final renix, where he nas been for the past six odist
Episcopal church of the Arizona turn limit May 31, 1902.
f n. laree herd of
will be held In Flagstaff commission
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
trip
sheep. He has had a successful
mencing October 2. Bishop Joyce will
and is now feeling fine.
Demlng
has
just been incorporateo.
bishop.
lie the presiding
Mr. Palmer, of Snowfiake, and a
died at the
Brown
Margaret
Mrs.
mcmlipr nf th tiromtnent mercantile
residence of her niece, Mrs. Frank L.
firm of Cartchner & Palmer, is here Beal. Deceased came here from Fort
zuo
nne
negotiating for a flock of
THE
Wayne,
a few weeks ago in ill
rnnta now the nronertv of Jose Garcia. health. Ind.,
71 years of age.
was
She
Tho lime nf the vear for taking the
Mrs. N. A. Cameron returned from
scnool census is now at hand and we Los Angeles, where she has spent the
hope each school district will see mat past lour months. While in Los AnOP YOUR
a proper person is put in charge byof the geles Mrs. Cameron suffered a severe
the spell of sickness, but she has now
Tho law was chaneed
I;,
last legislature to include all children fully recovered her health.
from 6 to 21. instead or o to is. as
The Nevin Hose company held Its
Thin rhnn?p nueht to give us
should look
election of officers, and the folquite an increase in school population. annual
H. H.
like this.
lowing were elected:
is
tne
11
will,
if
enumeration
tf a.Mia
and
inuii
foreman; B. A. Cameron, first
ly made.
assistant; Robert Anderson, second assistant; W. A. Switzer, secretary; I. F.
Wants Others to Know.
' I have used DeWitt's Little Early Wheeler, treasurer.
the GERM
Lauros P. Milligan expects to leave
Risers for constipation ana lorpia nver about
May 25 for Dawson, Alaska,
destroys and with
glad
to
I
am
right.
all
are
they
and
he will enter the employ of a
trs It like this.
indorse them lor 1 tninK wnen we huu where
Milligan
Mr.
grocery
firm.
wholesale
a good tning we ought to let others
enerand
most
reliable
our
one
,
of
is
"Destroy the causs
know it, writes Airrea neinze, yma-cy- getic
young men. In fact one of the
you remove the
111.
They never gripe or distress. kind that
afford
community
cannot
effect"
Sure, safe pills. J. H. O Rlelly & Co.; to lose. the
P. H. Brigrs & Co.
No Dandruff, no
From the Gem.
WILLIAMS.
Falling Hair, no
If Flagstaff means to have a Fourth
Baldness, If you
of July celebration it is time the citi
From the News.
moving
matter.
tne
were
in
Charles Howard, the sheepman, was zens colored population oi r lagstau
KILL
a visitor in the city for several days u The
with NEwBRO'S
laruor ut thp nrpRpnt time than ever
this week.
the history of the town.
The new Powers hotel is fast near-In- beforeM.in Ling,
district attorney oi
It.
completion, and when finished will
county,
Yavapai
has resigned. Sam L.
to
the
improvement
needed
much
for sal by aft druggists. Price $1. n
be a
for the position
applicant
an
is
Pattee
town.
appointed.
be
A L. Simms, charged with the mur- and will probablyKpiriecken.
of Los An
Mieo foinnlo
der of Theodore Gartin in October last,
with her
visiting
here
Cal.,
is
geles.
an
after
jury,
by
the
acquitted
was
anu
MCintire
William
Mrs.
sisters,
hour's deliberation.
Owing to failing health Mrs. Earl Miss Elizabeth Neldecken. in
aiv Hivnrria
rranted the dis
Harrison was compelled to seek a
last week. Three of
lower altitude, and departed for Los trict court here
tne woAngeles, where she expects to remain the decrees were in favor or men.
So
of
the
in
men
favor
nnii
three
for some time.
divided.
Speaking of, the treat given to the the honors were evenly
Town Marsnai w. u. uayiess nnu
boys at the brewery for their services
says Street Supervisor C. A. Green deserve
at the recent fire, August Tetzlaff they
a great deal of praise for having the
the only thing he regrets is that
back yards, alleys and streets cleaned.
beat him to the beer.
and In
Among the distinguished guests at The town is now neat and clean
ohung Mun the best sanitary condition it ever was.
the Grand Canyon was Washington.
Yew, Chinese consul at
Don't Start Wrong.
The notable gentleman and escort
Don't stort the summer with a linwere on their way east from a visit to
of gering cough or cold. We all know
the coast and availed themselves
of what a "summer cold" Is. It's the hardgreatest
see
this
to
opportunity
the
est kind to cure. Ofteen it "hangs on"
all wonders.
through
the entire season. Take tt in
near
out
while
Wilbon.
Jack
now. A few doses of One
started to mount what he calls hand right
Cough
Cure will set you right.
Minute
gained
his
He
had
Just
horse.
geutle
a
coughs, colds, croup,
fell
cure
for
Sure
and
reared
animal
the
when
Beat
to
all throat and lung
bronchitis,
grip,
time
not
have
did
Jack
backward.
Absolutely
safe. Acts at
has
as
troubles.
a
result
escape,
and
his
make
"One Minute
a very sore and stiff leg on which the once Children like it.cough
medicine
Cough Cure is the best
horse fell.
Grove-ton- ,
stand-byIV
fl
J. X. McDonald, one of the old Lum- I ever used," says J. H. Bowles,anything
y
.
found
never
N.
&
H.
"I
Manistee
Saginaw
of the
quickly." 'At
ber company, and who has not availed else that acted& so safely and
himself of an opportunity during the J. H. ORielly Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.
o
S Ji. VJ
past eight years to take a well earned
..'
w W w vtv vik-- viv w w,f
A Dog Tale.
vacation, left on the limited for the
M.
Morgan,
McDonPierpont
Charles
J.
Mrs.
will
he
Join
coast, where
'Wi
tf
Modern Type,
ald, who preceded him some time since Schwab and several friends were at
over
looking
Morgan's
Mr.
kennela
three
Modern
about
Presses.
remain
expecting to
some of the prize hunting dogs recentweeks.
Modern Ideas, E
gentleman
ly before the
Europe.
Mr.
fell
Schwab
in
purifor
sailed
blood
of
greatest
We sell the
pointer and i$
fiers, Acker's Blood Elixer.under a pos- iove with a fine looking
Competent Workmen if
asked Mr. Morgan the dog's name.
itive guarantee. It will cure chronare necessary tort We prouuo- "The dog's name is Russell Sage," !'
If you
ic end other blood poisons.
your body, said Mr. Morgan.
Uon of ruudorn
'4fi
have eruptions or sores on down,
"And why do you call him Russell
it is
or are pale, weak or run
We refund money Sage?" asked Mr. Schwab.
Fine Jo!)
Just what you need.
"Because,"
said the preat financier,
r.0 rpnttt and
onHcAnil
you
are
"i
li
"he never lost a scent."
ouu u.
$1
H. U nieuy at
t,ur Job ITIutliitf depuitiiii-ut
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Rev. Marguerite St. Omer Briggs, 35 A NEW FAST TRAIN

Mount Calm Street, Detroit, Michigan, Between St. Loals and Kansas City and
CITY,
Lecturer for the W. C. T. U., recommends OKLAHOMA
WBCIIBTA.
DEIMISON
Lytlia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

that Lytlia

FORT WORTH

points tn Texas and the Soath
went. This train In new throughout and Is
np
made
of the finest equipment, provided
with eloctrio lights and all other modern
traveling conveniences. It runs via our now
And principal

oompleted

Red River Division.

rinkham's Vegetable Compound

Every appliance known to modern car
has cured building
and ml Iron d luff bas been employed
of this service, including
more women than any other agency that has come under my notice. In the make-uI I undreds of women owe their life and health to you
and, there- Cafe Observation
of Fred. Harvey.
the
fore, I can conscientiously advise sick women to try it." Marguerite nndor
Full Information as to rates and all details ot
new
will be cheerfully
a
route
via
this
trip
St. O.mf.r Hriggs.
furnished, upon application, by any representative ot the
$500() FOKFKIT IF THE AHOVE LETTER IS NOT GENUINE.
When women are troubled with irregular pr painful menstruation,
weakness, leuoorrhnpa, displacement or ulceration of the womb, that bearing-down
feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache, flatulence,
general debility, indigestion, and nervous prostration, they thoulil
rememlier there is one tried and true remedy. Lytlia E. Pinkham'g
Vegetable Compound at once removes such troubles.
Railroad Time Tables
No other medicine in the world has received such widespread and
unqualified endorsement. No other medicine has Riich a record of cures
of female troubles. Itcfusc to buy any other medicine.
Mrs. Pinkliam invites all Rick women to write her for advice
She lias guided thousands to Lealtb. Address, Lynn, Mass.
JE.
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Arrival and Departure of Mailt.

Distributed

From the south

east... 11:00

10:40
12:30
12:30
8:05
9:00
7:10
7:50

a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m
a.m.
a.m.

Distributed
MAILS CLOSE.
For the north and eaot
11:00 p.m.
and
7:10 a.m.
For the west
10:00 p.m.
For the south
10:00 p.m.
Mall for Las Vegas, East Las Vegas
and Santa Fe closes at 6 p. m.
Carriers collect mail from boxes at
5 p. m.

Carriers leave postofflce at 8 a. m.
and 3:30 p. m.
Sunday Hours
General Delivery
and farriers' windows open from 10 to
11 a. m.

General delivery window open daily
except Sunday from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
R. W. HOPKINS. P. M.
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ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express. .. .10:10 p.m.
No. 7. Mex. & Cal. Exprecs. .10:40 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited ...11 :00a.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
8:30 a.m.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
11:65 p.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
7:10 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
7:10 a.m.
No. 22. Atlantic Express
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
11:45 p.m.
No. 21, Mexico Express
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
8:05 a.m.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
11:45 p.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
6:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
LEAVE GOING WEST.
11:30 p.m.
No. 1, California Express
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No. 3, California Limited ...11:10 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .11:20 p.m.

WALKER

All trains daily.
FIRE INSURANCE
Demtng! Have you been there? If
No. 7 will carry mall from the cart
not, you should get there for the big Secretary Mutual Building Isftorlatton and No. 2 from the west.
F. L. MYERS, Agent
sale of lota on the 17th of this month. Office tt J. Baldride's Lvnb Yard
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Leave your Orders at

Joseph T. Johnston's

r,

317-3- 19

-

s

DALLAS,

My professional work has for the past
twenty years brought me into hundreds of homes of sickness, and
I have had plenty of opportunity to witness the sufferings of wives
and mothers who from want, ignorance or carelessness, are slowly
but surely being dragged to death, principally with female weakness
and irregularities of the sex. I believe you will bo pleased to know

HERPIOIDE

g

SHERMAN,

"Dkar Mrs. Pinkham:

THE GERM

Chal-lende-

15

South Second Street.
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Printing
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Store
When Vou Go Into a
'
to get a lottle of Painkiller, examine t','
t carefully to see if it is made by Perry
Davis, and don't be persuaded to take
From the Miner.
Chloride,
the something "just as good" because it is
In the Justice's court at
suit of Anson H. Smith against Mo-a a tew cents cheaper. There is only one 3
and
have county for fees, was heardgiven.
Painkiller. "Perry Davis'." Ltrge bot25 and 5"p.
verdict in favor of the plaintiff
tles
o
Charles Anderson returned from a
President's Hunting Trip.
trip to Michigan and will hereafter
He says
President Roosevelt is arranging to
make Kingman his home.
an join Harry S. New on a hunting tiip
that Michigan is a hard country forpreto the Big Horn country. Wyoming.
Arizonian to make a living in and
fers our balmy climate to that of the Mr. New is now with a fishing party at V
Turtle lake in northern Michisan and
climate of the great lakes.
Miss Fannie Calfee. field matron of will return in two weeks. On his rethe Truxton Canyon Indian school, is cent visit to Washington Mr. New
KINGMAN.
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Picture Frames, Cabinet Making and Upholstering.

Outside Orders Requested and Promptly
Attended to.

ff
'

'

oElcc ' hvo JuU ''e'-- J Ji'-- i' "'1-1- ;
I.ilf and learn what
cm .1
v"j it tjf. Vou win u-- tiruti it w,l:i
t. v'U'y "littli r ,vn Iraic uii 'f
l (T'lcr ur not; L tl ymt ui in I
that our work, i'iillty ol m.i-.4- ',
UtIuIs used uud ri
aiv all
of tita i.ia (ua btiu. i u:..i
'i
j,. ase.

.r'.P.
.
;.

Tents and Awnings Made to Order.

v

Joseph T. Johnston,
317-31- 9

South Second Street,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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CATTLE SHIPMENTS.

FOUNDING OF ALBUQUERQUE I
I
ITS HISTORY TO END SPANISH DOMINATION

L

The

of Mavericks

Movement

From

Southern New Mexico.
The work of shipping cattle from
this district Is now fairly on for the
summer and cattle are being brought
from the surrounding country alThe exact date of the founding of ed in persua from Alburquerque In
most daily, says the Deming HeadAlbuquerque has been as much of a nsainBt the hostile Moqut Indians, with light.
t
soldiers, accompanied by
question among historians for the
S. S. Birchfleld .delivered on last
greater part of two centuries as the the custodlo, Pedro Antonio Camargo, Thursday to George
Chessman. 1. ouo
proper spelling of its name has among the eabildo of Santa Fe. and a force of head and will make another
delivery
CanLa
Alburquerque
occuand
of
citizens
Americans since the
the
later on.
deand
the
two
proceedbattles
1846.
ada.
After
pation of
History, the
R. Hudson, Watklns Bros.. Joe Tay
ings of Its ayuntamientos, the
struction of some corn fields, Martinez lor and others from the same locality
re
gov
Their
and his command returned.
and decrees of viceroys and
deliver at least a train load to the
ernors of the olden time, anc ient merce ported victories, says Bancroft, may same buyer.
doubtful,
very
des, or grants, and transfers of lands be considered as
During the coming week the Raker
In 1(27. Rivera, in his "Diarlo and Bros, will make a delivery of their re
and records of churches, all give ihe
name as "Alburquerque.
For the Derrotero." mentions Alburquerque as cent roundup to the parties at Lamar,
past fifty years the first "r" has been a villa of Spanish and Mestizos, most- Colo.
dropped and Alburquerque has by cus- ly scattered on the ranches.
Watklns Bros, have bought the inBonilla. In his "Apuntes," ms., says
tom become Albuquerque. Zamacois,
re stock cattle of the Bead Bros, and
in hla History of Mexico says that A- that In 1726, a reinforcement of troops
ill run them on their ranges south of
lburquerque was founded In 1658. It Is was ordered for Alburqirerque; also Deming. As was stated In our last
possible and more than probable that that Brigadier Pedro de Rivera vis- ssue buyers are still scarce and some
there was a Spanish settlement on or ited New Mexico to reorganize the pre- dissatisfaction is manifest at the
near the present site of the old plaza sidio at Alburquerque, the force being prices offered, but at the same time
and Its vicinity about that time, but it consequently fixed at eighty men with others are selling and seem to be sat
was not 'called Alburquerque. From 1400 each.
isfied with what they are getting. Good
1653-6In 1737, Andres Montoya and Capt. cattle are always In demand In nearly
there was a Duke of Alburqueracting
were
que, who was viceroy of New Spain, Juan tronzales
alcaldes every section and If some who are
but later evidence goes to show conclu- mayor of San Felipe de Alburquerque. kicking would look to the betterment
In 1733. as shown by the records of of their herds there is no doubt but
sively that he was not the Cuke from
the archbishop of Santa Fe. an Indian that they would be better satisfied
whom the settlement took Its name.
Bancroft (H. H.) says that the sub- of the Apache mission greatly excited with the cash results of their invest
mission of the Pueblo InJIans of New the wrain of Padre Montafio at Albur- ments In the cattle business. If cattleMexico in the last years of the seven- querque by presenting himself during men would follow the example of S. S.
teenth century may be regarded as service without a cloak and with braid- Birchfield who has, within the past
permanent; the natives were too few ed hair, being sustained in the ensuing wo weeks, placed upon his ranges
and weak and the Spanish power too quarrel by his grandfather. The padre thirty high grade bulls purchased In
ftrmly established for any general complained through the custodio. Ped- Missouri, twelve of which are regismovement of revolt, and from 1700 the ro Antonio Jose Guerrero, to the gover- erod. they would socn be able to om
province settled down Into a monoton- nor, and declared that the grandfather mand a good price for their stcck when
should be shut up in a dungeon with placed on the market.
ously uneventful career.
The Spanisu and Mexican governors shackles, for his Impious conduct.
The Reliaion Needed.
About 1739 some Frenchmen settled
Snd captains general from the closing
We want a religion that bears heav
years of ue sixteenth century had at a place near Albuquerque, called
been many, commencing wkh Juan de Canada, and later Concepclon Llmpia, ily, not only on the exceeding sinfulness of sin, but on the exceeding rasand Including many or Fuenclara.
Ofiate.
Villaseftor gives the population of cality of lying and stealing. A relig
dist'ngulshed men. Among these may
be mentioned Juan de Samafilego, An- the villa of Alburquerque, with the sub ion that banishes small measures from
small baskets from the
tonio Otermin and Diego de Vargas, urb of Atrlsco and mission. In 1744 as the counters,
2apata Lujan, Ponce de Ieon. At the 500 Spaniards, 200 Indians; 100 fami- stall, pebbles from the cotton bag. clay
beginning of the eignteonth century lies. The settlement in the cafiada from the pepper, sand from the sugar,
Pedro Rodriguez Cubero was governor, de Carnuel), near Albuquerque, had hickory from the coffee, alum from
h.e being succeeded by Diego de Var- fifty Spanish families, under the padre the bread, and water from the milk
that Is to save the
gas, marquis de la Nova de Brazlnas, of iBleta. Alameda had eight families, cans. The religion
not put all the big straw1703-4- :
under the padre of Alburquerque; that world will top
he in turn by Juan Palz
at
and all the little ones at
(acting), 1704-5- . and he by Fran- there were a few unprofitable and berries
the bottom. It will not make one shoe
cisco Cuervo y Valdez, who served abandoned mines in the country; that of
leather and the other one of
from March in. 1705. to July 3t, 1707; the Indians rode horseback and salut- poorgood
so the first shoe redounds
and during that time Alburquerque ed the Spaniards with "Ave Maria," to theleather,
of its maker, and fne
proper was founded. From 170a-1the and thatthe route up the river to Al- other tocredit
his cash. It will not put the
viceroy, with his vice regal court at the burquerque was infested with brig- wrong stamp
on kid gloves or make
City of Mexico, was Don Francisco ands.
Paris bonnets In some millinery estabIn 1748. Iroyen was the padre at
Fernandez of the Cave, Henry, Duke of
lishment in Baltimore; nor let a piece
Alburquerque, Marquis of Cuellar,
.
Bishop Pedro Tamaron, of of velvet that professes to measure
In
Coant of Ladesma. and of Ouelma,
yards come to an untimely end
Jord of the villas of Monbeltran, La Durango, visited New Mexico, and twelve
at the tenth; or a spool of sewing silk
Codesera, Consaeta, Mixares, Pedro spent some time in Albuquerque. On that
Is to make twenty yards be nipped
Bernardo, Aldea Davlla, San Esteban the bishop's return the season was so In the
deat tuteen; nor
lie Vlllarejo and the Caves of Guadal- wet that abundance of water was found laines bud
handkerchiefs be
and
canal, of the Order of St. James and on the Jornado del Muerto.
with clandestine cotton;
The manuscript of the Pinart collec amalgamated
Debenfayan In the Alcantara, Iord of
nor
made of old rags pressed to
coats
says
his
Majesty,
fifty
1762
of
in
of
His
tion
citizens
Bed
Chamber
that
the
be sold to the unsuspecting pule
viceroy and lieutenant general, gover- Alburquerque protesteu their inability gether
11c for regal broadcloth.
It does not
Spain
New
comply
general
to
governor's
of
orderscaptain
nor and
with the
$5 per thousand when
make
brick
at
etc.,
Royal
keep
to
audience
horses,
in readiness for
and president of the
contract calls for $7 material; nor
Indian service; and in May are chlded the
thereof, etc.
white nine Into a house when
mueele
excelby him for lack of patriotismThey yellow pine
To this Spanish grandee, hla
Is called for. The religion
lency, ueneral Don Francisco Cuervo must obey and stop selling their arms
save
is
to
the world pays its
that
y Valdez, of the Order of St. James, and animals to avoid service.
not
does
It
consider that 40
debts.
'
governor and captain 'general of the
In 1763 forty citizens of the town pe cents return for one dollar
received Is
"Provinces of New Mexico," on the titioned for the removal of the alcalde according to gospel, though it may be
S6th day of April, 1705, made a report mayor, Antonio Vaca; thirty-threoth according to law; It looks upon a man
had founded a villa, which he era protested that Vaca was a good wno will mus act ana conuque co live
that he
named Alburquerque. and that official though the object of enmity of In luxury
as being a thief. 'Such is the
there was wanting for the church a few. To keep the peace Miguel Lu religion of the blessed Jesns. the re
thereof "a bell, chalice and altar ves cero was appointed temporarily to fill ligion of the Blbfe, the religion needed.
sels." This communication was sub- the office.
...
.
In 1767 the ecclesiastical establish
mitted to the royal audience, composed
of the duke and the Honorable Don ments of Alburquerque, Santa Fe, La
LETTER LIST.
Francisco de Valenzuela Venegas, Canada and El Paso were ordered to
knight of the Order of St. James, Don be put under secular curates, though
Following is the list of letters re
Joseph de Luna, Don Baltazar de To- - later records seem to Indicate that frl
malnlng uncalled for In the postoffice
bar and Don Geronimo de Soria, mem- ars were still stationed at those places at
Albuquerque, New Mexico, for the
bers of said royal audience; Don Juan
in libO Manuel Rojo, a friar, was
Osaete y Oro, judge of the royal crim- serving at Alburquerque, and In 17(8 week ending May 17, 1902:
Ladies' List.
inal chamber; Don Andres Pardo de another friar, Bias Benitez.
La so and Don Gabriel Guerrero de
The militia force at Alburquerque in Ballegos, FranclscaJohnson, Clara
Adila, auditors of the royal tribunal, 176G was eighty. At this time Albur
Nichols, Annie M
Chavez y
and Don Antonio de Deza de Urrutla, querque, nominally a villa, was scat Eldredge, Mrs
Springer, Edna
official Justices of the royal treasury tered many leagues up and down the Garcia, Marina
Sherman. Mrs J M
and deposits of the vice regal court; valley of the Rio Grande, the people Gutierrez, Isabel Sattley, Mrs Wal- there being present, also, the fiscal of living on their ranchos, chiefly at the Matthews, Mrs C ter S
bis majesty. Dr. Don Joseph Antonio y Alameda and only coming to the town W
Schultz, Minnie
Esplnosa, knight of the Order of St. on Sundays.
Gentlemen's List.
James. The vice regal records show
genizaros
At this time a number of
Anthon Luna. Susano
that the following proceedings were (mixed blood) families lived at Belen Anderson,
H C
Llebman, Geo
by
the audience:
and Tom6, and were looked down upon Atwood,
fiad
G H
Morrison, F
"We direct that the Indians be treat- by the pure bloods of Spain, of Albur Bradshaw,
Baker, Donald T Moshner, P R
ed with suavity and kindness, and that querque and other parts.
Juan SeMlller, Jos (2)
no offensive war be made against them
In 1760 the Spanish population of Al Benavldes,
McAllister, Hon A
dlllo y
bo far as this treatment may be adapt- burquerque was 1,814; total population Baca,
Miguel C
Maestas,
ed to the Indians of New Mexico.
in 1788. 2,146; total Spanish population Baldwin, Wm T de Montolia, Manuel
George
"In regard to the fourth point to In 1793. 1.650; total Spanish popula
Johann PiMcKoin, Harry (2)
Vhich reference was made by his ex- tion in 1798. 2.279; in 1799. 4.020. and Braquet,
Murphy, John
ter Choru
cellency. General Don Francisco Cuer- 603 Indians.
Medina, Doroteo
Chavez, Lorenzo
In which
vo y Valdez
Under a decree of the Junta
Petrolino Matthews, C W
said governor states that he has de las Espanas, dated February 14, Cordova,
Newton. Ellis
flliaves, Cleofas
tablished the villa of Galisteo and 1810, New Mexico was entitled to
plaeed settlers therein: and having deputy In the Spanish cortes. On the Castio. Manuel A Pargas, Rafael
M R
Peterson. R R
founded a village which he named Al- 11th of August of the same year eleven Curley.
Chas
Perea. Fellz
burquerque, and there is wanting for representative men assembled in Santa Cummlng,
Pierce. Elmer
Mr
the church thereof a bell, ornaments, Fe to make the selection. Of these Duffy,
Robertson, A
aD W
fhalice and allar vessels, it Is unan- - eleven, three were from Alburquerque, Douly,
Stalker, Alfred A
imously ordered that the same be fur- viz: Jos6 Pino, captain of militia and Evans, T
Flood, Joseph
Saunders. J
lshed and transmitted the first oppor-unitJose Chaves, first alcalde Gonzales,
Jose FratSteen, H O
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Cigar.
The best 2 for 25 cents cigar
in the market.
All the leading saloons in the
city are handling them.
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Hur-tad-

Superior Havana
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A Most Complete Line of

SMOKERS' ARTICLES

o

Solicit outside orders and give prompt attention

0

Westerfeld & Bro.
MAKERS.
207 West Railroad Avenue.
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ARTESIAN COVOTH
MINERAL WATER

TOPHAM'S

Is sold at all the principal Hotels, Saloons and Drug Stores.
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'"It is ordered that no villas be nam
ed without consultation with his ex
cellency (the viceroy), and an order to
that effect be transmitted: and furth
er that, by a royal ordinance, the villa
be named 'San Felipe, in honor of bis
royal majesty; and the said governor
U ordered to name it thus, that it may
in. the future be known as such," etc.
"Mexico. July 30, 1706."
From this time the town bore the
bame San Felipe de Alburquerque
the church and parish that of "San Fe-

' Jipe de Neri de Albuquerque."
Cavo, in Tres Siglos, (Three Centu-

Indian
ries), says that twenty-foutowns were founded by the Spaniards
in New Mexico in Itiilu. and that Alburquerque was founded earlier with
ion Spanish families.
Bancroft (II. II.) says that "Corona
do's 'Tigux. Rodriguez' I'twra and
Tigua's d'ueL.o Indian) provinces have been correctly located In the
region of the still standing Sandia, and
'
Alameda is above Albuquerque, though
' of course It is not certain that either
lsleta. Alameda or Sandia stands on
exactly its original site."
During General Otermin s campaign
Into New Mexico in lf.xi, ho assaulted
lsleta wiih success on December 5. On
December 8. Captain DomingU'.'Z. with
rebellions further
. seventy men visited
north, and in the account of his march
Alameda seems to lie represented as
six leagues from lsleta. with ihe Estan
cla (bivouac or sojourn) of iKuninguez.
near Alburquerque. half way between
Thin estancia was on the present
"
site of Alrisco, on the west bank of the
Itio Grande, opposite Alburquerque.
' Thu governor of New Mexico in
1715 1C was Captain F.'lix Martinez
i,y ho In August of the latter year march
r

-

'

(

:

'

and Miguel Antonio Baca, second al
calde. Pedro Bautlsta Pino was chos
en.
In 1807, Lieutenant Zebulon Pike, of
the Sixth United States infantry, the
celebrated explorer for whom Pike's
Peak was named, in his wanderings
found himself on the banks of the Rio
Grande del Norte, at or near the
mouth of tne Conejos. He supposed
that he was outside the jurisdiction of
Spain and on the Red river, but be
coming aware of bis mistake, in the
presence of one hundred Mexican sol
diers hauled down his flag. He was
treated kindly and courteously by Gov
ernor Alencaster and the other ofllc
ials, and by the people generally, but
sent to Chihuahua for a decision In his
case. On his journey thither his stay
at Alburquerque was made particularly
agreeable by the authorities. The Rev
el end Father Ambrosio Guerrera was
particularly hospitable, but sorry that
he could not make a convert of Pike
Pike was entertained by a bevy of
beautiful girls, two of whom of Eng
lish parentage, had been rescued
The repu
fiom Indian captivity.
tation that Alburquerque bore for th
beauty of Its women in the early part
of the nineteenth century has rontin
ued with it to tne beginning of th

twentieth century.
The population of Albuquerque

I

was 4.294. but in 1S2D it had be
reduced to 2.6ti4. owing to epldeinl
diseases and fatalities in engagement
wiih the savage tribes.
Spanish rule ceased in lbS'l an
thereafter New Mexico was a part
the Mexican republic, until it came un
der the Stars and Stripes.
The next artic le will relate chiefly t
Albuquerque under Mexico.
H. R. WHITINS
1
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Cisco

Gonzales, Julian
Ourule, N
Gutierrez, Victor
Gutierrez. Alvlna
Helmer, Mr
Jones, R D (2)

Johnson, J J

King. Chas S (3)
Lindsey, L

Serach, George
Swanson. Axel
Sumora, Juan A
Spencer, Franklin
Tomllnson. A C (2
Whitney. C
Williams. Frank J
Wardwell. Jr., Loi
Is C

Young. Otto
Persons calling for the above named
letters will please say "Advertised,
and give the date of publication.
R. W. HOPKINS, postmaster

Business Opening, $5,000.
Here Is a chance lor some one to
purchase a well established and very
profitable business in a first class nun
ing town In Arizona at a bargain. It is
about a $5,000 proposition, including
fine up to date stock, three lots, large
storeroom with cellar, stable
dwelling bouse, finely furnished, etc.
monthly sales, $2,750; mostly cash
terms easy; death of wife and child of
proprietor reason for selling. At
glance it will be seen that this Is a rare
chance to make an exceptionally good
investment. For full particulars an
terms, address or see II. S. Knight at
five-roo-

New Mexico.
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It makes a delicious lemonade and blends well with wines and liquors.
We are the first and, only shippers of Mineral Waters in car load

lots In the Territory!

This wonder Mineral Water was discovered on the property of T. J. Top-hain Coyote canyon

m

near Albuquer-

que, and, being analyzed by Prof. John
Weinzirl, of the University of New
Mexico, it was found to contain most

taking
first rank with the leading waters of the
world. Can be drank in any quantity

wonderful

medical properties,

with beneficial effects.

The water contains the following ingredients in quantities of to 45 grains
of each ingredient per United States
gallon. It is blended in God's Natural
Laboratory in such proportions that the
most scientific chemist cannot produce
such a health giving and thirst quenching article:
Iron Carbonate, Magnesium Hi Carbonate, Calcium 15i Carbonate, Sodium
Sulphate, Sodium Chloride, Selica, Potassium Salts, Calcium Sulphates, Phosphates and free Carbonic Acid Gas in

quantities.

LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.
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Mrs. Albrlgnt. tne Artist,
la again In her studio,
North Third
street. Parties who wish fine work In
artistic photography, should call and
leave their orders for the new carbon
photo, the latest in photographic are.

iu

Tin,
work.
ny.

iron and copper
Hardware compa

galvanized
Albuquerque

Statehood.
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Warehouse

116
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North Second Street.

Automatic Telephone 473.

Albuquerque, - New Mexico.
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